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LNPA Working Group
Status Report to NANC
February 22, 2008

Gary Sacra, Co-Chair
Paula Jordan, Co-Chair


Report Items:

·	Local Number Portability Administration Working Group (LNPA WG) Report 
	LNPA WG Work Package to Address FCC Order 07-188 (attachment)
	Problem Identification & Management (PIM) Report (attachment)


   Next Face to Face Meeting…… March 11 - 12, 2008, Denver, Colorado – Hosted by Comcast

q	LNPA WG Work Package to Address FCC Order 07-188:
.
FCC Order 07-188, released on November 8, 2007, extends LNP obligations to interconnected VoIP providers, and mandates that LNP validation be based on no more than four fields for simple ports: 10-digit telephone number, customer account number, 5-digit zip code, and pass code (if applicable).

	NANC charged the LNPA WG with reviewing and making necessary changes within its purview to industry LNP processes and Best Practices in order to comply with the Order.


	During its December 2007 and January 2008 meetings, the LNPA WG reviewed and made applicable revisions to the NANC LNP Provisioning Flows and the LNPA WG’s industry Number Portability Best Practices in order to meet the mandates contained in FCC Order 07-188.


	The proposed revisions are contained in the attached document and are being respectfully submitted to the NANC for review, consideration, and approval. 
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NORTH AMERICAN NUMBERING COUNCIL


LOCAL NUMBER PORTABILITY ADMINISTRATION WORKING GROUP



January 15, 2008


To:  North American Numbering Council (NANC) Chairman Tom Koutsky


From:  Local Number Portability Administration Working Group (LNPA WG)


Re:  Completed LNPA WG Work Package to Address FCC Order 07-188


Chairman Koutsky:


Tom,


Attached within this letter please find the NANC Inter-Service Provider LNP Operations Flows and Narratives, and the LNPA WG’s Number Portability Best Practices document, that have been revised to address the implementation of FCC Order 07-188, released on November 8, 2007.


During the process of revising the documentation to address FCC Order 07-188, the LNPA WG discussed the continued need for two data fields that are common to both the current Local Service Request (LSR) form and the message that both the Old and New Service Providers send to the Number Portability Administration Center (NPAC) to process a port.  These two data fields within the purview of the LNPA WG are the New Service Provider Identification (SPID) and the Desired Due Date.  The New Provider SPID is a 4-digit field that identifies the New Service Provider in a port request.  All providers with connectivity to the NPAC are required to establish a SPID.  The Desired Due Date is the date upon which the New Service Provider wishes the port to take place in order to gain the customer.

The service providers that participated in the revision of these LNPA WG documents unanimously agreed that these two data fields are necessary for established NPAC functionality to be maintained, for the continued efficiency of the porting process, and to ensure the end user’s service is not interrupted during the porting process.

Reasons for the continued need for the New Provider SPID and the Desired Due Date on an LSR are as follows:


1. Retain the ability of the old SP to avoid service outages:  The Old Service Provider “create” message to the NPAC, used by the Old Service Provider (Old SP) in a port to provide confirmation of the pending port to the NPAC, is

an optional message if the Old SP agrees with the port request, however, if the Old SP needs to place the pending port into conflict in the NPAC because, for example, the wrong number is about to be inadvertently ported, their only vehicle for doing so is to send the Old SP create message to the NPAC with 

the confirmation “flag” unchecked.  The Old SP create message is required in this case in order for the Old SP to retain the ability to maintain customer service.  An inadvertent port impacts the terminating service of two customers, the one who wants to port their number and the one who does not. It presents costs for trouble report handling and may involve extended periods of service impairment or outage.  The New Provider SPID and the Desired Due Date are necessary NPAC system and local system fields that must be populated on the Old SP create message and must match the same fields in the New SP create message in the NPAC.

2. Additional reasons cited for the need for the Old SP create message, and therefore the New Provider SPID and Desired Due Date, include: 

· Addressing potential port delay should the Old SP fail to return the Firm Order Confirmation (FOC) in a timely manner:  The Old SP create message enables the Old SP to stop the NPAC timers which were designed to prevent premature activation of the port until they expire.  Cancellation of these timers could potentially allow the New SP to still activate the port on the desired due date in this scenario.

· Enabling a reduced wireless-to-wireless porting interval:  Although the standard wireless-to-wireless porting interval is currently 2 ½ hours, approximately 80% of these ports take place within 30 minutes.  If the Old SP did not send the Old SP create message to the NPAC to cancel the NPAC timers described above, the New SP could not activate the port until 2 hours have elapsed.

3. Proper identification of New Provider on a port request:  Specific to the New Provider SPID, this LSR field is used by the Old SP to properly identify and verify the submitting provider in order to send the FOC, especially in the case of a faxed LSR.


4. Accurate scheduling of customer disconnect in Old SP switch to avoid service outages:  Specific to the Desired Due Date, while the Old SP in a port could assume a Desired Due Date based on the current standard porting interval if the New SP does not include the Desired Due Date on an LSR, introducing such an assumption into the porting process has service-affecting consequences should an incorrect assumption be made by the Old SP.  The Desired Due Date is used by porting-out providers that schedule the customer disconnect to take place on or after the due date of the port activation.  If the New SP failed to provide the Desired Due Date on an LSR, and the Old SP assumed the standard porting interval, however, the New SP had not scheduled the port to take place until some time after that which would be dictated by the standard porting interval, the customer would be taken out of service on the date assumed by the Old SP.  A significant percentage of port

requests currently have Desired Due Dates beyond the standard porting interval.

5. Allowing sufficient time to ship necessary Customer Premise Equipment:  Again specific to the Desired Due Date, service providers participating in the discussion whose service offerings include Customer Premise Equipment (CPE) stated that as the New SP in a port, they intend to continue to populate the Desired Due Date on port requests.  It is critical that they communicate a Desired Due Date that allows them sufficient time to ship the necessary Customer Premise Equipment (CPE) in order to maintain end user service.

Based on the reasons cited above, all providers participating in the discussion unanimously agreed that the New Provider SPID and Desired Due Date should continue to be necessary data fields on a Local Service Request (LSR).  Those providers participating in this discussion at the LNPA WG included:


-- Alltel

-- AT&T


-- AT&T Mobility


-- Comcast

-- Cox Communications
-- Delta 3


-- Embarq

-- Level 3


-- One Communications


-- Qwest

-- Sprint Nextel

-- T-Mobile


-- US Cellular

-- Verizon


-- Verizon Wireless


-- Vonage


In a final note, a question was raised at the LNPA WG regarding customers with local service freezes on their accounts and how they should be treated by the Old SP in light of FCC Order 07-188.

We will be presenting this material on behalf of the LNPA WG at the next upcoming NANC meeting.  Please do not hesitate to contact us beforehand should you or the NANC members have any questions.


Respectfully submitted on behalf of the LNPA WG,


Gary Sacra


Paula Jordan


LNPA WG Co-Chairs
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Inter-Service Provider LNP Operations Flows - Narratives






Narratives:  Following are the textual descriptions of the Inter-Service Provider LNP Operations Flows.  These narratives provide a detailed description of the step-by-step flows.



Legend:



NLSP = New Local Service Provider



NNSP = New Network Service Provider



OLSP = Old Local Service Provider



ONSP = Old Network Service Provider



SV = Subscription Version



SP = Service Provider



FRS = Functional Requirements Specification



IIS = Interoperability Interface Specifications



LSR = Local Service Request


SPSR = Simple Port Service Request:  This “short form” of the LSR, developed by the Ordering & Billing Forum (OBF), may be used by providers for Simple Port requests.  Refer to FCC Order 07-188 for a definition of a Simple Port.


FOC = Firm Order Confirmation



ICP = Intercarrier Communication Process


WPR = Wireless Port Request



WPRR = Wireless Port Request Response 



CSR = Customer Service Record



TN = Telephone Number



“via the SOA interface” = generic description for one of the following:  the SOA CMIP association, LTI, or contacting NPAC personnel



NOTE:



These Narratives (Version 3.0) provide a detailed description of each process step within the attached LNP Operations Flows (Version 3.0).






NANC Flows v3.0 



(revisions mode).ppt






NOTE:


Pursuant to FCC Order 07-188, released on November 8, 2007, Local Number Portability (LNP) obligations are extended to interconnected Voice over Internet Protocol (VoIP) providers.  The North American Numbering Council (NANC) identifies three classes of interconnected VoIP providers, defined as follows:



1. Class 1:  A standalone interconnected VoIP provider that obtains numbering resources directly from the North American Numbering Plan Administrator (NANPA) and the Pooling Administrator (PA) and connects directly to the PSTN (i.e., not through a PSTN LEC partner’s end office switch).  Class 1 standalone interconnected VoIP providers must follow the Main Flows for the LNP provisioning process, serving as the New Network Service Provider (NNSP) or Old Network Service Provider (ONSP), whichever is applicable.


2. Class 2:  An interconnected VoIP provider that partners with a facilities-based Public Switched Telephone Network (PSTN) Local Exchange Carrier (LEC) to obtain numbering resources and connectivity to the PSTN via the LEC partner’s end office switch.  Although a Class 2 interconnected VoIP provider is not considered a reseller in the context of the FCC definition of a Simple Port (refer to FCC Order 07-188 for Simple Port definition), Class 2 interconnected VoIP providers must follow the Reseller Flows for the LNP provisioning process, serving as the New Local Service Provider (NLSP) or Old Local Service Provider (OLSP), whichever is applicable.


3. Class 3:  A non-facilities-based reseller of interconnected VoIP services that utilizes the numbering resources and facilities of another interconnected VoIP provider (analogous to the “traditional” PSTN reseller).  


4. Although a Class 3 interconnected VoIP provider is not considered a reseller in the context of the FCC definition of a Simple Port (refer to FCC Order 07-188 for Simple Port definition), Class 3 interconnected VoIP providers must follow the Reseller Flows for the LNP provisioning process, serving as the New Local Service Provider (NLSP) or Old Local Service Provider (OLSP), whichever is applicable.


Provisioning With LRN



Main Flow, Figure 1



			Flow Step


			Description





			1. START: End User Contact with NLSP


			
The process begins with an end-user requesting service from the NLSP.



· It is assumed that prior to entering the provisioning process the involved NPA/NXX was opened for porting (If code is not open, refer to Inter-Service Provider LNP Operations Flows – Code Opening Process, Figure 13.).





			2. End User agrees to change to NLSP


			
End-user agrees to change to NLSP and requests retention of current telephone number (TN).





			3. NLSP obtains end user authorization


			
NLSP obtains authority (Letter of Authorization - LOA) from end-user to act as the official agent on behalf of the end-user.  The NLSP is responsible for demonstrating necessary authority.





			4. (Optional) NLSP requests CSR from OLSP


			· As an optional step, the NLSP requests a Customer Service Record (CSR) from the OLSP.  A service agreement between the NLSP and OLSP may or may not be required for CSR.





			5. Are both NNSP and ONSP wireless?


			· If yes, go to Step 7.



· If no, go to Step 6.





			6. LSR/FOC – Service Provider Communication


			· Inter-Service Provider LNP Operations Flows – Wireline LSR/FOC Process, Figure 2.





			7. ICP – Service Provider Communication


			· Inter-Service Provider LNP Operations Flows – Wireless ICP Process, Figure 3.





			8. Are NNSP and ONSP the same SP?


			· If yes, go to Step 10.



· If no, go to Step 9.





			9. NNSP coordinates all porting activities


			
The NNSP must coordinate porting timeframes with the ONSP, and both provide appropriate messages to the NPAC.  Upon completion of the LSR/FOC or ICP Process, and when ready to initiate service orders, go to Step 12.





			10. Is NPAC processing required?


			· If yes, go to Step 11.



· If no, go to Step 20.





			11. Perform intra-provider port or modify existing SV


			
SP enters intra-provider SV create data into the NPAC via the SOA interface for porting of end-user in accordance with the NANC FRS and the NANC IIS.  Upon completion of intra-provider port, go to Step 20.





			12. NNSP and ONSP create and process service orders


			
Upon completion of the LSR/FOC or ICP Process, the NNSP and ONSP create and process service orders through their internal service order systems, based on information provided in the LSR/FOC or WPR/WPRR.





			13. Create – Service Provider Port Request


			· Inter-Service Provider LNP Operations Flows – Service Provider Create Process, Figure 4.





			14. Was port request canceled?


			
The port was canceled by the ONSP, the NNSP, or automatically by an NPAC process.




If yes, go to Step 17.




If no, go to Step 15.





			15. Did ONSP place the order in Conflict?


			
Check Concurrence Flag.
If concurred, the ONSP agrees to the port.
If NOT concurred, a conflict cause code as defined in the FRS, is designated.  ONSP makes a concerted effort to contact NNSP prior to placing SV in conflict.




For wireline SPs, the conflict request can be initiated up to the later of a.) the tunable time (Conflict Restriction Window, current value of 12:00) one business day before the Due Date or b.) the T2 Timer (Final Concurrence Window tunable parameter) has expired.




For wireless SPs using short timers for this SV, the conflict request can be initiated up to the time the T2 Timer (Final Concurrence Window tunable parameter) has expired.




If yes, go to Step 16.




If no, go to Step 18.





			16. NPAC logs request to place the order in conflict, including cause code


			
Go to Inter-Service Provider LNP Operations Flows - Conflict Flow for the Service Creation Provisioning Process - tie point B, Figure 8.





			17. Notify Reseller – NPAC notifies NNSP and ONSP that port is canceled


			
Upon cancellation, NPAC logs this information, and changes the subscription status to canceled.  Both SPs are notified of the change in the subscription status via the SOA interface.




For the notification process, refer to Inter-Service Provider LNP Operations Flows – Reseller Notification, Figure 5.




Both SPs take appropriate action related to internal work orders.





			18. NNSP coordinates physical changes with ONSP


			
The NNSP has the option of requesting a coordinated order.  This is also the re-entry point from the Inter-Service Provider LNP Operations Flows – Conflict Flow for the Service Creation Provisioning Process, tie point BB, Figure 8.




If coordination is requested on the LSR, an indication of Yes or No for the application of a 10-digit trigger is required.  If no coordination indication is given, then by default, the 10-digit trigger is applied as defined by inter-company agreements between the involved service providers.  If the NNSP requests a coordinated order and specifies ‘no’ on the application of the 10-digit trigger, the ONSP uses the 10-digit trigger at its discretion.





			Is the unconditional 10 digit trigger being used?


			
The unconditional 10-digit trigger is an option assigned to a number on a donor switch during the transition period when the number is physically moved from donor switch to recipient switch.  During this period it is possible for the TN to reside in both donor and recipient switches at the same time.




The unconditional 10-digit trigger may be applied by the NNSP.  A 10-digit trigger is applied by the ONSP no later than the day prior to the due date.




If yes, go to Inter-Service Provider LNP Operations Flows - Provisioning with Unconditional 10-Digit Trigger - tie point AA, Figure 7.




If no, go to Inter-Service Provider LNP Operations Flows - Provisioning without Unconditional 10-digit Trigger - tie point A, Figure 6.





			19. End


			· End of the Inter-Service Provider LNP Operations Flows – Main Flow.


· This is also the re-entry point from various flows, tie point Z.








Wireline LSR/FOC Service Provider Communication



Flow LSR/FOC, Figure 2



			Flow Step


			Description





			1. Is end user porting all TNs?


			
This is the entry point from the Inter-Service Provider LNP Operations Flows – Main Flow, LSR/FOC Process, Step 6, Figure 1.




The NLSP determines if customer is porting all TN(s).



· If yes, go to Step 3.



· If no, go to Step 2.





			2. NLSP notes “Not all TNs are being ported” in the remarks field of LSR


			
The NLSP makes a note in the remarks section of the LSR to identify that the end-user is not porting all TN(s). This can affect the due date interval due to account rearrangements necessary prior to service order issuance.





			3. Is NLSP a Reseller?


			· If yes, go to Step 4.



· If no, go to Step 5.





			4. NLSP sends LSR or LSR information to NNSP for resale service


			· NLSP (Reseller) sends an LSR or LSR Information to the NNSP fulfilling all requirements of any service agreement between the involved service providers.  The LSR process is defined by the Ordering and Billing Forum (OBF) and the electronic interface by the Telecommunications Industry Forum (TCIF). 





			5. NNSP sends LSR/SPSR to ONSP


			· The NNSP notifies the ONSP of the port using the LSR/SPSR and sends the information via an electronic gateway, FAX, or manual means.  The LSR/SPSR process is defined by the Ordering and Billing Forum (OBF) and the electronic interface by the Telecommunications Industry Forum (TCIF).


· Pursuant to FCC Order 07-188, released on November 8, 2007, LNP validation on Simple Port requests can only be based on the following four data fields on an LSR/SPSR: (1) 10-digit telephone number; (2) customer account number; (3) 5-digit zip code; and (4) pass code (if applicable).  The FCC defined a Simple Port as those ports that: (1) do not involve unbundled network elements; (2) involve an account only for a single line; (3) do not include complex switch translations (e.g., Centrex, ISDN, AIN services, remote call forwarding, or multiple services on the loop); and (4) do not include a reseller.





			6. Is OLSP a Reseller or is a Type 1 wireless number involved?


			· In a wireline flow scenario, these are numbers that use a Type 1 wireless interconnection.



· If yes, go to Step 7.



· If no, go to Step 9.





			7. Notify Reseller – (conditional) ONSP sends LSR/SPSR, LSR/SPSR information, or Loss Notification to OLSP


			· (conditional, based on any service agreement between the involved service providers) – ONSP sends an LSR/SPSR, LSR/SPSR Information, or Loss Notification to the OLSP (Reseller or if a Type 1 number is involved) fulfilling all requirements.  The LSR/SPSR process is defined by the Ordering and Billing Forum (OBF) and the electronic interface by the Telecommunications Industry Forum (TCIF).


· (conditional, , based on any service agreement between the involved service providers) – A Loss Alert/Notification may be sent to the OLSP.  The specific timing will be based on the requirements of any service agreement between the involved service providers.



· Communication between the ONSP and the OLSP with regard to the port should not delay the validation or processing of the port request.





			8. (conditional) OLSP sends FOC or FOC information to ONSP


			· (conditional, based on any service agreement between the involved service providers) – The OLSP notifies the ONSP of the porting using the FOC and sends the information via an electronic gateway, FAX, or other means.  The LSR/FOC process is defined by the Ordering and Billing Forum (OBF) and the electronic interface by the Telecommunications Industry Forum (TCIF).  The information required on the FOC may vary based on the carriers involved.



· Communication between the ONSP and the OLSP with regard to the port should not delay the validation or processing of the port request.





			9. ONSP sends FOC to NNSP


			
ONSP sends the firm order confirmation (FOC, local response) to the NNSP for the porting LSR/SPSR.



· For wireline to wireline service providers, and between wireline and wireless service providers, the minimum expectation is that the FOC is returned within 24 hours excluding weekends.  It is the responsibility of the ONSP to contact the NNSP if the ONSP is unable to meet the 24 hour expectation for transmitting the FOC.  If the FOC is not received by the NNSP within 24 hours, then the NNSP contacts the ONSP.


· The due date of the first TN ported in an NPA-NXX is no earlier than five (5) business days after FOC receipt date.  Any subsequent port in that NPA NXX will have a due date no earlier than three (3) business days after FOC receipt.  It is assumed that the porting interval is not in addition to intervals for other requested services (e.g., unbundled loops) related to the porting request.  The interval becomes the longest single interval required for the services requested.




The LSR/FOC process is defined by the Ordering and Billing Forum (OBF) and the electronic interface by the Telecommunications Industry Forum (TCIF).  The information required on the FOC may vary based on the carriers involved.





			10. Is NLSP a Reseller?


			· If yes, go to Step 11.



· If no, go to Step 12.





			11. NNSP forwards FOC or FOC Information to NLSP


			· NNSP forwards FOC or FOC Information to NLSP fulfilling all requirements of any service agreement between the involved service providers.  The LSR/FOC process is defined by the Ordering and Billing Forum (OBF) and the electronic interface by the Telecommunications Industry Forum (TCIF).  The information required on the FOC may vary based on the carriers involved.





			12. Return to Figure 1


			· Return to main flow, LSR/FOC Process, Step 6.








Wireless ICP Service Provider Communication



Flow ICP (Intercarrier Communication Process), Figure 3



			Flow Step


			Description





			1. Is NLSP a Reseller?


			
This is the entry point from the Inter-Service Provider LNP Operations Flows – Main Flow, ICP Process, Step 7.




The NLSP determines if customer is porting all TN(s).



· If yes, go to Step 2.



· If no, go to Step 3.





			2. NLSP sends WPR or WPR information to NNSP for resale service


			· NLSP (Reseller) sends a WPR (Wireless Port Request) or WPR information to the NNSP (may vary slightly depending on provider agreement between the involved service providers).



· For wireless to wireless service providers the WPR/WPRR (Wireless Port Request/Wireless Port Request Response) initial response time frame is 30 minutes.



· The due date of the first TN ported in an NPA-NXX is no earlier than 5 business days after a confirming WPRR receipt date.



· The due date for a TN ported in an NPA-NXX which has TNs already ported is no earlier than 2 business hours after a confirming WPRR receipt date/time or as currently determined by NANC.





			3. NNSP sends WPR to ONSP


			· The NNSP notifies the ONSP of the port request using the WPR and sends the information via CORBA or FAX.



· ICP response interval, currently set to 30 minutes, begins from acknowledgment being received by NNSP from ONSP, and not at the time the WPR is sent from the NNSP to the ONSP.



· Pursuant to FCC Order 07-188, released on November 8, 2007, LNP validation on Simple Port requests can only be based on the following four data fields on a WPR: (1) 10-digit telephone number; (2) customer account number; (3) 5-digit zip code; and (4) pass code (if applicable).  The FCC defined a Simple Port as those ports that: (1) do not involve unbundled network elements; (2) involve an account only for a single line; (3) do not include complex switch translations (e.g., Centrex, ISDN, AIN services, remote call forwarding, or multiple services on the loop); and (4) do not include a reseller.





			4. Is a Type 1 wireless number involved?


			· If yes, go to Step 5


· If no, go to Step 8.





			5. ONSP sends WPRR rejection to NNSP


			· ONSP identifies the number as using a Type 1 wireless interconnection, and returns a WPRR to the NNSP rejecting the request for this Type 1 number.





			6. Change code owner to Old Wireline SP in NPAC and possibly LERG, as necessary


			· The code holder of the NPA-NXX is not the Old Wireline SP.



· To maintain proper NPA-NXX ownership reference, the NPAC data must reflect the Old Wireline SP as the code holder, therefore update as necessary.  This allows the NNSP to determine the recipient ONSP of the resultant LSR (Figure 2, Wireline LSR/FOC Process).



· An NNSP may alternatively use the LERG for NPA-NXX ownership reference to determine the recipient ONSP of the resultant LSR (Figure 2, Wireline LSR/FOC Process).  Therefore, in the case of a shared code, the LERG data should also be updated to reflect the Old Wireline SP as the code holder.  NOTE:  In the case of a dedicated code, the LERG data should not be changed as this would violate LERG assignment guidelines.



NOTE:  Once the migration of Type 1 interconnected telephone numbers is complete, the number is no longer a Type 1 number (there is no such thing as a “migrated Type 1 number”), but is now considered Type 2.





			7. Re-start process, return to Figure 1


			· The NNSP reference to the recipient of the WPR has been changed to a wireline SP, and must now follow the LSR/FOC process.



· Re-start the intercarrier communication process by returning to main flow Figure 1, Steps 5/6, since this is no longer a “both are wireless carriers” scenario.





			8. Is OLSP a Reseller?


			· If yes, go to Step 9.



· If no, go to Step 11.





			9. ONSP sends WPR or WPR information to OLSP


			· The ONSP notifies the OLSP of the port request using the WPR or WPR information.





			10. OLSP sends WPRR or WPRR information to ONSP


			· The OLSP sends the ONSP the WPRR or WPRR information.





			11. ONSP sends WPRR to NNSP


			· ONSP sends the WPRR to the NNSP.



· IC terminates upon receipt of WPRR by NNSP.





			12. Is NLSP a Reseller?


			· If yes, go to Step 13.



· If no, go to Step 14.





			13. NNSP forwards WPRR or WPRR information to NLSP


			· The NNSP sends the WPRR or WPRR information to the NLSP.





			14. Is WPRR a Delay?


			· If yes, go to Step 15.


· If no, go to Step 16.





			15. Is OLSP a Reseller?


			· If yes, go to Step 10.



· If no, go to Step 11.





			16. Is WPRR confirmed?


			· If yes, go to Step 18.


· If no, go to Step 17 – WPRR must be a Resolution Required.





			17. WPRR is a resolution response


			· Return to Step 1.





			18. Return to Figure 1


			· Return to main flow Figure 1, ICP Process, Step 7.








Service Provider Port Request


Flow Create, Figure 4



			Flow Step


			Description





			1. NNSP and (optionally) ONSP notify NPAC with Create message


			
Due date of the create message is the due date on the FOC, where wireline due date equals date and wireless due date equals date and time.  For porting between wireless and wireline, the wireline due date applies.  Any change of due date to the NPAC is usually the result of a change in the FOC due date.




SPs enter SV data into the NPAC via the SOA interface for porting of end-user in accordance with the NANC FRS and the NANC IIS.








			2. Is Create message valid?


			
NPAC validates data to ensure value formats and consistency as defined in the FRS.  This is not a comparison between NNSP and ONSP messages.




If yes, go to Step 4.  If this is the first valid create message, the T1 Timer (Initial Concurrence Window tunable parameter) is started.  SV Create notifications are sent to both the ONSP and NNSP.




If no, go to Step 3.





			3. NPAC notifies appropriate Service Provider that create message is invalid


			
If the data is not valid, the NPAC sends error notification to the SP for correction.




The SP, upon notification from the NPAC, corrects the data and resubmits to the NPAC.  Re-enter at Step 1.





			4. NPAC starts T1 timer


			
Upon receipt of the first valid create message, the NPAC starts the T1 Timer (Initial Concurrence Window tunable parameter).  The value for the T1 Timer is configurable (one of two values) for SPs.  SPs will use either long or short timers.  The current value for the long timer (typically any wireline involved porting) is nine (9) business hours.  The current value for the short timer (typically wireless-to-wireless porting) is one (1) business hour.





			5. T1 expired?


			
NPAC timers include business hours only, except where otherwise specified.  Short business hours are defined as 7a-7p CT (business day start at 13:00/12:00 GMT, duration of 12 hours).  Long business hours are planned for 9a-9p in the predominant time zone for each NPAC region (business day start – NE/MA/SE 14:00/13:00 GMT, MW/SW/Canadian 15:00/14:00 GMT, WE 16:00/15:00 GMT, WC 17:00/16:00 GMT, duration of 12 hours).  Short Business Days are currently defined as Monday through Friday, except holidays, and Long Business Days are currently defined as Sunday through Saturday (seven days a week), except holidays.  Holidays and business hours are defined for each NPAC Region.




If yes, go to Step 10.




If no, go to Step 6.





			6. Received Second Create?


			
If yes, go to Step 7.




If no, return to Step 5.





			7. Is Create message valid?


			
If yes, go to Step 8.




If no, go to Step 9.





			8. Return to Figure 1


			
The porting process continues.




Return to main flow Figure 1, Create Process, Step 13.





			9. NPAC notifies appropriate Service Provider that Create message is invalid


			
The NPAC informs the SP of an invalid create.  If necessary, the notified Service Provider coordinates the correction.





			10. NPAC notifies NNSP and ONSP that T1 has expired, and then starts T2 Timer


			
The NPAC informs the NNSP and ONSP of the expiration of the T1 Timer.




Upon expiration, the NPAC starts the T2 Timer (Final Concurrence Window tunable parameter).





			11. T2 Expired?


			
The NPAC provides a T2 Timer (Final Concurrence Window tunable parameter) that is defined as the number of hours after the expiration of the T1 Timer.




The value for the T2 Timer (Final Concurrence Window tunable parameter) is configurable (one of two values) for Service Providers.  Service Providers will use either long or short timers.  The current value for the long timer is nine (9) hours.  The current value for the short timer is one (1) hour.




NPAC timers include business hours only, except where otherwise specified.  Short business hours are defined as 7a-7p CT (business day start at 13:00/12:00 GMT, duration of 12 hours).  Long business hours are planned for 9a-9p in the predominant time zone for each NPAC region (business day start – NE/MA/SE 14:00/13:00 GMT, MW/SW/Canadian 15:00/14:00 GMT, WE 16:00/15:00 GMT, WC 17:00/16:00 GMT, duration of 12 hours).  Short Business Days are currently defined as Monday through Friday, except holidays, and Long Business Days are currently defined as Sunday through Saturday (seven days a week), except holidays.  Holidays and business hours are defined for each NPAC Region.




If yes, go to Step 15.




If no, go to Step 12.





			12. Receives Second Create?


			
If yes, go to Step 13.




If no, return to Step 11.





			13. Is Create message valid?


			
If yes, go to Step 19.




If no, go to Step 14.





			14. NPAC notifies appropriate service provider that Create message is invalid


			
The NPAC notifies the service provider that errors were encountered during the validation process.




Return to Step 11.





			15. Did NNSP send Create?


			
If yes, go to Step 20.




If no, go to Step 16.





			16. NPAC notifies NNSP and ONSP that T2 has expired


			
The NPAC notifies both NNSP and ONSP of T2 expiration.





			17. Has cancel window for pending SVs expired?


			
If yes, go to Step 18.




If no, return to Step 12.





			18. Notify Reseller NPAC notifies NNSP and ONSP that port is canceled 


			
The SV is canceled by NPAC by tunable parameter (30 days).  Both SPs take appropriate action related to internal work orders.




For the notification process, refer to Inter-Service Provider LNP Operations Flows – Reseller Notification, Figure 5.





			19. Return to Figure 1


			
Return to main flow Figure 1, Create Process, Step 13.





			20. NPAC notifies ONSP that porting proceeds under the control of the NNSP


			
A notification message is sent to the ONSP noting that the porting is proceeding in the absence of any message from the ONSP.








Reseller Notification Process



Reseller Notification Flow, Figure 5


			Flow Step


			Description





			1. Is OLSP a Reseller?


			
If yes, go to Step 2.




If no, go to Step 4.





			2. Does OLSP need message?


			
If yes, go to Step 3.




If no, go to Step 4.





			3. ONSP sends or provides information and/or message to OLSP


			
NSP (Network Provider) sends or provides information and/or message to the OLSP (Reseller) fulfilling all requirements of any service agreement between the involved service providers.





			4. Is NLSP a Reseller?


			
If yes, go to Step 5.




If no, go to Step 7.





			5. Does NLSP need message?


			
If yes, go to Step 6.




If no, go to Step 7.





			6. NNSP sends or provides information and/or message to NLSP


			
NSP (Network Provider) sends or provides information and/or message to the NLSP (Reseller) fulfilling all requirements of any service agreement between the involved service providers.





			7. Return


			
Return to previous flow.








Provisioning Without Unconditional 10-Digit Trigger



Flow A, Figure 6



			Flow Step


			Description





			NOTE:  Steps 1 and 2 are worked concurrently.





			1.
NNSP activates port (locally)


			
This is the entry point from the Inter-Service Provider LNP Operations Flows – Main Flow, tie point A, Figure 1.




The Wireline NNSP activates its own Central Office translations.




As an optional step, the Wireless NNSP activates its own switch/HLR configuration including assignment of Mobile Station Identifier (MSID).





			NOTE:  Steps 2 and 3 may be worked concurrently.





			2.  NNSP and ONSP make physical changes (where necessary)


			
Wireline physical changes may or may not be coordinated.  Coordinated physical changes are based on inter-connection agreements between the involved service providers.




Mobile Station (handset) changes are completed.




The NNSP is now providing dial tone to ported end user.





			3.  NNSP notifies NPAC to activate the port


			
The NNSP sends an activate message to the NPAC via the SOA interface.




No NPAC SV may activate before the SV due date/time.




If not done in step 1 above, the Wireless NNSP activates its own switch/HLR configuration including assignment of Mobile Station Identifier (MSID).





			NOTE:  Steps 4, 5, 6, and 7 may be concurrent, but at a minimum should be completed ASAP.





			4.  NPAC downloads (real time) to all service providers


			
The NPAC broadcasts new SV data to all SP LSMSs in the serving area in accordance with the NANC FRS and NANC IIS.  The Service Control Point (SCP) Applications and GTT Function for Number Portability requirements are defined by T1S1.6.





			5.  NPAC records date and time in history file


			
The NPAC records the current date and time as the Activation Date and Time stamp, at the start of the broadcast.  The Activation Complete Timestamp is based on the first LSMS that successfully acknowledged receipt of new SV.





			6.  Wireline ONSP removes translations in Central Office.  Wireless ONSP removes subscriber from switch/HLR


			
The Wireline ONSP initiates the removal of translation either at designated Due Date and Time, or if the order was designated as coordinated, upon receipt of a call from the NNSP.




The Wireless ONSP initiates the removal of the subscriber record from the switch/HLR after the activation of the port.




As an optional step, if the OLSP is a Reseller, the ONSP should send a Loss Notification to the OLSP (indicator to stop billing).





			7.  NPAC logs failures and non-responses and notifies the NNSP and ONSP


			
The NPAC resends the activation to an LSMS that did not acknowledge receipt of the request, based on the retry tunable and retry interval.  The number of NPAC SMS attempts to send is a tunable parameter for which the current setting is one (1) attempt, in which case no retry attempts are performed.  Once this cycle is completed, NPAC personnel, when requested, investigate possible problems.  In addition, the NPAC sends a notification via the SOA interface to both NNSP and ONSP with a list of LSMSs that failed activation.





			8.  All service providers update routing databases (real time download)


			
This is an internal process and is performed in accordance with the Service Control Point (SCP) Applications and GTT Function for Number Portability requirements as defined by T1S1.6 (within 15 minutes).





			9.  NNSP may verify completion


			
The NNSP may make test calls to verify that calls to ported numbers complete as expected.





			Z.  End


			
Return to main flow, tie point Z, Figure 1.








Provisioning With Unconditional 10-Digit Trigger



Flow AA, Figure 7



			Flow Step


			Description





			1. ONSP activates unconditional 10 digit trigger in the central office


			
This is the entry point from the Inter-Service Provider LNP Operations Flows – Main Flow, tie point AA, Figure 1.




The actual time for trigger activation is defined on a regional basis.




The unconditional 10-digit trigger may optionally be applied by the NNSP.





			NOTE:  Steps 2 and 3 may be worked concurrently.





			2.  NNSP activates central office translations


			
The NNSP activates its own Central Office translations.





			3. NNSP and ONSP make physical changes (where necessary)


			
Any physical work or changes are made by either NNSP or ONSP, as necessary.




Physical changes may or may not be coordinated.  Coordinated physical changes are based on inter-connection agreements between the involved service providers.



· The NNSP is now providing dial-tone to ported in user





			4. NNSP notifies NPAC to activate the port


			
The NNSP sends an activate message via the SOA interface to the NPAC.




No NPAC SV may activate before the SV due date/time.





			NOTE:  Steps 5, 6, and 7 may be concurrent, but at a minimum should be completed ASAP.





			5.  NPAC downloads (real time) to all service providers


			
The NPAC broadcasts new SV data to all SPs in the serving area in accordance with the NANC FRS and NANC IIS. The Service Control Point (SCP) Applications and GTT Function for Number Portability requirements are defined by T1S1.6.





			6.  NPAC records date and time in history file


			
The NPAC records the current date and time as the Activation Date and Time stamp, at the start of the broadcast.  The Activation Complete Timestamp is based on the first LSMS that successfully acknowledged receipt of new subscription version.





			7.  NPAC logs failures and non-responses and notifies the NNSP and ONSP


			
The NPAC resends the activation to a Local SMS that did not acknowledge receipt of the request, based on the retry tunable and retry interval.  The number of NPAC attempts to send is a tunable parameter for which the current setting is one (1) attempt, in which case no retry attempts are performed.  Once this cycle is completed NPAC personnel, when requested, investigate possible problems.  In addition, the NPAC sends a notification via the SOA interface to both the NNSP and ONSP with a list of LSMSs that failed activation.





			8.  All service providers update routing data (real time download)


			
This is an internal process and is performed in accordance with the Service Control Point (SCP) Applications and GTT Function for Number Portability requirements as defined by T1S1.6 (within 15 minutes).





			9.  ONSP removes appropriate translations


			
After update of its databases the ONSP removes translations associated with the ported TN(s).  The removal of these translations (1.) will not be done until the old Service Provider has evidence that the port has occurred, or (2.) will not be scheduled earlier than 11:59 PM one day after the due date, or (3.) will be scheduled for 11:59 PM on the due date, but can be changed by an LSR supplement received no later than 9:00 PM local time on the due date.  This LSR supplement must be submitted in accordance with local practices governing LSR exchange, including such communications by telephone, fax, etc.




As an optional step, if the OLSP is a Reseller, the ONSP should send a Loss Notification to the OLSP (indicator to stop billing).  





			10.  NNSP may verify completion


			
The NNSP may make test calls to verify that calls to ported numbers complete as expected.





			Z.  End


			
Return to main flow, tie point Z, Figure 1.








Conflict Flow for the Service Creation Provisioning Process



Flow B, Figure 8



			Flow Step


			Description





			1. Is conflict restricted?


			
The conflict flow is entered through the Provisioning process flow (Main Flow) through tie point (B), Figure 1, when the ONSP enters a concurrence flag of “No”, and designates a conflict cause code.




Conflict is restricted (i.e., SV may not be placed into conflict by the ONSP) if one of the following:




The ONSP previously placed the subscription into conflict, or




The ONSP never sent a create message for this subscription, or




The request was initiated too late:




For wireline SPs the request was initiated after the tunable time (Conflict Restriction Window, current value of 12:00) one business day before the Due Date and T2 Timer (Final Concurrence Window tunable parameter) has expired.




For wireless SPs using short timers for this SV, the request was initiated after the T2 Timer (Final Concurrence Window tunable parameter) has expired.




If yes, go to Step 2.




If no, go to Step 3.





			2. NPAC rejects the conflict request


			
NPAC notifies SP of rejection.




The porting process resumes as normal, proceeding to the Provisioning process flow (Main Flow) at tie point BB, Figure 1.





			3. NPAC changes the subscription status to conflict and notifies NNSP and ONSP


			
For the notification process, refer to Inter-Service Provider LNP Operations Flows – Reseller Notification, Figure 5.




Both SPs take appropriate action related to internal work orders.




SVs may be modified while in the conflict state (e.g., due date), by either the NNSP or ONSP.





			4. NNSP contacts ONSP to resolve conflict.  If no agreement is reached, begin normal escalation


			
The escalation process is defined in the inter-company agreements between the involved service providers.





			5. Was conflict resolved within conflict expiration window?


			
From the time an SV is placed in conflict, there is a tunable window (Conflict Expiration Window, current value of 30-calendar day limit after the due date) after which it is removed from the NPAC database.  If it is resolved within the tunable window, go to Step 7; if not, the subscription request will “time out” and go to Step 6.





			NPAC initiates cancellation and notifies NNSP and ONSP


			
For the notification process, refer to Inter-Service Provider LNP Operations Flows – Reseller Notification, Figure 5.




Both SPs take appropriate action related to internal work orders.





			6. Was port request canceled to resolve conflict?


			
Conflict resolution initiates one of two actions:  1) cancellation of the subscription, or 2) resumption of the service creation provisioning process.  If the conflict is resolved by cancellation of the subscription, then proceed to the Cancellation Flows for Provisioning Process through tie point C, Figure 9.  If the conflict is otherwise resolved, go to Step 8.





			7. Was resolution message from ONSP?


			
If yes, go to Step 9.




If no, go to Step 10.





			8. NPAC notifies NNSP and ONSP of ‘conflict off’ via SOA


			
For the notification process, refer to Inter-Service Provider LNP Operations Flows – Reseller Notification, Figure 5.




NPAC notifies both SPs of the change in SV status.  The porting process resumes as normal, proceeding to the Provisioning process flow (Main Flow) at tie point BB, Figure 1.





			9. Did NNSP send resolution message during the restriction window?


			
If conflict was resolved within tunable business hours (current values of six hours for wireline [Long Conflict Resolution New Service Provider Restriction], and six hours for wireless [Short Conflict Resolution New Service Provider Restriction] ), only the ONSP may notify NPAC of “conflict off”.  If conflict was resolved after tunable hours, either the NNSP or ONSP may notify NPAC of “conflict off”.



In order for the porting process to continue at least one SP must remove the SV from conflict.




If yes, go to Step 11.




If no, go to Step 9.





			10. NPAC rejects the conflict resolution request from NNSP


			
NPAC sends an error to the NNSP indicating conflict resolution is not valid at this point in time.





			11. Was the Conflict Cause Code 50 or 51>


			
If yes, go to Step 11.




If no, go to Step 9.





			Z.  End


			
Return to main flow, tie point Z, Figure 1.








Cancellation Flows for Provisioning Process



Cancel Flow, Figure 9



Introduction



A service order and/or subscription may be canceled through the following processes:



· The end-user contacts the NLSP or OLSP and requests cancellation of their porting request.



· Conflict Flow for the Service Creation Provisioning Process – Flow B, Figure 8:  As a result of the Conflict Resolution process (at tie-point C) the NLSP and OLSP agree to cancel the SV and applicable service orders.



			Flow Step


			Description





			End-user request to cancel


			
The Cancellation Process may begin with an end-user requesting cancellation of their pending port.  The Cancellation process flow applies only to that period of time between SV creation, and either activation or cancellation of the porting request.  If activation completed and the end-user wishes to revert back to the former SP, it is accomplished via the Provisioning Process.





			1. Did end-user contact NLSP?


			
The end-user contacts either the NLSP or OLSP to cancel the porting request.  Only the NLSP or OLSP can initiate this transaction, not another SP.




The contacted SP gathers information necessary for sending the supplemental request to the other SP noting cancellation, and for sending the cancellation request to NPAC.




If yes, go to Step 3.




If no, go to Step 7.





			2. Is NLSP a Reseller?


			· If yes, go to Step 4.



· If no, go to Step 6.





			3. NLSP sends cancel request to NNSP


			
The NLSP notifies the NNSP, via their inter-company interface, indicating that the porting request is to be canceled.





			4. NNSP sends SUPP to ONSP noting cancellation as soon as possible and prior to activation


			
The NNSP fills out and sends the supplemental request form to the ONSP via their inter-company interface, indicating cancellation of the porting request.





			5. NNSP sends cancel request to the NPAC


			
The NNSP notifies the NPAC, via the SOA interface, indicating the porting request is to be canceled.





			6. OLSP obtains end-user authorization


			
The OLSP obtains actual authority from the end-user to act as the official agent on behalf of the end-user to cancel the porting request.  The OLSP is responsible for demonstrating such authority as necessary.





			7. Is OLSP a Reseller?


			· If yes, go to Step 9.



· If no, go to Step 10.





			8. OLSP sends cancel request to ONSP


			
The OLSP notifies the ONSP, via their inter-company interface, indicating that the porting request is to be canceled.





			9. ONSP sends cancel request to NPAC


			· The OLSP, contacted directly by the end-user or notified by the NNSP via their inter-company interface, sends a cancellation message to the ONSP, via their inter-company interface.




The ONSP notifies the NPAC, via the SOA interface, indicating the porting request is to be canceled.




The ONSP takes appropriate action related to internal work orders.





			10. Did the provider requesting cancel send a Create message to NPAC?


			
This is the entry point from the Inter-Service Provider LNP Operations Flows – Conflict Flow, tie point C, Figure 8.




This cancellation message is accepted by the NPAC only if the ONSP had previously created during the SV creation.  If the ONSP does not send a create message to the NPAC for this SV, it cannot subsequently send a cancellation message.



· If yes, go to Step 13.



· If no, go to Step 12.





			11. NPAC rejects the cancel request


			· NPAC sends an error via the SOA interface indicating that a cancel request cannot be sent for an SV that did not have a matching create from that SP.





			12. Did both NNSP and ONSP send Create message to NPAC?


			
The NPAC tests for receipt of cancellation messages from the two SPs based on which SP had previously sent a message into the NPAC.  Since the ONSP create is optional for SV creation, if the ONSP did not send a message during the creation process, the ONSP input during cancellation is not accepted by the NPAC.  Similarly, if during the SV creation process only the ONSP sent a message, and not the NNSP, only the ONSP input is accepted when canceling an order.




If yes, go to Step 15.




If no, go to Step 14.





			13. NPAC updates subscription to cancel, logs status change, and notifies NNSP and ONSP


			
For the notification process, refer to Inter-Service Provider LNP Operations Flows – Reseller Notification, Figure 5.




For a “non-concurred” SV, when the first cancellation message is received, the NPAC sets the SV status directly to cancel, and proceeds to tie point Z.  Both NNSP and ONSP are notified of this change in status via the SOA interface.





			14. NPAC updates subscription to cancel-pending, logs status change, and notifies NNSP and ONSP


			
For the notification process, refer to Inter-Service Provider LNP Operations Flows – Reseller Notification, Figure 5.




For a “concurred” SV, when the first cancellation message is received, the NPAC sets the SV status to cancel-pending.  Both NNSP and ONSP are notified of this change in status via the SOA interface.





			15. Did NNSP send cancel to NPAC?


			
If yes, go to Step 17.




If no, go to Step 21.





			16. Did NPAC receive cancel ACK from ONSP within first cancel window timer?


			· The NPAC applies a nine (9)-business hour [tunable parameter] time limit on receiving cancellation acknowledgment messages from both SPs.  This is referred to as the Cancellation-Initial Concurrence Window.  The ACK is optional for the SP that initiated the cancel request.




NPAC timers include business hours only, except where otherwise specified.  Short business hours are defined as 7a-7p CT (business day start at 13:00/12:00 GMT, duration of 12 hours).  Long business hours are planned for 9a-9p in the predominant time zone for each NPAC region (business day start – NE/MA/SE 14:00/13:00 GMT, MW/SW/Canadian 15:00/14:00 GMT, WE 16:00/15:00 GMT, WC 17:00/16:00 GMT, duration of 12 hours).  Short Business Days are currently defined as Monday through Friday, except holidays, and Long Business Days are currently defined as Sunday through Saturday (seven days a week), except holidays.  Holidays and business hours are defined for each NPAC Region.



· If yes, go to Step 20.



· If no, go to Step 18.





			17. NPAC notifies ONSP that cancel ACK is missing


			
The Cancellation-Initial Concurrence Window starts with receipt of the first cancellation message at NPAC.  When this timer expires, the NPAC requests the missing information from ONSP via the SOA interface.  Only “concurred” subscriptions reach this point in the process flow.





			18. NPAC waits for either cancel ACK from ONSP or expiration of second cancel window timer


			
The NPAC applies an additional nine (9) business hour [tunable parameter] time limit on receiving cancellation acknowledgment messages from both Service Providers.  This is referred to as the Cancellation-Final Concurrence Window.  The ACK is optional for the SP that initiated the cancel request.




NPAC SMS processing timers include business hours only, except where otherwise specified.  Short business hours are defined as 7a-7p CST (business day start at 13:00 GMT, duration of 12 hours).  Long business hours are planned for 9a-9p in the predominant time zone for each NPAC region (business day start – NE/MA/SE 8a-8p CST, MW/SW 9a-9p CST, WE 10a-10p CST, WC 11a-11p CST, duration of 12 hours).  Short Business Days are currently defined as Monday through Friday, except holidays, and Long Business Days are currently defined as Sunday through Saturday (seven days a week), except holidays. Holidays and business hours are defined for each NPAC Region.




Either upon receipt of the concurring ACK notification or the expiration of the second cancel window timer, go to Step 20.





			19. NPAC updates subscription to cancel, logs cancel and notifies NNSP and ONSP


			
For the notification process, refer to Inter-Service Provider LNP Operations Flows – Reseller Notification, Figure 5.




The porting request is canceled by changing the subscription status to canceled.  Both Service Providers are notified of the cancellation via the SOA interface.





			20. Did NPAC receive cancel ACK from NNSP within first cancel window?


			· The NPAC applies a nine (9)-business hour [tunable parameter] time limit on receiving cancellation acknowledgment messages from both SPs.  This is referred to as the Cancellation-Initial Concurrence Window.  The ACK is optional for the SP that initiated the cancel request.




NPAC timers include business hours only, except where otherwise specified.  Short business hours are defined as 7a-7p CT (business day start at 13:00/12:00 GMT, duration of 12 hours).  Long business hours are planned for 9a-9p in the predominant time zone for each NPAC region (business day start – NE/MA/SE 14:00/13:00 GMT, MW/SW/Canadian 15:00/14:00 GMT, WE 16:00/15:00 GMT, WC 17:00/16:00 GMT, duration of 12 hours).  Short Business Days are currently defined as Monday through Friday, except holidays, and Long Business Days are currently defined as Sunday through Saturday (seven days a week), except holidays.  Holidays and business hours are defined for each NPAC Region.



· If yes, go to Step 20.



· If no, go to Step 22.





			21. NPAC notifies NNSP that cancel ACK is missing


			
The Cancellation-Initial Concurrence Window starts with receipt of the first cancellation message at NPAC.  When this timer expires, the NPAC requests the missing information from NNSP via the SOA interface.  Only “concurred” subscriptions reach this point in the process flow.





			22. Did NPAC receive cancel ACK from NNSP within second cancel window timer?


			· The NPAC applies an additional nine (9)-business hour [tunable parameter] time limit on receiving cancellation acknowledgment messages from both SPs.  This is referred to as the Cancellation-Final Concurrence Window.  The ACK is optional for the SP that initiated the cancel request.




NPAC timers include business hours only, except where otherwise specified.  Short business hours are defined as 7a-7p CT (business day start at 13:00/12:00 GMT, duration of 12 hours).  Long business hours are planned for 9a-9p in the predominant time zone for each NPAC region (business day start – NE/MA/SE 14:00/13:00 GMT, MW/SW/Canadian 15:00/14:00 GMT, WE 16:00/15:00 GMT, WC 17:00/16:00 GMT, duration of 12 hours).  Short Business Days are currently defined as Monday through Friday, except holidays, and Long Business Days are currently defined as Sunday through Saturday (seven days a week), except holidays.  Holidays and business hours are defined for each NPAC Region.



· If yes, go to Step 20.



· If no notification is received prior to second cancel window timer expiration, proceed to tie-point CC, “Cancellation Conflict Process Flow”, Figure 10.





			Z.
End


			
Return to main flow, tie point Z, Figure 1.








Cancellation Conflict Flow for Provisioning Process



Cancel-Conflict Flow due to missing Cancellation ACK from New SP, Figure 10



			Flow Step


			Description





			Note that the Cancellation Conflict process flow is reached only for “concurred” subscriptions.





			1. NPAC updates subscription to conflict, logs conflict, and notifies NNSP and ONSP


			
This is the entry point from the Inter-Service Provider LNP Operations Flows – Cancellation Flow, tie point CC, Figure 9.




If the NNSP does not provide a cancellation notification message to NPAC, in spite of a Cancellation LSR from the ONSP and a reminder message from NPAC, the subscription is placed in a conflict state.  NPAC also writes the proper conflict cause code to the subscription record, and notifies both SPs, with proper conflict cause code, of the change in status via the SOA interface.




For the notification process, refer to Inter-Service Provider LNP Operations Flows – Reseller Notification, Figure 5.




Both SPs take appropriate action related to internal work orders.





			2. Did NPAC receive cancel message from NNSP?


			
Only “missing cancellation ACK from New SP” subscriptions reach this point in the process flow.  The subscription will transition to pending or cancel.




With the subscription in conflict, it is only the NNSP who controls the transaction.  The NNSP makes a concerted effort to contact the ONSP prior to proceeding.




If yes, go to Step 3.




If no, go to Step 5.





			3. NNSP notifies NPAC to cancel subscription


			
The NNSP may decide to cancel the subscription.  If so, they notify NPAC of this decision via the SOA interface.





			4. NPAC updates subscription to cancel, logs cancel, and notifies NNSP and ONSP


			
Following notification by the NNSP to cancel the subscription, NPAC logs this information, and changes the subscription status to canceled.  Both SPs are notified of the change in the subscription status via the SOA interface.




For the notification process, refer to Inter-Service Provider LNP Operations Flows – Reseller Notification, Figure 5.




Both SPs take appropriate action related to internal work orders.





			5. Has conflict expiration window expired?


			
At this point in the process flow, the subscription status is conflict, and is awaiting conflict resolution or the expiration of the tunable window (Conflict Expiration Window, current value of 30 days).




If yes, go to Step 6.




If no, go to Step 7.





			6. NPAC updates subscription to cancel, logs cancel, and notifies NNSP and ONSP


			
After no response from the NNSP for 30 calendar days regarding this particular subscription, NPAC changes the status to canceled and notifies both SPs of the change in status via the SOA interface.




For the notification process, refer to Inter-Service Provider LNP Operations Flows – Reseller Notification, Figure 5.




Both SPs take appropriate action related to internal work orders.





			7. Did NPAC receive resolve conflict message from NNSP


			
The NNSP may choose to proceed with the porting process, in spite of a cancellation message from the ONSP.  As both SPs are presumably basing their actions on the end-user’s request, and each is apparently getting a different request from that end-user, each should ensure the accuracy of the request.




If the NNSP decides to proceed with the porting, they send a resolved conflict message via the SOA interface.




It is the responsibility of the NNSP to contact the ONSP, to request that related work orders which support the porting process are performed.  The ONSP must support the porting process.




If yes, go to Step 8.




If no, return to Step 2.





			8. Has NNSP conflict resolution restriction expired?


			
At this point in the process flow, the subscription status is conflict, and is awaiting conflict resolution or the expiration of the tunable window (current values of six hours for wireline [Long Conflict Resolution New Service Provider Restriction], and six hours for wireless [Short Conflict Resolution New Service Provider Restriction] ).




The conflict resolution restriction window is only applicable the first time a subscription is placed into conflict, whether the conflict is invoked by the NPAC due to this process, or placed into conflict by the ONSP.




If yes, go to Step 9.




If no, go to Step 10.





			9. NPAC notifies NNSP and ONSP of ‘conflict off’ via SOA


			
For the notification process, refer to Inter-Service Provider LNP Operations Flows – Reseller Notification, Figure 5.




NPAC notifies both SPs of the change in subscription status.  The porting process resumes as normal, at tie-point BB, Figure 1.





			10. NPAC rejects the resolve conflict request from NNSP


			
The NNSP has sent the resolve conflict message before the expiration of the conflict resolution restriction window.  NPAC returns an error message back via the SOA interface.





			Z.
End


			
Return to main flow, tie point Z, Figure 1.








Disconnect Process for Ported TN(s)



Disconnect Flow, Figure 11



			Flow Step


			Description





			1. End-user initiates disconnect


			
The end-user provides disconnect date and negotiates intercept treatment with current SP.





			2. Is NLSP a Reseller?


			
If yes, go to Step 3.




If no, go to Step 4.





			3. NLSP sends disconnect request to NNSP


			
Current Local SP sends disconnect request to current Network SP, per inter-company processes.





			4. NNSP initiates disconnect


			
NNSP initiates disconnect of service based on request from NLSP or end-user.




NNSP initiates disconnect of service based on regulatory authority(s).





			5. NNSP arranges intercept treatment when applicable


			
NNSP arranges intercept treatment as negotiated with the end user, or, when the disconnect is SP initiated, per internal processes.





			6. NNSP creates and processes service order


			
NNSP follows existing internal process flows to ensure the disconnect within its own systems.





			7. NNSP notifies NPAC of disconnect date1 and indicates effective release date2


			
NNSP notifies NPAC of disconnect date via the SOA interface and indicates effective release date, which defines when the broadcast occurs.




If no effective release date is given, the broadcast from the NPAC is immediate.  The maximum interval between disconnect date and effective release date is 18 months.





			8. Has effective release date been reached?


			
If yes, go to Step 9.




If no, repeat Step 8.





			9. NPAC broadcasts subscription deletion to all applicable SPs


			
On effective release date, the NPAC broadcasts SV deletion to all applicable SPs via the LSMS interface.





			10. NPAC notifies code/block holder of disconnected TN(s) disconnect and release dates


			
On effective release date, the NPAC notifies code/block holder of the disconnected TN(s), effective release and disconnect dates via the SOA interface.





			11. NPAC deletes TN(s) from active database


			
On effective release date, the NPAC removes telephone number from NPAC database.





			12. End


			








Audit Process



Audit Flow, Figure12



			Flow Step


			Description





			1. Service Provider requests an audit from NPAC


			
An SP may request an audit to assist in resolution of a repair problem reported by an end-user.  Prior to the audit request, the SP completes internal analysis as defined by company procedures and, if another SP is involved, attempts to jointly resolve the trouble in accordance with inter-company agreements between the involved service providers.  Failing to resolve the trouble following these activities, the SP requests an audit.





			2. NPAC issues queries to appropriate LSMSs


			
The NPAC issues queries to the LSMSs involved in the customer port.





			3. NPAC compares own subscription version to LSMS subscription version


			
Upon receipt of the LSMS subscription version, the comparison of the NPAC and LSMS subscription versions is made to determine if there are discrepancies between the two databases.




If an LSMS does not respond, it is excluded from the audit.





			4. NPAC downloads updates to LSMSs with subscription version differences


			
If inaccurate routing data is found, the NPAC broadcasts the correct subscription version data to any involved SPs networks to correct inaccuracies.





			5. Are all audits completed?


			
If yes, go to Step 6.




If no, return to Step 4.





			6. NPAC reports audit completion and discrepancies to requestor


			
The NPAC reports to the requesting SP following completion of the audit to allow the SP to close the trouble ticket.




 Upon request, the NPAC provides ad hoc reports to SPs that wish to determine which SPs are launching audit queries to their LSMS.





			7. End


			








Code Opening Processes



NPA-NXX Code Opening, Figure 13


			Flow Step


			Description





			1.
NPA-NXX holder notifies NPAC of NPA-NXX Code(s) being opened for porting


			
The SP responsible for the NPA-NXX being opened must notify the NPAC via the SOA or LSMS interface within a regionally agreed upon time frame.




In the case of numbers that use a Type 1 wireless interconnection, the corresponding NPA-NXX needs to be opened by the Old Wireline SP.





			2.
NPAC updates its NPA-NXX database


			
The NPAC updates its databases to indicate that the NPA-NXX has been opened for porting.





			3.
NPAC sends notice of code opening to all SPs


			
The NPAC provides advance notice via the object creation message of the scheduled opening of NPA-NXX code(s) via the SOA and LSMS interface. Currently the NPAC vendor is also posting the NPA-NXX openings to the secure website.





			4.
End


			








Code Opening Processes



First TN Ported in NPA-NXX, Figure 14


			Flow Step


			Description





			1. NPAC successfully processes create request for TN subscription version


			
SP notifies the NPAC of SV creation for a TN in an NPA-NXX.





			2. NPAC successfully processes create request for NPA-NXX-X


			
NPAC successfully processes an NPA-NXX-X for a Number Pool Block.





			3. First SV activity in NPA-NXX?


			
If yes, go to Step 4.




If no, go to Step 5.





			4. NPAC sends notification of first TN ported to all SPs via SOA and LSMS


			
When the NPAC receives the first SV create request in an NPA-NXX, it will broadcast a “heads-up” notification to all SPs via the SOA and LSMS interfaces.  Upon receipt of the NPAC message, all SPs, within five (5) business days, will complete the opening for the NPA-NXX code for porting in all switches.





			5. End


			








Cancel-Pending Undo Process for Ported TN(s)



Cancel-Undo Flow, Figure 15


			Flow Step


			Description





			1. Service Provider requests a cancel-undo


			
The Cancel-Pending Undo Process may begin with a Service Provider requesting the reversal (undo) of an in-progress cancel for their cancel-pending port.





			2. Is the subscription in cancel-pending status?


			
If yes, go to Step 4.




If no, go to Step 3.





			3. NPAC rejects the cancel-undo request


			
NPAC sends an error to the requesting SP indicating the current SV status is not valid for a cancel-undo request.





			4. Did the provider requesting a cancel-undo issue a cancel for this subscription?


			
If yes, go to Step 5.




If no, repeat Step 3.





			5. Notify Reseller – NPAC updates subscription to status prior to cancel and notifies NNSP and ONSP


			
Upon cancel-undo, NPAC logs this information, and changes the subscription status to the status prior to the cancel (either pending or conflict).  Both SPs are notified of the change in the subscription status via the SOA interface.




For the notification process, refer to Inter-Service Provider LNP Operations Flows – Reseller Notification, Figure 5.




Both SPs take appropriate action related to internal work orders.





			6. End


			








			Tunable Name


			Current Tunable Value





			T1, Short Initial Concurrence Window


			1 hour





			T1, Long Initial Concurrence Window


			9 hours





			T2, Short Final Concurrence Window


			1 hour





			T2, Long Final Concurrence Window


			9 hours





			Conflict Restriction Window


			12:00pm (noon)





			Conflict Expiration Window


			30 days





			Long Conflict Resolution New Service Provider Restriction


			6 hours





			Short Conflict Resolution New Service Provider Restriction


			6 hours





			Long Cancellation-Initial Concurrence Window


			9 hours





			Short Cancellation-Initial Concurrence Window


			9 hours





			Long Cancellation-Final Concurrence Window


			9 hours





			Short Cancellation-Final Concurrence Window


			9 hours
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North American Numbering Council (NANC)



Inter-Service Provider LNP Operations Flows



				NOTE:  For a more detailed description of each process step within these flows, please refer to the accompanying Inter-Service Provider LNP Operations Flows Narratives (Version 3.0)







				NOTE:







	Pursuant to FCC Order 07-188, released on November 8, 2007, Local Number Portability (LNP) obligations are extended to interconnected Voice over Internet Protocol (VoIP) providers.  The North American Numbering Council (NANC) identifies three classes of interconnected VoIP providers, defined as follows:



		Class 1:  A standalone interconnected VoIP provider that obtains numbering resources directly from the 	North American Numbering Plan Administrator (NANPA) and the Pooling Administrator (PA) and connects 	directly to the PSTN (i.e., not through a PSTN LEC partner’s end office switch).  Class 1 standalone 	interconnected VoIP providers must follow the Main Flows for the LNP provisioning process, serving as the 	New Network Service Provider (NNSP) or Old Network Service Provider (ONSP), whichever is applicable.



		



		Class 2:  An interconnected VoIP provider that partners with a facilities-based Public Switched Telephone 	Network (PSTN) Local Exchange Carrier (LEC) to obtain numbering resources and connectivity to the 	PSTN via the LEC partner’s end office switch.  Although a 	Class 2 interconnected VoIP provider is not 	considered a reseller in the context of the FCC definition of a Simple Port (refer to FCC Order 07-188 for 	Simple Port definition), Class 2 interconnected VoIP providers must follow the Reseller Flows for the LNP 	provisioning process, serving as the New Local Service Provider (NLSP) or Old Local Service Provider 	(OLSP), whichever is applicable.



		



		Class 3:  A non-facilities-based reseller of interconnected VoIP services that utilizes the numbering 	resources and facilities of another interconnected VoIP provider (analogous to the “traditional” PSTN 	reseller). Although a Class 3 interconnected VoIP provider is not considered a reseller in the context of the 	FCC definition of a Simple Port (refer to FCC Order 07-188 for Simple Port definition), Class 3 	interconnected VoIP providers must follow the Reseller Flows for the LNP provisioning process, serving as 	the New Local Service Provider (NLSP) or Old Local Service Provider (OLSP), whichever is applicable.
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NP Best Practices Matrix 



1/15/2008


Please Note: All items from 1- 44 were developed and agreed to by the WNPO (Wireless Number Portability Operations) team.



			Item #


			Date Logged


			Recommend Chg to Reqs


			Industry Documentation Referenced


			Submitted by Team 


			Major Topic


			Decisions/Recommendations





			0001






			10/9/01


			Yes


			


			


			Time Stamp on SV Create


			The WNPO decided that for an inter-species port (between wireless and wireline) the time stamp on an SV create sent to the NPAC must be set to zero.  For wireless-to-wireless SV creates, specific times can be set.  There are still some operational problems associated with the time stamps today, and they may be exacerbated with the introduction of wireless porting.





			0002


			10/9/01


			Yes


			


			


			Type 1 Trunk Conversion


			Recommend that project management processes be put in place for Type 1 trunk conversions.





			0003


			12/10/01


			Yes


			


			


			BFR Contact Information


			Sending the BFR form to the recipient contact information in the WNPO BFR Matrix or the LERG contact information guarantees that you have made the request for another service provider to support long-term Local Number Portability (LNP) and open ALL codes for porting within specified Metropolitan Statistical Areas (MSAs) and the specified wireline switch CLLI (Common Language Location Identifier) codes.  The intended recipient is responsible for opening the necessary codes for porting.  It is the recipient’s responsibility for ensuring that the contact information in the WNPO BFR Matrix and/or the LERG is correct.  





			0004


			12/10/01


			Yes


			


			


			N-1 Carrier Methodology Clarification


			The N-1 carrier (i.e. company) is responsible for performing the dip, not the N-1 switch.  If there is a locally terminated call then the originating carrier needs to perform the dip, because they cannot be sure whether the tandem switch belongs to the N-1 carrier or the N carrier (terminating carrier).  For all local terminations the originating carrier needs to perform the dip, however, for any calls going through an IXC the IXC must perform the dip.  Following are examples that were discussed:  



a) Wireless to a ported local wireless – the originating wireless carrier should perform the dip (unless they intend to default route and pay the terminating carrier to perform the dip for them).



b) Wireless to a ported local wireline – the originating wireless carrier should perform the dip, since they cannot be sure whether a tandem switch belongs to a different carrier than the terminating switch (unless they intend to default route and pay the terminating carrier to perform the dip for them).





			0005


			1/7/02


			Yes


			FCC 3rd Report and Order (FCC 01-362)


			


			BFR Requirements


			The NRO 3rd Report & Order, released on 12/28/01, clarified that BFRs (Bonafide Requests) are not needed within top 100 MSAs – all codes within the top 100 MSAs must be open for porting by 11/24/02.  This applies to both wireline and wireless SPs.





			0006


			1/9/02


			Yes


			


			


			Sufficient Testing Prior to Turn-Up


			Service providers must sufficiently test all equipment prior to turning it up in production.  If service providers are unable to complete sufficient testing they should not turn up equipment that is not ready for production use. 





			0007


			2/4/02


			Yes


			


			


			Database Query Priority


			Number portability queries should be performed prior to HLR queries for call originations on a wireless MSC.





			0008 


			3/10/03


			


			


			


			DELETED


			Team consensus was to remove this issue. 





			0009


			3/4/02


			Yes


			


			


			Ensuring Timely Updates to Network Element Subsequent to NPAC Broadcasts


			The appropriate network elements should be updated with the routing information broadcast from the NPAC SMS within 15 minutes of the receipt of the broadcast.





			0010


			3/4/02


			Yes


			


			


			No NPAC Porting Activities During the SP Maintenance Windows


			NPAC porting activities should not be carried out during the service provider maintenance window timeframes AND service providers should start maintenance at the start of the window. 





			0011


			3/4/02


			Yes


			


			


			NeuStar Application Process


			At a minimum, NeuStar recommends that all SPs start the application process with NeuStar no later than July 1, 2002 to secure the necessary NeuStar resources in order to comply with the mandated dates.  A carrier cannot begin participation in intercarrier testing until the application process is completed.  





			0012


			4/8/02


			Yes


			NANC Inter-Service Provider LNP Operations Flows


			


			Wireless Reseller Flows


			The WNPO took a vote on 4/8/02 and decided that Option B (as described in a contribution from Sprint), an alternative wireless reseller flow, would be used instead of those documented in the Technical, Operational and Implementation Requirements document (Option A).  The flows and narratives for Option B will be documented in upcoming WNPO meetings. 





			0013


			4/9/02


			Yes


			FCC 3rd Order on Reconsideration and NPRM (FCC 02-73) & FCC 3rd Report and Order (FCC 01-362)


			


			FCC 3rd Order on Reconsideration and NPRM (FF 02-73)


			The issuance of the FCC 3rd Order on Reconsideration and NPRM (FCC 02-73) in March 2002 has caused uncertainty within the wireless industry.  The WNPO has agreed upon the assumptions below in an effort to minimize the uncertainty and effectively manage the implementation of WLNP and pooling.


1) Wireless service providers participating at the WNPO are agreeing to open all their codes within the Top 100 MSAs prior to 11/24/02 (without receiving a BFR), regardless of whether BFRs are required in the future.  The original mandate specifies that BFRs must be submitted no less than nine months prior to implementation.



2) Wireless service providers participating at the WNPO will assume the Top 100 MSAs are those defined in the 3rd NRO Report and Order – FCC 01-362 issued in December 2001 (including CMSAs).



Note: Participating service providers are defined as those in attendance at the 4/8/02 WNPO meeting.





			0014


			4/23/02


			Yes


			INC Central Office Code Assignment Guidelines (COCAG) Forms Part 2 Job Aid


			


			Paging Codes


			Paging Codes should not be marked as portable in the LERG.  Refer to the Telcordia™ Routing Administration (TRA) Central Office Code Assignment Guidelines (COCAG) Forms Part 2 Job Aid for additional information.





			0015


			5/14/02


			


			


			


			Deleted


			 Team consensus was to remove this issue.





			0016


			5/14/02


			Yes


			


			


			LRN Assignments


			Wireless carriers should define their LRNs per switch, per LATA, per wireless point of interconnect (in the case of multiple points of interconnect to multiple LECs in the same LATA).





			0017


			5/14/02


			Yes


			


			


			Troubleshooting Contacts


			Carriers should update their troubleshooting contact information on the NIIF (Network Interconnection & Interoperability Forum) website under www.atis.org.





			0018


			5/14/02


			


			


			


			Deleted


			Team consensus was to remove this issue.





			0019


			6/10/02


			Yes


			


			


			Clearinghouse Maintenance Windows


			Maintenance on all systems used exclusively for LNP should be scheduled to occur during the regular Service Provider Maintenance Window that occurs each Sunday morning.





			0020


			08/13/02


			Yes


			OBF Local Service Request (LSR)


			


			NPDI Field on LSR


			In a wireline to wireless port, the applicable entry for the NPDI field on the LSR is a value of ‘’C’’.  On an SPSR, the NPDI field is not applicable.





			0021


			11/25/02


			Yes


			


			


			Permissive Dialing Periods


			Due to the fact that wireless and wireline service providers will be sharing codes in the pooling/porting environment, extended Permissive Dialing Periods for wireless service providers can no longer be supported.





			0022


			11/25/02


			No


			Rules and Regulations for Implementing the Telephone Consumer Protection Act of 1991, CG Docket No. 02-278 and CC Docket No. 92-90


			


			Porting/Pooling and Telemarketing


			In a pooling or porting environment, there will be a potential impact from telemarketers after November 24, 2002 on the wireless customer.  As required by current law, it remains the responsibility of the Telemarketing Industry to ensure that wireless customers are not adversely impacted (see Rules and Regulations for Implementing the Telephone Consumer Protection Act of 1991, CG Docket No. 02-278 and CC Docket No. 92-90.  





			0023


			2/25/03 


			No 


			


			


			Vertical Services Database Updates 


			The recommendation is that all Service Providers analyze their internal processes by which the various databases are updated with their individual database provider to assess timing requirements and determine potential issues.  This will be placed on the decision recommendation matrix.





			0024 


			3/10/03


			


			


			


			Deleted


			Team consensus was to remove this issue. 





			0025


			4/07/03


			No


			


			


			In-Vehicle Services


			The process of porting a vehicle MDN is based on a formal arrangement between any and all impacted partners. 





			0026


			7/10/03


			


			OBF Local Service Request (LSR)


			


			10-Digit Trigger


			As a reminder to wireless carriers: In your agreements with wireline trading partners make the 10-digit trigger functionality a default and to the extent that you are issuing an LSR for a third party provider, ensure the 10-digit trigger box on the LSR is checked. 





			0027


			7/10/03


			


			


			


			Retail Holiday Hours 


			If Service Providers [mutually] agree to do the Intercarrier Communication Process on holidays then by default the Service Providers agree to follow normal intervals for concurrence in order to complete the port. 









			0028


			10/14/03


			


			


			


			Deleted


			








 Team consensus was to remove this issue.





			29


			12/8/03


			


			


			FORT


			ICP Hours of Operation 


			ICP process should be able to support porting 24 X7 and it is up to the trading partners to add additional restrictions. 









			30


			2/2/04


			


			


			WNPO


			NPA Splits (this was updated on 4/5/2004.) 


			It is the recommendation of the OBF Wireless Committee (Issue 2570) that beginning at the start of permissive dialing the new service provider would initiate the port request using the new NPA/NXX.  The old service provider must do the translation to the old NPA/NXX in their OSS if needed.  Note: it is the responsibility of both providers, old and new, to manage the numbers during PDP ensuring that the TN is not reassigned in their systems during permissive dialing.



Note: Once NNPO has reviewed and provided feedback this document will be updated and reposted. 






D:\NPA Splits1.doc






5/14/04 Update: NNPO has not responded with any updates. 





			31


			2/2/04


			


			NANC Inter-Service Provider LNP Operations Flows


			WNPO 


			NPAC Port Prior to Confirmation


			Raise awareness within the industry that a NSP must receive a positive response before a “create” is sent to the SOA. Ensure that all personnel are properly trained on the correct, agreed upon industry process. Please refer to the official NANC flows for the exact process to be followed. 









			32


			2/3/04


			


			


			WNPO 


			Port Protection 


			WNPO agreed to recommend (non-binding) that service providers utilize the following method to remove port protection from customer accounts that had port protect in place:



“Provide the customer with a password/pin number they can use to remove the port protection service from their account.  The new service provider would then send the password/pin number in the WPR to the old service provider authorizing the removal of the port protection service and the port to the new service provider.” 









			33


			4/5/04


			


			WNPO NP Best Practices Document


			WNPO 


			Best Practices 


			This contribution documents specific industry guidelines agreed upon among trading partners since Nov. 24, 2003. 
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			34


			9/8/04


			


			INC CO Code Reallocation Process


			LNPA-WG



PIM 41 V6 


			SPID Migrations


			A SPID migration is allowed to occur before the Telcordia LERG™ Routing Guide effective date provided, however, that the effective date is no later than the following Wednesday.  In general, however, SPID migrations should be scheduled on or as soon after the published Telcordia LERG™ Routing Guide as possible.



Additionally, service providers are urged to follow the processes listed below for required SPID changes:



INDUSTRY SPID CORRECTION SELECTION PROCESS:



If  No Ported or Pooled Numbers Exist In The Code(S) Affected By The Move:




If no ported or pooled numbers are in the code, the new code holder should contact the current code owner as shown in the NPAC to have the code deleted in the NPAC.  The new code holder will then add the code in the NPAC under their SPID. 



If  Ported or Pooled Numbers Exist In The Code(S) Affected By The Move:



 
1.  Coordinated Industry Effort:  The new code holder should identify the number of ported and/or pooled TNs within the NXX(s) in question and the number of involved service providers to determine if this option is feasible.  Based on the number of involved service providers, the new code holder should coordinate a conference call to determine if the delete/recreate process is acceptable among all affected service providers.  If this process is deemed acceptable, the affected service providers shall coordinate the deletion and recreation of all ported and/or pooled TN records in the code(s).  Note that the delete/recreate process is service affecting for those ported and/or pooled subscribers.  Type of customer should also be considered when determining if this option is feasible.  It is recommended that this process be considered when there are five (5) or fewer Service Providers involved and less than one hundred and fifty (150) working TNs and no pooled blocks. 




2.  NANC 323 SPID Migration:  If Option 1 above cannot be used to change NXX code ownership in NPAC, the industry preferred process is to perform a NANC 323 SPID migration.




3.  CO Code Reallocation Process:  The following process should be considered only as a last resort when Options 1 and 2 above cannot be used to change NXX code ownership in NPAC!   Service providers may utilize the CO Code Reallocation Process (pooling the blocks within the code at NPAC).  



When ported numbers exist, Service Providers are to determine which of the above 3 options best fit their needs based on time constraints, number of carriers involved, number of SVs involved, type of customer, etc.





			35


			2/11/05


			


			NANC Inter-Service Provider LNP Operations Flows


			LNPA-WG



PIM 47v4


			Abandoned Ports


			This is the solution only when a carrier has not or is unable to use the recommended cancel process as documented in the NANC Process Flows.



Most wireless carriers have agreed to follow the following two scenarios.  Other carriers can have different intervals and processes for determining when a port is abandoned.  Those carrier’s business rules for identifying an abandoned port and when and how they will purge the abandoned port from their records will be posted on their LNP web sites.



Scenario 1 – This scenario applies to the service providers that use the NPAC activation notice before disconnecting the porting end using customer.  When the Old Service Provider (OSP) has confirmed the port request but does not receive an activation notice from NPAC, they can consider the port request abandoned 30 calendar days after the due date. In a similar process, the NPAC purges pending Subscription Versions (SVs) 30 days after their due dates have passed.



Scenario 2 - The OSP has responded to a port request with a Resolution Required requiring subsequent activity from the NSP. If no subsequent activity has been received within 30 calendar days, then the port may be considered abandoned.





			36


			4/7/05


			


			NANC Inter-Service Provider LNP Operations Flows


			LNPA-WG


			Porting Obligations


			VoIP service providers along with Wireless and Wireline service providers, have the obligation to port a telephone number to any other service provider when the consumer requests, and the port is within FCC mandates.  Porting of telephone numbers used by VoIP service providers should follow the industry porting guidelines and the NANC Inter-Service Provider LNP Operations flows.





			37


			5/27/05



Revised



11/2/05 


			


			CFR 64.1150 & FCC Order 99-223


			LNPA-WG


			Use of Evidence of Authorization


			Prior to placing orders on behalf of the end user, the New Local Service Provider is responsible for obtaining and having in its possession evidence of authorization.  


Evidence of authorization shall consist of verification of the end user’s selection and authorization adequate to document the end user’s selection of the New Local Service Provider.



The evidence of authorization needs to be obtained and maintained as required by applicable federal and state regulation, e.g., CFR 64.1150, FCC Order 99-223, as amended from time to time.



It is the LNPA WG’s position that Firm Order Confirmation (FOC) of a port request shall not be predicated on the Old Local Service Provider obtaining a physical copy of the evidence of authorization from the New Local Service Provider.  In the event of an end user allegation of an unauthorized change, the New Local Service Provider shall, upon request and in accordance with all applicable laws and rules, provide the evidence of authorization to the Old Local Service Provider.


At its May 2005 meeting, the North American Numbering Council (NANC) endorsed the LNPA-WG’s position as stated above.



Subsequent to NANC’s endorsement of the statement above, a related issue regarding requests for Customer Service Records (CSRs) was brought to the LNPA WG.  The LNPA WG revised and endorsed its stated position as follows:



It is the LNPA WG’s position that Firm Order Confirmation (FOC) of a port request, or return of requested customer information, e.g., Customer Service Record (CSR), shall not be predicated on the Old Local Service Provider obtaining a physical copy of the evidence of authorization from the New Local Service Provider.  In the event of an end user allegation of an unauthorized change, the New Local Service Provider shall, upon request and in accordance with all applicable laws and rules, provide the evidence of authorization to the Old Local Service Provider.


The LNPA will also seek NANC’s endorsement of the revised position statement.



* Note: Evidence of authorization may consist of a Letter of Authorization (LOA) to review the end user’s account and port his number, which may include a written contract with the end user or electronic signature, Proof of Authorization (POA), 3rd party verification, a voice recording verifying the end user’s request to switch local carriers, oral authorization with a unique identifier given by the end user, etc.









			38


			5/27/05


			


			OBF Local Service Request (LSR)/Wireless Port Request (WPR)


			LNPA-WG


			Use of End Users Social Security Number and Tax ID on Local Service Requests/Wireless Port Requests


			It has been brought to the LNPA WG’s attention that some service providers, when acting as the Old Local Service Provider in a port, are requiring the New Local Service Provider involved in the port to provide the Social Security Number (SSN) or Tax Identification Number of the consumer wishing to port their number for identification purposes.  



Due to concerns surrounding the use of one’s Social Security Number or Tax Identification Number, which in many cases can be one’s Social Security Number, in the commission of crimes such as identity theft, it is understandable that many consumers are hesitant or refuse to provide that information for identification purposes.



Guidelines for the Wireless Port Request (WPR) state that either of the forms of consumer identification, Social Security Number/Tax Identification Number or Account Number, is mandatory only if the other is not provided on the LSR/WPR.



It is the position of the LNPA WG that the consumer’s Social Security Number/Tax Identification Number shall not be required on an LSR/WPR to port that consumer’s telephone number if the consumer’s Account Number associated with the Old Local Service Provider is provided on the LSR/WPR for identification.



At its May 2005 meeting, the North American Numbering Council (NANC) endorsed the LNPA-WG’s position as stated above, and agreed to send a letter to the FCC with its endorsement of the LNPA-WG position.





			39


			10/3/05


			


			OBF Local Service Request (LSR)/Wireless Port Request (WPR)


			LNPA-WG


			Identification of multiple errors on wireline Local Service Requests (LSRs) and Wireless Port Requests (WPRs)






"PIM 45.doc"






			When a Service Provider receives a port request, they should read as much of the port request as possible to identify and provide as much information on all errors as is possible to report on the response.



Service providers should avoid a process of only reporting one error on each response to a port request resulting in a prolonged process of submitting multiple, iterative port requests for a single port, each time restarting the response timers.





			40


			11/2/05


			


			INC LRN Assignment Practices


			LNPA-WG


			Compliance to LRN Assignment Practices


			It has been brought to the attention of the LNPA WG that Service Providers are finding instances where an LRN has been entered on a Ported or Pooled telephone number in the NPAC, but the LRN on that record is not shown in the LERG. This situation is not causing call completion issues, but may cause additional time and work in Trouble resolution and identifying Carrier ownership of the LRN.



The Industry Numbering Committee (INC) has established the "LRN Assignment Practices" to advise Service Providers on how to establish LRN’s and notify the industry of their LRNs. The way the Service Providers notify the industry is detailed in the INC Assignment Practices, and it states, "The LRN will be published in the LERG."



The LNPA WG agrees with the INC guidelines and recommends all Service Providers, to the extent possible based on current Business Integrated Routing and Rating Database Systems (BIRRDS) edits, follow these practices and insure all their LRNs are published in the LERG.



The INC "LRN Assignment Practices" are located on the following website.



http://www.atis.org/inc/docs.asp


Two examples where LRNs missing in the LERG may cause problems:



 1) When the LRN information in the LERG is used to identify the carrier to which to send Access Billing records, without the LRN being populated in the LERG, the records fall out of automated system processing and require manual handling to determine the carrier.



 2) Even though the NPA-NXX is shown in the LERG and open in the network so the call should complete, if a trouble is experienced and a Trouble Ticket is opened, not having the LERG entry correct may lead to increased confusion and more investigation time during the resolution process to determine who the LRN belongs to.









			41


			12/22/05


			


			ATIS Technical Requirement on Number Portability Switching Systems (T1.TRQ.2-2001) & ATIS Network Interconnection Interoperability Forum (NIIF) Reference Document, Part III, Installation and Maintenance Responsibilities for SS7 Links and Trunks.


			LNPA-WG


			Compliance to JIP Standards and Guidelines


			The ISUP Jurisdiction Information Parameter (JIP) is a 6-digit parameter in the format of NPA-NXX that is signaled in the Initial Address Message (IAM) by the originating switch.  The JIP is used by carriers downstream in the call path to identify the originating switch for billing settlement purposes.  When carriers signal an incorrect JIP to another carrier, e.g., signaling an NPA-NXX in the JIP that is LERG-assigned to another carrier, this will result in improper identification of the originating switch.



The LNPA WG supports and reiterates the following signaling requirements and guidelines for JIP as documented in ATIS’ (www.atis.org) industry standard for Local Number Portability – Technical Requirement on Number Portability Switching Systems (T1.TRQ.2-2001) and in ATIS’ Network Interconnection Interoperability Forum’s (NIIF) (www.atis.org/niif/index.asp) Reference Document, Part III, Installation and Maintenance Responsibilities for SS7 Links and Trunks:


From ATIS’ Technical Requirement on Number Portability Switching Systems:



Page 6, Assumption 19:  



“An NPA-NXX used as a JIP is a 



 LERG-assigned code on the switch.” 



And, where technically feasible:



Page 50, cites from REQ-03300:  



“The ISUP JIP parameter shall be included in the IAM for all line and private trunk call originations.”



“The JIP identifies the switch from which the call originates, and can be recorded to identify that switch.”



From ATIS NIIF Reference Document, Part III, Installation and Maintenance Responsibilities for SS7 Links and Trunks:



Rules for Populating JIP



1. JIP should be populated in the IAMs of all wireline and wireless originating calls where technically feasible.



2. JIP should be populated with an NPA-NXX that is assigned in the LERG to the originating switch or MSC. 



3. The NIIF does not recommend proposing that the JIP parameter be mandatory since calls missing any mandatory parameter will be aborted. However, the NIIF strongly recommends that the JIP be populated on all calls where technologically possible.



4. Where technically feasible if the originating switch or MSC serves multiple states/LATAs, then the switch should support multiple JIPs such that the JIP used for a given call can be populated with an NPA-NXX that is specific to both the switch as well as the state and LATA of the caller.



5. If the JIP cannot be populated at the state and LATA level, the JIP should be populated with an NPA-NXX specific to the originating switch or MSC where it is technically feasible.



6. Where the originating switch cannot signal JIP it is desirable that the subsequent switch in the call path populate the JIP using a data fill default associated with the incoming route.  The value of the data fill item is an NPA-NXX associated with the originating switch or MSC and reflects its location.  



7. When call forwarding occurs, the forwarded from DN (Directory Number) field will be populated, the JIP will be changed to a JIP associated with the forwarded from DN and the new called DN will be inserted in the IAM.



8. As per T1.TRQ2, the JIP should be reset when a new billable call leg is created. 









			42


			8/31/06


			


			Refer to attached PIM 53 


PIM 53 v5.doc






			LNPA-WG


			Carriers taking back numbers that have been ported out because their systems do not reflect a valid FOC was sent.  


			There have been instances of carriers taking back numbers that have been ported out several months or even years because their systems do not reflect a valid FOC was sent.  In many cases they have not removed the number from their number inventory and they have re-assigned the TN to another customer.



This PIM addresses instances where it was the intent of the end user to port to the New SP.



· Providers should not arbitrarily port back numbers without attempting to contact and work with the New SP to resolve any disputes/issues related



   to the port.



· For an activated port that is disputed by the Old SP or not recognized in the systems of the Old SP, if it is determined that it was in fact the intent of the end user to port his/her number to the New SP, both providers should work together in resolving any systems true-up issues, e.g. reissuance of any necessary LSRs, when possible, without impacting the end user’s service.


· In the case of a double assignment, between the two end users involved, the end user with the longer continuous service with that number shall retain the number, unless otherwise agreed to by the providers involved.



· In any case of an inadvertent port, defined here as a port where it was not the intention of the end user to port his/her number to the New SP, both providers will work together to restore the end user’s service with



   the Old SP as quickly as possible, 



   regardless of the time interval between


   activation of the inadvertent port and


   discovery of the inadvertent port.






PIM 53 SERVICE 



PROVIDER CONTACT NUMBERS.doc






The attached file contains contact numbers/sites to be used by other providers to contact the applicable service provider to address PIM 53-related issues.









			43


			11/25/06


			


			


NANC_399_VER_0_3



.doc






			LNPA-WG


			Alternative SPID field introduced in NANC 399






			Reseller SPIDs, for use in the alternative SPID data element of an SV, are created in NPAC’s network data only upon an NPAC User’s request.  Consistent with the historical use of an entity’s OCN as the entity’s NPAC SPID, the industry strongly encourages each reseller to obtain an OCN from NECA for use as an NPAC SPID.  This in turn allows the identity of a reseller associated with a ported number to be displayed as that number’s “alternative SPID.”  Notwithstanding this strong industry preference, an NPAC User can request that the NPAC assign a surrogate SPID to a reseller in NPAC’s network data; that surrogate SPID then could be used as the alternative SPID to identify the reseller associated with a ported number.  (Surrogate NPAC SPIDs are values that NECA does not assign as OCNs.  Currently these values are made up of the alphanumeric values X000 through X999.)
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			LNPA-WG


			Why carriers had discrepancies between PAS and NPAC for pooled blocks. 






			Change Order 41 directed the Pooling Administrator (PA) to perform a one-time scrub of the entire PAS Database to reduce the likelihood that carriers will receive over-contaminated blocks or incorrectly identified contaminated blocks in lieu of pristine blocks.  The PA provided a list of blocks to the NPAC in order to determine the contamination level of each block.  The NPAC then provided the PA with the results; the PA compared the NPAC data against the block contamination status in PAS. Out of the 189,552 available blocks, 10,758 resulted in a discrepancy, which meant that the information entered by the Service Provider into PAS or the NPAC was incorrect, and in addition, out of the 10,758 discrepant blocks, 506 blocks appeared to be over 10% contaminated.  The carriers involved in these discrepancies were notified to correct these discrepancies.  Following is a list of explanations from the carriers as to why they had discrepancies:



· Lack of communication between the carriers departments;



· The SPs did not realize they needed to do intra-SP ports prior to donating blocks;



· The SPs did not have a process in place to notify the PA when the contamination status of a previously donated block goes from contaminated to non-contaminated;



· Some SPs mistakenly believed that updating  NRUF automatically updated the NPAC; and



· Some SPs thought they could donate the block even though it was over 10% contaminated, if the numbers were ported to another carrier.
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			LNPA-WG


			When Subscriber is unable to port their telephone numbers because the NXX code is not opened for portability in the NPAC SMS



 


			There have been instances where the LERG assignee of an NXX code has not opened a code to portability in NPAC, and either cannot be contacted to do so, or refuses to do so.



Individual circumstances may vary depending on the situation.  In some cases, the NXX may have been opened for portability in the LERG but not in the NPAC SMS.  In other cases, the NXX may not have been opened for portability in the LERG or the NPAC SMS.  It may be that if the NSP or the NPAC Administrator contacts the OSP, the situation will be resolved.  But in those situations where the OSP can’t be contacted or refuses to cooperate, the following procedure should be followed:



1.  The NSP should document attempts to contact the OSP to request that the NXX be opened in the NPAC SMS.  



2.  If the NSP attempts to make contact are unsuccessful, the NSP should contact the NPAC Administrator.  The NPAC Administrator should attempt to contact the OSP to request that the code be opened in the NPAC SMS.  Attempts should be documented.



3.  If neither the NSP nor the NPAC Administrator can make contact with the OSP or if the OSP refuses to cooperate, the NSP should contact the appropriate regulatory authorities for assistance.  The NSP should provide details to the regulatory authority including the Service Provider Identification (SPID) of the OSP who should have opened the code.



4.  The regulatory authority may convince the OSP to open the code, or may authorize the NPAC Administrator to open the code to portability in the NPAC SMS.  Any such authorization directed to the NPAC Administrator shall include the NSP-provided SPID of the code holder under which the code shall be opened in the NPAC.  Upon receipt of such regulatory authorization, the NPAC Administrator shall proceed with opening the code in the NPAC SMS.



5.  The OSP should have the LERG updated to show the code as portable if it does not already do so.
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			LNPA-WG


			Intermodal Port delayed due to CSR too large. 


			There have been instances where wireline to wireless ports fail the automated process because they are from large accounts where the Customer Service Record (CSR) is too large to return on a CSR query.



At the November 2006 NANC meeting, NANC recommended that carriers should be following the OBF guidelines.  The OBF LSOG guidelines have options for providing a CSR for a TN with or without directory, or the entire account with or without directory.  If wireline carriers sent only the information requested in the customer inquiry per the LSOG CSI guidelines, this error would be greatly reduced if not eliminated.  
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			LNPA-WG


			LNPA-WG Position on 24 Hour Firm Order  Confirmation 


			It has been brought to the attention of the Local Number Portability Administration Working Group (LNPA WG) that a number of Service Providers participating in local number portability are failing to comply with the requirement that all simple wireline and intermodal port requests shall be confirmed by the Old Service Provider (OSP) within 24 hours, excluding weekends and holidays.



The Firm Order Confirmation (FOC) process is defined by the Alliance for Telecommunications Industry Solutions (ATIS) Ordering and Billing Forum (OBF).  The timing requirements for return of the FOC are cited in a number of industry and regulatory documents, including the North American Numbering Council Local Number Portability Administration Working Group’s 3rd Report on Wireless Wireline Integration, dated September 30, 2000, which states, “An LSR is submitted by the NSP (New Service Provider) to the OSP (Old Service Provider).  When an LSR is submitted to the OSP, the OSP will return either an error message or a LSC (FOC).  SPs are required to provide a LSC/FOC within 24 hours of receiving a LSR.”  In addition, in Paragraph 49 of its Memorandum Opinion and Order and Further Notice of Proposed Rulemaking (FCC 03-284A1), adopted November 7, 2003, the FCC stated, “the wireline NANC LNP Process Flows establish that the FOC must be finalized within 24 hours of receiving the port request.”



It is the LNPA WG’s position that the return of either the Firm Order Confirmation (FOC) in response to a valid Local Service Request (LSR), or an appropriate error message in response to an invalid LSR, by the Old Service Provider for a simple port request shall not exceed 24 hours, excluding weekends and holidays.



At the April 17, 2007 NANC meeting, the LNPA WG submitted this Position Paper in order to bring this issue and the LNPA WG’s position to the attention of the NANC and the FCC.
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			LNPA-WG


			Porting of Wireline Reseller Numbers


			PIM 32 seeks to address issues related to the process of obtaining a Customer Service Record (CSR) for wireline reseller customers.  The CSR contains information necessary to complete a Local Service Request (LSR) for porting a wireline number.  In some cases, carriers are not able to obtain an end user’s specific CSR information from some wireline network service providers when attempting to port telephone numbers (TNs) associated with reseller accounts.  For example, two of four RBOCs refuse to send the CSR information to the New Local Service Provider (NLSP) because they have been instructed by their resellers not to share the end user’s specific information which the resellers consider to be proprietary.



This is a critical problem.  For those reseller errors where there is a workaround, many of the port requests are significantly delayed before completion.  In some cases there are no workaround solutions and end users who want to port their number cannot.  Those customers either give up on porting their number, or cannot keep their number and must change to a new number.  It is not always possible to work with the resellers to obtain the information needed to populate the LSR.   It is often difficult to find someone with the reseller that can support a port and provide the needed information.



The failure to port wireline reseller TNs can be resolved.  Direction by resellers to Old Network Service Providers (ONSPs) to provide the specific customer information where possible would greatly reduce the unsuccessful ports.  Resellers should not be allowed to withhold end user specific customer information necessary for the porting process.


At the April 17, 2007 NANC meeting, the LNPA WG submitted this final Position Paper in order to bring the LNPA WG’s consensus position to the attention of the NANC and the FCC.
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			LNPA-WG


			Unlocking of 911 record on ports to VoIP providers


			Questions have been raised and Issues have been identified by a number of VoIP providers related to the process of unlocking the 911 database on ports to VoIP providers.


For future inquiries related to 911 issues for VoIP porting, it is recommended that carriers review the materials published and approved by the NENA at www.NENA.org.
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			LNPA-WG


			Porting in conjunction with Foreign Exchange (FX) Service


			Regarding the attached PIM 60 and the porting scenario described within, the LNPA WG reached consensus at their May 2007 meeting that this is a legitimate porting scenario provided that each of the following caveats are met in providing service to the customer by the New Service Provider.



· The customer would like to receive calls to their number(s) at a location of theirs that is physically outside of the Rate Center associated with their number(s).



· The customer understands that these numbers must continue to be rated in accordance with the Rate Center currently associated with their number(s) and does not want them to take on the rating characteristics of the Rate Center of their new location.



· The New Service Provider already serves the Rate Center associated with the customer’s number(s) out of the same switch to which they want to port this customer's number(s).



· The New Service Provider switch that already serves the Rate Center of the customer’s number(s) has an existing POI at the ILEC's tandem over which calls to these numbers are routed.  If this customer's number(s) are ported into the New Service Provider switch, they would be routed over the same POI, and then the New Service Provider would deliver the calls to the customer's premise that is located outside of the Rate Center associated with the customer’s Number(s).



· The New Service Provider offers a tariffed and/or publicly published foreign exchange (FX) service in accordance with regulatory requirements that would cover this situation.  Calls to and from customers located in the Rate Center associated with these ported numbers and the customer served by the New Service Provider will be routed exactly the same whether the New Service Provider assigns the customer a phone number from its 1K block of numbers in that Rate Center or whether the New Service Provider ports the numbers.  This customer will be served out of the New Service Provider’s tariffed and/or publicly published foreign exchange (FX) service offering in accordance with regulatory requirements.


· The LSR submitted by the New Service Provider reflects the customer’s original service location as recorded by the Old Service Provider.
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			LNPA-WG


			Proper and Timely Updates to LNP Routing Databases


			The following high-level process is recommended as a guide to assist in determining the cause of post-port call routing issues.



Process



1. Customer ports number.


2. Ported customer reports problem receiving some phone calls or another customer reports problem with making calls to the ported number.



3. New Network Service Provider (NNSP) checks to ensure that all provider LSMSs’ active subscription version (SV) data is correct by launching an audit request.  



4. NSP reports the problem to the Telco that is routing calls with incorrect LRN (SCP/STP is discrepant with NPAC).


5. These issues are reported to the Telco’s Network Operations Center (NOC).



6. All involved Telco’s work together to identify and correct the problem.



7. Discrepant Telco will notify to the reporting Telco when the problem has been found and corrected.



8. NSP may notify the customer that the problem has been corrected.


For an additional guide to troubleshooting in a multiple service provider environment, the following link will access the ATIS Network Interconnection Interoperability Forum’s (NIIF’s) Guidelines for Reporting Local Number Portability Troubles in a Multiple Service Provider Environment.



http://www.atis.org/niif/Docs/atis0300082.pdf
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			LNPA-WG


			Resellers Discontinuing Business and/or Declaring Bankruptcy


			The attached document reflects the LNPA WG’s consensus for a strategy to address porting issues resulting from Resellers claiming bankruptcy and/or going out of business.



  


Reseller Bankruptcy 



Plan.doc
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			LNPA-WG


			Duration of Porting Outages Due to Planned SP Maintenance


			Every attempt should be made to perform planned maintenance during the regularly scheduled Sunday SP maintenance windows.



An Industry Best Practice has been agreed upon to limit the length of time for planned service provider downtime to a maximum of 60 consecutive hours as it relates to Local Number Portability outages.  Additionally, Trading Partners should provide 30 days notice of planned porting outages.  If 30 days is not possible, a minimum of 14 days notice should be provided.



It is recognized that there may be emergency situations that could require outages within the proposed minimum 14 day planned outage notification window.  The Suggested Resolution of PIM 62 is not meant to prevent any required outages under these extreme emergency conditions.
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Origination Date:  01/05/05




Originator:  NeuStar




Change Order Number:  NANC 399




Description:  SV Type and Alternative SPID Fields




Cumulative SP Priority, Weighted Average:  N/A




Functionally Backwards Compatible:  Yes



IMPACT/CHANGE ASSESSMENT




				FRS



				IIS



				GDMO



				ASN.1



				NPAC



				SOA



				LSMS







				Y



				Y



				Y



				Y



				Y



				Y



				Y











Business Need:




SV Type Field:




While a SPID-level indicator (NANC 357) is being provided in order to identify the service type (wireline, wireless, non-carrier), this SPID-level categorization does not accommodate the case where a carrier is providing multiple service types.  In order to be precise, the categorization should be made at the subscription version (SV) level, since two SVs belonging to the same SPID could potentially have different service types. This field will also allow for quickly adapting to new service types (e.g., – VoIP and VoWIFI) by adding new values.  These new service types may be offered by existing SPIDs and therefore require the SV-level granularity that is provided by this new field.  While the number of TNs served by VoIP or VoWIFI today is relatively small, it is growing rapidly.  It is also likely that a very high percentage of these TNs will appear in the NPAC, either as ported TNs (in the case of customers moving their existing service), or within a pooled block (for newly assigned numbers), so a decision to rely on NPAC to provide service type information for ported and pooled TNs will have little impact on the size of the NPAC database or the quantity of NPAC transactions.




Given NPAC data’s involvement in rating and routing, and the role of NPAC data in telemarketers’ do-not-call lists for wireless numbers, an SV and pooled block level SV Type field will:




· Enable routing efficiency decisions to be made, where such decisions are based on the terminating network type.




· Provide more accurate information to a new service provider when porting in a number (for a pooled or previously ported TN).




· Enable greater billing flexibility by allowing originating and terminating network technologies to be definitively identified at the TN level.




· Provide a precise method for determining the technology of a ported or pooled TN in the NPAC; this level of accuracy is useful in cases such as the wireless do-not-call lists which need to recognize all TNs ported from wireline to wireless.  (FCC Order 04-204 deems NPAC’s intermodal porting data as the basis for an official timestamp for a 15-day safe harbor period.).



Alternative SPID Field:




Currently, in cases where a reseller or non facility-based SP is involved in offering service for a particular ported or pooled TN, it is often difficult and time-consuming to identify this SP.  Carriers, PSAPs, and Law Enforcement Agencies all depend on NPAC data to identify the service provider associated with a particular ported or pooled TN, but today this data only identifies the facility-based carrier.  The facility-based carrier, in this case, often has no subscriber information and frequently cannot easily identify even the associated reseller.  An accelerated market trend toward both Mobile Virtual Network Operators (MVNOs) and VoIP/VoWIFI providers, typically without their own PSTN presence and essentially following a reseller model from a PSTN perspective, will only cause this issue to worsen.




Allowing the establishment of a SPID on behalf of non-facility-based SPs 
and providing an Alternative SPID field in the SV and pooled block records, will enable rapid look-up methods for identifying these SPs.  In cases where a second service provider (acting as a non facility-based provider or reseller) is involved in the service provided to a TN or pooled block, the SPID associated with this second service provider will be entered into the “Alternative SPID” field.  The facility-based service provider’s SPID will continue to be entered in the “SPID” field.  It is not anticipated that non-facilities-based service providers will be given access to the NPAC to port or pool TNs.




Issues surrounding reseller
 identification stand to grow considerably given increased intermodal porting activity, as well as accelerated MVNO and VoIP penetration in the marketplace.  These issues result from the inability to quickly identify the reseller associated with a particular TN.  This field will greatly improve this situation over time.




Description of Change:




The NPAC/SMS will provide an SV Type indicator for each SV and Pooled Block record.  This new indicator shall initially distinguish every TN and Pooled Block as being served by Wireline Service, Wireless Service, VoIP, or VoWIFI service.  The SV Type indicator will be able to distinguish additional “types” as deemed necessary in the future by adding additional values.  This information will be provisioned by the SOA and broadcast to the LSMS upon initial creation of the SV or Pooled Block and upon modification of the SV for those SOA and LSMS associations optioned “on” to send and receive this data.




The SV Type indicator will be added to the Bulk Data Download file, available to a Service Provider’s SOA/LSMS.




This field will be supported across the interface on an opt-in basis only and will be functionally backward compatible.




Upon adoption in the NPAC, the field will be initialized in all existing NPAC records based on the Service Provider “/” indicator embedded in the SP Name field during installation of the release. As SPs opt-in to the field, this new data will be available to them off-line (via bulk data download) and not over the interface, such that no NPAC transactions will result.  If necessary, service providers can override the defaulted initial SV Type by performing a modify action on the SV.




The NPAC/SMS shall provide an Alternative SPID field for each SV and Pooled Block record.  This new field shall identify (if applicable) a reseller
 associated with each ported or pooled TN or Pooled Block via their 4-digit SPID. 




This information shall be provisioned by the SOA and broadcast to the LSMS upon activation of the SV or Pooled Block and upon modification of the Alternative SPID. 




The Alternative SPID field shall be added to the Bulk Data Download file, available to a Service Provider’s SOA/LSMS.



The OptionalData CMIP attribute will be populated with an XML string.  The string is defined by the schema documented in the XML section below.  XML is used to provide future flexibility to add additional fields to the SV records and Pool Block records when approved by the LLC.



Major points/processing flow/high-level requirements:




This change order proposes to add new fields to the subscription version and number pool block objects.  Hence, the FRS, IIS, GDMO, and ASN.1 will need to reflect the addition of these fields.  These new fields will cause changes to the NPAC CMIP interface, however they will be functionally backward compatible and optional by service provider.




Requirements:




Section 1.2, NPAC SMS Functional Overview




Add a new section that describes the functionality of the SV Type and Alternative SPID fields (Description of Change above).




Section 3.1, NPAC SMS Data Models




Add new attributes for SV Type and Alternative SPID.  See below:




				NPAC CUSTOMER DATA MODEL







				Attribute Name



				Type (Size) 



				Required



				Description







				[snip]



				



				



				







				NPAC Customer SOA SV Type Indicator



				B



				(



				A Boolean that indicates whether the NPAC Customer supports SV Type (or Number Pool Block SV Type) information from the NPAC SMS to their SOA.




The default value is False.







				NPAC Customer SOA Alternative SPID Indicator



				B



				(



				A Boolean that indicates whether the NPAC Customer supports Alternative SPID information (a second service provider – either a facility-based provider or reseller, acting as a non facility-based provider) from the NPAC SMS to their SOA.




The default value is False.







				NPAC Customer LSMS SV Type Indicator



				B



				(



				A Boolean that indicates whether the NPAC Customer supports SV Type (or Number Pool Block SV Type) information from the NPAC SMS to their LSMS.




The default value is False.







				NPAC Customer LSMS Alternative SPID Indicator



				B



				(



				A Boolean that indicates whether the NPAC Customer supports Alternative SPID information (a second service provider – either a facility-based provider or reseller, acting as a non facility-based provider) from the NPAC SMS to their LSMS.




The default value is False.







				[snip]



				



				



				











Table 3-2 NPAC Customer Data Model




				Subscription Version Data MODEL







				Attribute Name



				Type (Size)



				Required



				Description







				[snip]



				



				



				







				Alternative SPID



				C (4)



				



				An alphanumeric code which uniquely identifies Alternative SPID information (a second service provider – either a facility-based provider or reseller, acting as a non facility-based provider) for this SV.




This field may only be specified if the service provider SOA supports Alternative SPID.







				SV Type



				E



				(



				Subscription Version Type.  Valid enumerated values are:




· Wireline – (0)




· Wireless – (1)




· VoIP – (2)




· VoWIFI – (3)




· SV Type 4– (4)




· SV Type 5– (5)




· SV Type 6– (6)




This field is only required if the service provider supports SV Type data.







				[snip]



				



				



				











Table 3-6 Subscription Version Data Model




				number pooling block hoLder information Data MODEL







				Attribute Name



				Type (Size)



				Required



				Description







				[snip]



				



				



				







				Alternative SPID



				C (4)



				



				An alphanumeric code which uniquely identifies Alternative SPID information (a second service provider – either a facility-based provider or reseller, acting as a non facility-based provider) for this Number Pool Block.




This field may only be specified if the service provider SOA supports Alternative SPID.







				Number Pool Block SV Type



				E



				(



				Number Pool Block SV Type.  Valid enumerated values are:




· Wireline – (0)




· Wireless – (1)




· VoIP – (2)




· VoWIFI – (3)




· SV Type 4– (4)




· SV Type 5– (5)




· SV Type 6– (6)




This field is only required if the service provider supports Number Pool Block SV Type data.







				[snip]



				



				



				











Table 3-8 Number Pooling Block Holder Information Data Model




R3-7.2 
Administer Mass update on one or more selected Subscription Versions




NPAC SMS shall allow NPAC personnel to specify a mass update action to be applied against all Subscription Versions selected (except for Subscription Versions with a status of old, partial failure, sending, disconnect pending or canceled) for LRN, DPC values, SSN values, SV Type, Alternative SPID (if the requesting SOA supports Alternative SPID data), Billing ID, End User Location Type or End User Location Value.




RR3-210
Block Holder Information Mass Update – Update Fields




NPAC SMS shall allow NPAC Personnel, via a mass update, to update the block holder default routing information (LRN, DPC(s), and SSN(s), SV Type, Alternative SPID (if the requesting SOA supports Alternative SPID data),), for a 1K Block as stored in the NPAC SMS.  (Previously B-762)




R3‑8
Off-line batch updates for Local SMS Disaster Recovery




NPAC SMS shall support an off‑line batch download (via 4mm DAT tape and FTP file download) to mass update Local SMSs with Subscription Versions, NPA-NXX-X Information, Number Pool Block and Service Provider Network data.




The contents of the batch download are:




· Subscriber data:




· [snip]




· SV Type (for Local SMSs that support SV Type data)




· Alternative SPID (for Local SMSs that support Alternative SPID data)




· [snip]




· Block Data




· [snip]




· Number Pool Block SV Type (for Local SMSs that support SV Type data)




· Alternative SPID (for Local SMSs that support Alternative SPID data)




· [snip]




RR3-79.1
Number Pool NPA-NXX-X Holder Information – Routing Data Field Level Validation




NPAC SMS shall perform field-level data validations to ensure that the value formats for the following input data, are valid according to the formats specified in the Block Data Model upon Block creation scheduling for a Number Pool, or when re-scheduling a Block Create Event:  (Previously N-75.1).




[snip]




Number Pool Block SV Type (if supported by the Block Holder SOA)




Alternative SPID (if supported by the Block Holder SOA)




RR3-149
Addition of Number Pooling Block Holder Information – Field-level Data Validation



NPAC SMS shall perform field-level data validations to ensure that the value formats for the following input data, is valid according to the formats specified in the Subscription Version Data Model upon Block creation for a Number Pool:  (Previously B-250)




[snip]




Number Pool Block SV Type (if supported by the Block Holder SOA)




Alternative SPID (if supported by the Block Holder SOA)




RR3-157
Modification of Number Pooling Block Holder Information – Routing Data




NPAC SMS shall allow NPAC personnel, Service Provider via the SOA to NPAC SMS Interface, or Service Provider via the NPAC SOA Low-tech Interface, to modify the block holder default routing information (LRN, DPC(s), and SSN(s)), Number Pool Block SV Type (if supported by the Block Holder SOA), and, Alternative SPID (if supported by the Block Holder SOA), for a 1K Block as stored in the NPAC SMS.  (Previously B-320)




RR3-182
Query of Number Pool Filtered Block Holder Information – Query Block




NPAC SMS shall return, to the NPAC Personnel or requesting Service Provider, all Block data supported by the requestor that match the query selection criteria.  (Previously B-557)




R4-8
Service Provider Data Elements



NPAC SMS shall require the following data if there is no existing Service Provider data:




[snip]




NPAC Customer SOA SV Type Indicator




NPAC Customer SOA Alternative SPID Indicator




NPAC Customer LSMS SV Type Indicator




NPAC Customer LSMS Alternative SPID Indicator




R5‑15.1
Create “Inter-Service Provider Port” Subscription Version - New Service Provider Input Data




NPAC SMS shall require the following data from NPAC personnel or the new Service Provider upon Subscription Version creation for an Inter-Service Provider port when NOT “porting to original”:




· [snip]




· SV Type (if supported by the Service Provider SOA)




R5‑16
Create Subscription Version - New Service Provider Optional input data




NPAC SMS shall accept the following optional fields from NPAC personnel or the new Service Provider upon Subscription Version creation for an Inter-Service Provider port:




· [snip]




· Alternative SPID (if supported by the Service Provider SOA)



R5‑18.1
Create Subscription Version - Field-level Data Validation




NPAC SMS shall perform field-level data validations to ensure that the value formats for the following input data, if supplied, is valid according to the formats specified in Table 3-6 upon Subscription Version creation for an Inter-Service Provider port:




· [snip]




· SV Type (if supported by the Service Provider SOA)




· Alternative SPID (if supported by the Service Provider SOA)




RR5-4
Create “Intra-Service Provider Port” Subscription Version - Current Service Provider Input Data




NPAC SMS shall require the following data from the NPAC personnel or the Current (New) Service Provider at the time of Subscription Version Creation for an Intra-Service Provider port when NOT porting to original:




· [snip]




· SV Type (if supported by the Service Provider SOA)




RR5-5
Create “Intra-Service Provider Port” Subscription Version - Current Service Provider Optional Input Data




NPAC SMS shall accept the following optional fields from the NPAC personnel or the Current Service Provider upon a Subscription Version Creation for an Intra-Service Provider port:




· [snip]




· Alternative SPID (if supported by the Service Provider SOA)



RR5-6.1
Create “Intra-Service Provider Port” Subscription Version - Field-level Data Validation




NPAC SMS shall perform field-level data validations to ensure that the value formats for the following input data, if supplied, is valid according to the formats specified in Table 3-6 upon Subscription Version creation for an Intra-Service Provider port:




· [snip]




· SV Type (if supported by the Service Provider SOA)




· Alternative SPID (if supported by the Service Provider SOA)




R5‑27.1
Modify Subscription Version - New Service Provider Data Values




NPAC SMS shall allow the following data to be modified in a pending or conflict Subscription Version for an Inter-Service Provider or Intra-Service Provider port by the new/current Service Provider or NPAC personnel:




· [snip]




· SV Type (if supported by the Service Provider SOA)




· Alternative SPID (if supported by the Service Provider SOA)




R5‑28
Modify Subscription Version - New Service Provider Optional input data.




NPAC SMS shall accept the following optional fields from the NPAC personnel or the new Service Provider upon modification of a pending or conflict Subscription version:




· [snip]




· Alternative SPID (if supported by the Service Provider SOA)




R5‑29.1
Modify Subscription Version - Field-level Data Validation




NPAC SMS shall perform field-level data validations to ensure that the value formats for the following input data, if supplied, is valid according to the formats specified in Table 3-6 upon Subscription Version modification.




· [snip]




· SV Type (if supported by the Service Provider SOA)




· Alternative SPID (if supported by the Service Provider SOA)




R5‑36
Modify Active Subscription Version - Input Data




NPAC SMS shall allow the following data to be modified for an active Subscription Version:




· [snip]




· SV Type (if supported by the Service Provider SOA)




· Alternative SPID (if supported by the Service Provider SOA)




R5‑37
Active Subscription Version - New Service Provider Optional input data.




NPAC SMS shall accept the following optional fields from the new Service Provider or NPAC personnel for an active Subscription Version to be modified:




· [snip]




· Alternative SPID (if supported by the Service Provider SOA)




R5‑38.1
Modify Active Subscription Version - Field-level Data Validation




NPAC SMS shall perform field-level data validations to ensure that the value formats for the following input data, if supplied, is valid according to the formats specified in Table 3-6 upon Subscription Version modification of an active version:




· [snip]




· SV Type (if supported by the Service Provider SOA)




· Alternative SPID (if supported by the Service Provider SOA)




R5-74.3
Query Subscription Version - Output Data




NPAC SMS shall return the following output data for a Subscription Version query request initiated by NPAC personnel or a SOA to NPAC SMS interface user:




· [snip]




· SV Type (if supported by the Service Provider SOA)




· Alternative SPID (if supported by the Service Provider SOA)




R5-74.4
Query Subscription Version - Output Data




NPAC SMS shall return the following output data for a Subscription Version query request initiated over the NPAC SMS to Local SMS interface:




· [snip]




· SV Type (if supported by the Service Provider LSMS)




· Alternative SPID (if supported by the Service Provider LSMS)




RR5-91
Addition of Number Pooling Subscription Version Information – Create “Pooled Number” Subscription Version




NPAC SMS shall automatically populate the following data upon Subscription Version creation for a Pooled Number port:  (Previously SV-20)




· [snip]




· SV Type (Value set to same field as Block)




· Alternative SPID (Value set to same field as Block)




Req 1 – Service Provider SOA SV Type Edit Flag Indicator




NPAC SMS shall provide a Service Provider SOA SV Type Edit Flag Indicator tunable parameter which defines whether a SOA supports SV Type.




Req 2 – Service Provider SOA SV Type Edit Flag Indicator Default




NPAC SMS shall default the Service Provider SOA SV Type Edit Flag Indicator tunable parameter to FALSE.




Req 3 – Service Provider SOA SV Type Edit Flag Indicator Modification




NPAC SMS shall allow NPAC Personnel, via the NPAC Administrative Interface, to modify the Service Provider SOA SV Type Edit Flag Indicator tunable parameter.



Req 4 – Service Provider LSMS SV Type Edit Flag Indicator




NPAC SMS shall provide a Service Provider LSMS SV Type Edit Flag Indicator tunable parameter which defines whether an LSMS supports SV Type.




Req 5 – Service Provider LSMS SV Type Edit Flag Indicator Default




NPAC SMS shall default the Service Provider LSMS SV Type Edit Flag Indicator tunable parameter to FALSE.




Req 6 – Service Provider LSMS SV Type Edit Flag Indicator Modification




NPAC SMS shall allow NPAC Personnel, via the NPAC Administrative Interface, to modify the Service Provider LSMS SV Type Edit Flag Indicator tunable parameter.



Req 7 – Service Provider SOA Alternative SPID Edit Flag Indicator




NPAC SMS shall provide a Service Provider SOA Alternative SPID Edit Flag Indicator tunable parameter which defines whether a SOA supports Alternative SPID.




Req 8 – Service Provider SOA Alternative SPID Edit Flag Indicator Default




NPAC SMS shall default the Service Provider SOA Alternative SPID Edit Flag Indicator tunable parameter to FALSE.




Req 9 – Service Provider SOA Alternative SPID Edit Flag Indicator Modification




NPAC SMS shall allow NPAC Personnel, via the NPAC Administrative Interface, to modify the Service Provider SOA Alternative SPID Edit Flag Indicator tunable parameter.



Req 10 – Service Provider LSMS Alternative SPID Edit Flag Indicator




NPAC SMS shall provide a Service Provider LSMS Alternative SPID Edit Flag Indicator tunable parameter which defines whether an LSMS supports Alternative SPID.




Req 11 – Service Provider LSMS Alternative SPID Edit Flag Indicator Default




NPAC SMS shall default the Service Provider LSMS Alternative SPID Edit Flag Indicator tunable parameter to FALSE.




Req 12 – Service Provider LSMS Alternative SPID Edit Flag Indicator Modification




NPAC SMS shall allow NPAC Personnel, via the NPAC Administrative Interface, to modify the Service Provider LSMS Alternative SPID Edit Flag Indicator tunable parameter.



Req 13
Activate Subscription Version - Send SV Type Data to Local SMSs




NPAC SMS shall, for a Service Provider that supports SV Type, send the SV Type attribute for an activated Inter or Intra-Service Provider Subscription Version port via the NPAC SMS to Local SMS Interface to the Local SMSs.




Req 14
Activate Subscription Version - Send Alternative SPID to Local SMSs




NPAC SMS shall, for a Service Provider that supports Alternative SPID, send the Alternative SPID attribute for an activated Inter or Intra-Service Provider Subscription Version port via the NPAC SMS to Local SMS Interface to the Local SMSs.



Req 15
Activate Number Pool Block - Send Number Pool Block SV Type Data to Local SMSs




NPAC SMS shall, for a Service Provider that supports SV Type data, send the Number Pool Block SV Type attribute for an activated Number Pool Block via the NPAC SMS to Local SMS Interface to the Local SMSs.




Req 16
Activate Number Pool Block - Send Alternative SPID to Local SMSs




NPAC SMS shall, for a Service Provider that supports Alternative SPID, send the Alternative SPID attribute for an activated Number Pool Block via the NPAC SMS to Local SMS Interface to the Local SMSs.



Req 17
Audit for Support of SV Type




NPAC SMS shall audit the SV Type attribute as part of a full audit scope, only when a Service Provider’s LSMS supports SV Type.



Req 18
Audit for Support of Alternative SPID




NPAC SMS shall audit the Alternative SPID attribute as part of a full audit scope, only when a Service Provider’s LSMS supports Alternative SPID.



Appendix E – Bulk Data Download File Examples.




NOTE:  If a Service Provider supports SV Type or Alternative SPID, the format of the Bulk Data Download file will contain delimiters for both attributes.




				Explanation of the fields in the subscription download file







				Field Number



				Field Name



				Value in Example







				1



				Version Id 



				0000000001







				[snip]



				



				







				999



				SV Type



				Not present if LSMS or SOA does not support the SV Type as shown in this example.  If it were present the value would be as defined in the SV Data Model.







				999



				Alternative SPID



				Not present if LSMS or SOA does not support the Alternative SPID as shown in this example.  If it were present the value would be as defined in the SV Data Model.







				[snip]



				



				











Table E- 1 -- Explanation of the Fields in The Subscription Download File




				Explanation of the fields in the Block download file







				Field Number



				Field Name



				Value in Example







				1



				Block  Id 



				1







				[snip]



				



				







				999



				SV Type



				Not present if LSMS or SOA does not support the SV Type as shown in this example.  If it were present the value would be as defined in the SV Data Model.







				999



				Alternative SPID



				Not present if LSMS or SOA does not support the Alternative SPID as shown in this example.  If it were present the value would be as defined in the SV Data Model.







				[snip]



				



				











Table E- 6 -- Explanation of the Fields in The Subscription Download File




IIS




Addition to the current IIS flow descriptions that relate to SV and NPB attributes.




Flow B.4.4.1 – Number Pool Block Create/Activate by SOA




Flow B.4.4.2 – Number Pool Block Create by NPAC SMS




Flow B.4.4.12 – Number Pool Block Modify by NPAC SMS




Flow B.4.4.13 – Number Pool Block Modify by Block Holder SOA




[snip]




If the “SOA Supports Number Pool Block SV Type Indicator” is set in the service provider’s profile on the NPAC SMS, the following attributes must be included:



Number Pool Block SV Type




If the “SOA Supports Alternative SPID Indicator” is set in the service provider’s profile on the NPAC SMS, the following attributes may optionally be included:



Alternative SPID




Flow B.5.1.2 – Subscription Version Create by the Initial SOA (New Service Provider)




Flow B.5.1.3 – Subscription Version Create by Second SOA (New Service Provider)




Flow B.5.1.11 – Subscription Version Create for Intra-Service Provider Port




[snip]




The following items must be provided unless subscriptionPortingToOriginal-SP is true:




[snip]




SV Type – if supported by the Service Provider SOA




The following items may optionally be provided unless subscriptionPortingToOriginal-SP is true:




[snip]




Alternative SPID – if supported by the Service Provider SOA




Flow B.5.2.1 – Subscription Version Modify Active Version Using M-ACTION by a Service Provider SOA




Flow B.5.2.3 – Subscription Version Modify Prior to Activate Using M-ACTION




Flow B.5.2.4 – Subscription Version Modify Prior to Activate Using M-SET




[snip]




The current service provider can only modify the following attributes:




[snip]




SV Type – if supported by the Service Provider SOA




Alternative SPID – if supported by the Service Provider SOA




Flow B.5.6 – Subscription Version Query




[snip]




The query return data includes:




[snip]




SV Type – if supported by the Service Provider (SOA, LSMS)




Alternative SPID – if supported by the Service Provider (SOA, LSMS)




GDMO:




Note – the GDMO shown below is the same that is contained in NANC 400.  For NANC 400, the references for SV Type are not needed, but are shown for continuity purposes.  For both NANC 399 and NANC 400, the OptionalData references are identical.




-- 20.0 LNP subscription Version Managed Object Class




subscriptionVersion MANAGED OBJECT CLASS




    DERIVED FROM "CCITT Rec. X.721 (1992) | ISO/IEC 10165-2 : 1992":top;




    CHARACTERIZED BY




        subscriptionVersionPkg;




    CONDITIONAL PACKAGES




        subscriptionWSMSC-DataPkg PRESENT IF




            !the service provider is supporting WSMSC information!,




        subscriptionSvTypePkg PRESENT IF




            !the service provider is supporting SV type!,




        subscriptionOptionalDataPkg PRESENT IF




            !the service provider is supporting additional optional data!;




    REGISTERED AS {LNP-OIDS.lnp-objectClass 20};




-- 29.0 Number Pool Block Data Managed Object Class




--




numberPoolBlock MANAGED OBJECT CLASS




    DERIVED FROM "CCITT Rec. X.721 (1992) | ISO/IEC 10165-2 : 1992":top;




    CHARACTERIZED BY




        numberPoolBlock-Pkg;




    CONDITIONAL PACKAGES




        numberPoolBlockWSMSC-DataPkg PRESENT IF




            !the service provider is supporting WSMSC information!,




        numberPoolBlockSvTypePkg PRESENT IF




            !the service provider is supporting number pool block type!,




        numberPoolBlockOptionalDataPkg PRESENT IF




            !the service provider is supporting additional optional information!;




    REGISTERED AS {LNP-OIDS.lnp-objectClass 29};




subscriptionVersionNPAC-Behavior BEHAVIOUR




…




     new service provider SOAs can only modify the following attributes:




        subscriptionLRN




        subscriptionNewSP-DueDate




        subscriptionCLASS-DPC




        subscriptionCLASS-SSN




        subscriptionLIDB-DPC




        subscriptionLIDB-SSN




        subscriptionCNAM-DPC




        subscriptionCNAM-SSN




        subscriptionISVM-DPC




        subscriptionISVM-SSN




        subscriptionWSMSC-DPC




        subscriptionWSMSC-SSN




        subscriptionEndUserLocationValue




        subscriptionEndUserLocationType




        subscriptionBillingId




        subscriptionSvType




        subscriptionOptionalData…




numberPoolBlockNPAC-Behavior BEHAVIOUR




…




        The object creation notification will be sent to the SOA once the




        number pool block object has been created on the NPAC SMS,




        if the SOA-origination flag is true, and contain the following




        attributes:




           numberPoolBlockId




           numberPoolBlockNPA-NXX-X




           numberPoolBlockHolderSPID




           numberPoolBlockSOA-Origination




           numberPoolBlockCreationTimeStamp




           numberPoolBlockStatus




           numberPoolBlockLRN




           numberPoolBlockCLASS-DPC




           numberPoolBlockCLASS-SSN




           numberPoolBlockLIDB-DPC




           numberPoolBlockLIDB-SSN




           numberPoolBlockCNAM-DPC




           numberPoolBlockCNAM-SSN




           numberPoolBlockISVM-DPC




           numberPoolBlockISVM-SSN




           numberPoolBlockWSMSC-DPC (OPTIONAL)




           numberPoolBlockWSMSC-SSN (OPTIONAL)




           numberPoolBlockType (OPTIONAL)




           numberPoolBlockOptionalData (OPTIONAL)



--




         The attribute value change notification will be sent out to the SOA,




         if the SOA-origination flag is true, when any of the following




         attributes change:




           numberPoolBlockSOA-Origination




           numberPoolBlockLRN




           numberPoolBlockCLASS-DPC




           numberPoolBlockCLASS-SSN




           numberPoolBlockLIDB-DPC




           numberPoolBlockLIDB-SSN




           numberPoolBlockCNAM-DPC




           numberPoolBlockCNAM-SSN




           numberPoolBlockISVM-DPC




           numberPoolBlockISVM-SSN




           numberPoolBlockWSMSC-DPC (OPTIONAL)




           numberPoolBlockWSMSC-SSN (OPTIONAL)




           numberPoolBlockType (OPTIONAL)




           numberPoolBlockOptionalData (OPTIONAL)



-- 149.0 Subscription Version SV Type




--




subscriptionSvType ATTRIBUTE




    WITH ATTRIBUTE SYNTAX LNP-ASN1.SVType;




    MATCHES FOR EQUALITY, ORDERING;




    BEHAVIOUR subscriptionSvTypeBehavior;




    REGISTERED AS {LNP-OIDS.lnp-attribute 149};




subscriptionSvTypeBehavior BEHAVIOUR




    DEFINED AS !




        This attribute is used to specify the subscription version




        type.






The possible values are:







0 : wireline







1 : wireless







2 : VoIP 







3 : VoWiFi







4 : SV Type 4







5 : SV Type 5







6 : SV Type 6




!;  




--




-- 150.0 Subscription Optional Data




--




subscriptionOptionalData ATTRIBUTE




    WITH ATTRIBUTE SYNTAX LNP-ASN1.OptionalData;




    MATCHES FOR EQUALITY;




    BEHAVIOUR subscriptionOptionalDataBehavior;




    REGISTERED AS {LNP-OIDS.lnp-attribute 150};




subscriptionOptionalDataBehavior BEHAVIOUR




    DEFINED AS !




        This attribute is used to specify the optional data




        for the SV blocks.




        This attribute is an XML string defined by the




        XML schema in section 7.4 of the IIS.




!;  




--




-- 151.0 Number Pool Block Type




--




numberPoolBlockType ATTRIBUTE




    WITH ATTRIBUTE SYNTAX LNP-ASN1.SVType;




    MATCHES FOR EQUALITY, ORDERING;




    BEHAVIOUR numberPoolBlockTypeBehavior;




    REGISTERED AS {LNP-OIDS.lnp-attribute 151};




numberPoolBlockTypeBehavior BEHAVIOUR




    DEFINED AS !




        This attribute is used to specify the number pool block




        type.






The possible values are:







0 : wireline







1 : wireless







2 : VoIP 







3 : VoWiFi







4 : SV Type 4







5 : SV Type 5







6 : SV Type 6




!;  




--




-- 152.0 Number Pool Block Optional Data




--




numberPoolBlockOptionalData ATTRIBUTE




    WITH ATTRIBUTE SYNTAX LNP-ASN1.OptionalData;




    MATCHES FOR EQUALITY;




    BEHAVIOUR numberPoolBlockOptionalDataBehavior;




    REGISTERED AS {LNP-OIDS.lnp-attribute 152};




numberPoolBlockOptionalDataBehavior BEHAVIOUR




    DEFINED AS !




        This attribute is used to specify the optional data




        for the Number Pool blocks.




        This attribute is an XML string defined by the




        XML schema in section 7.4 of the IIS.




!;  




-- 44.0 LNP Subscription Version SV Type Package




subscriptionSvTypePkg PACKAGE




    BEHAVIOUR subscriptionSvTypePkgBehavior;




    ATTRIBUTES




        subscriptionSvType GET-REPLACE;




    REGISTERED AS {LNP-OIDS.lnp-package 44};




subscriptionSvTypePkgBehavior BEHAVIOUR




    DEFINED AS !




        This package provides for conditionally including the




        SV Type.




    !;




-- 45.0 LNP Subscription Version Optional Data Package




subscriptionOptionalDataPkg PACKAGE




    BEHAVIOUR subscriptionOptionalDataPkgBehavior;




    ATTRIBUTES




        subscriptionOptionalData GET-REPLACE;




    REGISTERED AS {LNP-OIDS.lnp-package 45};




subscriptionOptionalDataPkgBehavior BEHAVIOUR




    DEFINED AS !




        This package provides for conditionally including the




        additional optional data.




    !;




-- 46.0 LNP Number Pool Block SV Type Package




numberPoolBlockSvTypePkg PACKAGE




    BEHAVIOUR numberPoolBlockSvTypePkg;




    ATTRIBUTES




        numberPoolBlockType GET-REPLACE;




    REGISTERED AS {LNP-OIDS.lnp-package 46};




numberPoolBlockSvTypePkgBehavior BEHAVIOUR




    DEFINED AS !




        This package provides for conditionally including the




        Number Pool Block SV Type.




    !;




-- 47.0 LNP Number Pool Block Optional Data Package




numberPoolBlockOptionalDataPkg PACKAGE




    BEHAVIOUR numberPoolBlockOptionalDataPkgBehavior;




    ATTRIBUTES




        numberPoolBlockOptionalData GET-REPLACE;




    REGISTERED AS {LNP-OIDS.lnp-package 47};




numberPoolBlockOptionalDataPkgBehavior BEHAVIOUR




    DEFINED AS !




        This package provides for conditionally including the




        Number Pool Block additional optional data.




    !;




subscriptionVersionModifyBehavior BEHAVIOUR




…




New service providers may specify modified valid values for the




        following attributes, when the service provider's "SOA Sv Type




        Data" indicator is TRUE, and may NOT specify these values when the




        indicator is set to FALSE:






subscriptionSvType






New service providers may specify modified valid values for the




        following attributes, when the service provider's "SOA Optional 




        Data" indicator is TRUE, and may NOT specify these values when the




        indicator is set to FALSE:






subscriptionOptionalData…




New service providers may specify modified valid values for the




        following attributes, when the service provider's "SOA Sv Type




        Data" indicator is TRUE, and may NOT specify these values when the




        indicator is set to FALSE:






subscriptionSvType






New service providers may specify modified valid values for the




        following attributes, when the service provider's "SOA Optional




        Data" indicator is TRUE, and may NOT specify these values when the




        indicator is set to FALSE:






subscriptionOptionalData…




subscriptionVersionNewSP-CreateBehavior BEHAVIOUR




…




New service providers may specify modified valid values for the




        following attributes, when the service provider's "SOA Sv Type




        Data" indicator is TRUE, and may NOT specify these values when the




        indicator is set to FALSE:






subscriptionSvType






New service providers may specify modified valid values for the




        following attributes, when the service provider's "SOA Optional




        Data" indicator is TRUE, and may NOT specify these values when the




        indicator is set to FALSE:






subscriptionOptionalData…




numberPoolBlock-CreateBehavior BEHAVIOUR




…




if the SOA Sv/PoolBlock Type Data indicator is set in the service




        provider's profile, the following attributes must be provided:






numberPoolBlockType






if the SOA Optional Data indicator is set in the service




        provider's profile, the following attributes must be provided:






numberPoolBlockOptionalData…




ASN.1:




Note – the ASN.1 shown below is the same that is contained in NANC 400.  For NANC 400, the references for SV Type are not needed, but are shown for continuity purposes.  For both NANC 399 and NANC 400, the OptionalData references are identical.




SVType ::= ENUMERATED {




    wireline (0),





wireless (1),





voIP     (2),





voWiFi   (3),





SV Type 4 (4),





SV Type 5 (5),





SV Type 6 (6)




}




OptionalData ::= GraphicString




BlockDownloadData ::= SET OF SEQUENCE {




    block-id [0] BlockId,




    block-npa-nxx-x [1] NPA-NXX-X OPTIONAL,




    block-holder-sp [2] ServiceProvId OPTIONAL,




    block-activation-timestamp [3] GeneralizedTime OPTIONAL,




    block-lrn [4] LRN OPTIONAL,




    block-class-dpc [5] EXPLICIT DPC OPTIONAL,




    block-class-ssn [6] EXPLICIT SSN OPTIONAL,




    block-lidb-dpc [7] EXPLICIT DPC OPTIONAL,




    block-lidb-ssn [8] EXPLICIT SSN OPTIONAL,




    block-isvm-dpc [9] EXPLICIT DPC OPTIONAL,




    block-isvm-ssn [10] EXPLICIT SSN OPTIONAL,




    block-cnam-dpc [11] EXPLICIT DPC OPTIONAL,




    block-cnam-ssn [12] EXPLICIT SSN OPTIONAL,




    block-download-reason [13] DownloadReason,




    block-wsmsc-dpc [14] EXPLICIT DPC OPTIONAL,




    block-wsmsc-ssn [15] EXPLICIT SSN OPTIONAL,




    block-sv-type [16] EXPLICIT  SVType OPTIONAL,




     block-optional-data [17] EXPLICIT OptionalData OPTIONAL





}




MismatchAttributes ::= SEQUENCE {




    seq0 [0] SEQUENCE {




        lsms-subscriptionLRN LRN,




        npac-subscriptionLRN LRN




    } OPTIONAL,




    seq1 [1] SEQUENCE {




        lsms-subscriptionNewCurrentSP ServiceProvId,




        npac-subscriptionNewCurrentSP ServiceProvId




    } OPTIONAL,




    seq2 [2] SEQUENCE {




        lsms-subscriptionActivationTimeStamp GeneralizedTime,




        npac-subscriptionActivationTimeStamp GeneralizedTime




    } OPTIONAL,




    seq3 [3] SEQUENCE {




        lsms-subscriptionCLASS-DPC DPC,




        npac-subscriptionCLASS-DPC DPC




    } OPTIONAL,




    seq4 [4] SEQUENCE {




        lsms-subscriptionCLASS-SSN SSN,




        npac-subscriptionCLASS-SSN SSN




    } OPTIONAL,




    seq5 [5] SEQUENCE {




        lsms-subscriptionLIDB-DPC DPC,




        npac-subscriptionLIDB-DPC DPC




    } OPTIONAL,




    seq6 [6] SEQUENCE {




        lsms-subscriptionLIDB-SSN SSN,




        npac-subscriptionLIDB-SSN SSN




    } OPTIONAL,




    seq7 [7] SEQUENCE {




        lsms-subscriptionISVM-DPC DPC,




        npac-subscriptionISVM-DPC DPC




    } OPTIONAL,




    seq8 [8] SEQUENCE {




        lsms-subscriptionISVM-SSN SSN,




        npac-subscriptionISVM-SSN SSN




    } OPTIONAL,




    seq9 [9] SEQUENCE {




        lsms-subscriptionCNAM-DPC DPC,




        npac-subscriptionCNAM-DPC DPC




    } OPTIONAL,




    seq10 [10] SEQUENCE {




        lsms-subscriptionCNAM-SSN SSN,




        npac-subscriptionCNAM-SSN SSN




    } OPTIONAL,




    seq11 [11] SEQUENCE {




        lsms-subscriptionEndUserLocationValue EndUserLocationValue,




        npac-subscriptionEndUserLocationValue EndUserLocationValue




    } OPTIONAL,




    seq12 [12] SEQUENCE {




        lsms-subscriptionEndUserLocationType EndUserLocationType,




        npac-subscriptionEndUserLocationType EndUserLocationType




    } OPTIONAL,




    seq13 [13] SEQUENCE {




        lsms-subscriptionBillingId BillingId,




        npac-subscriptionBillingId BillingId




    } OPTIONAL,




    seq14 [14] SEQUENCE {




        lsms-subscriptionLNPType LNPType,




        npac-subscriptionLNPType LNPType




    } OPTIONAL,




    seq15 [15] SEQUENCE {




        lsms-subscriptionWSMSC-DPC DPC,




        npac-subscriptionWSMSC-DPC DPC




    } OPTIONAL,




    seq16 [16] SEQUENCE {




        lsms-subscriptionWSMSC-SSN SSN,




        npac-subscriptionWSMSC-SSN SSN




    } OPTIONAL,




    seq17 [17] SEQUENCE {




        lsms-sv-type SVType,




        npac-sv-type SVType




    } OPTIONAL,




    seq18 [18] SEQUENCE {




        lsms-optional-data OptionalData,




        npac-optional-data OptionalData




    } OPTIONAL




}   




NewSP-CreateData ::= SEQUENCE {




    chc1 [0] EXPLICIT CHOICE {




        subscription-version-tn [0] PhoneNumber,




        subscription-version-tn-range [1] TN-Range




    },




    subscription-lrn [1] LRN OPTIONAL,




    subscription-new-current-sp [2] ServiceProvId,




    subscription-old-sp [3] ServiceProvId,




    subscription-new-sp-due-date [4] GeneralizedTime,




    subscription-class-dpc [6] EXPLICIT DPC OPTIONAL,




    subscription-class-ssn [7] EXPLICIT SSN OPTIONAL,




    subscription-lidb-dpc [8] EXPLICIT DPC OPTIONAL,




    subscription-lidb-ssn [9] EXPLICIT SSN OPTIONAL,




    subscription-isvm-dpc [10] EXPLICIT DPC OPTIONAL,




    subscription-isvm-ssn [11] EXPLICIT SSN OPTIONAL,




    subscription-cnam-dpc [12] EXPLICIT DPC OPTIONAL,




    subscription-cnam-ssn [13] EXPLICIT SSN OPTIONAL,




    subscription-end-user-location-value [14]




        EndUserLocationValue OPTIONAL,




    subscription-end-user-location-type [15] EndUserLocationType OPTIONAL,




    subscription-billing-id [16] BillingId OPTIONAL,




    subscription-lnp-type [17] LNPType,




    subscription-porting-to-original-sp-switch [18]




        SubscriptionPortingToOriginal-SPSwitch,




    subscription-wsmsc-dpc [19] EXPLICIT DPC OPTIONAL,




    subscription-wsmsc-ssn [20] EXPLICIT SSN OPTIONAL,




    subscription-sv-type       [21] EXPLICIT  SVType OPTIONAL,




    subscription-optional-data [22] EXPLICIT OptionalData OPTIONAL




}




NewSP-CreateInvalidData ::= CHOICE {




    subscription-version-tn [0] EXPLICIT PhoneNumber,




    subscription-version-tn-range [1] EXPLICIT TN-Range,




    subscription-lrn [2] EXPLICIT LRN,




    subscription-new-current-sp [3] EXPLICIT ServiceProvId,




    subscription-old-sp [4] EXPLICIT ServiceProvId,




    subscription-new-sp-due-date [5] EXPLICIT GeneralizedTime,




    subscription-class-dpc [6] EXPLICIT DPC,




    subscription-class-ssn [7] EXPLICIT SSN,




    subscription-lidb-dpc [8] EXPLICIT DPC,




    subscription-lidb-ssn [9] EXPLICIT SSN,




    subscription-isvm-dpc [10] EXPLICIT DPC,




    subscription-isvm-ssn [11] EXPLICIT SSN,




    subscription-cnam-dpc [12] EXPLICIT DPC,




    subscription-cnam-ssn [13] EXPLICIT SSN,




    subscription-end-user-location-value [14] EXPLICIT EndUserLocationValue,




    subscription-end-user-location-type [15] EXPLICIT EndUserLocationType,




    subscription-billing-id [16] EXPLICIT BillingId,




    subscription-lnp-type [17] EXPLICIT LNPType,




    subscription-porting-to-original-sp-switch [18]




       EXPLICIT SubscriptionPortingToOriginal-SPSwitch,




    subscription-wsmsc-dpc [19] EXPLICIT DPC,




    subscription-wsmsc-ssn [20] EXPLICIT SSN,




    subscription-sv-type      [21] EXPLICIT  SVType,




    subscription-optional-data [22] EXPLICIT OptionalData }




NumberPoolBlock-CreateAction ::= SEQUENCE {




    block-npa-nxx-x NPA-NXX-X,




    block-holder-sp ServiceProvId,




    block-lrn LRN,




    block-class-dpc DPC,




    block-class-ssn SSN,




    block-lidb-dpc DPC,




    block-lidb-ssn SSN,




    block-isvm-dpc DPC,




    block-isvm-ssn SSN,




    block-cnam-dpc DPC,




    block-cnam-ssn SSN,




    block-wsmsc-dpc [0] DPC OPTIONAL,




    block-wsmsc-ssn [1] SSN OPTIONAL,




    block-sv-type [2]  SVType OPTIONAL,




    block-optional-data [3] OptionalData OPTIONAL }




NumberPoolBlock-CreateInvalidData ::= CHOICE {




    block-npa-nxx-x    [0] EXPLICIT NPA-NXX-X,




    block-lrn          [1] EXPLICIT LRN,




    block-class-dpc    [2] EXPLICIT DPC,




    block-class-ssn    [3] EXPLICIT SSN,




    block-lidb-dpc     [4] EXPLICIT DPC,




    block-lidb-ssn     [5] EXPLICIT SSN,




    block-isvm-dpc     [6] EXPLICIT DPC,




    block-isvm-ssn     [7] EXPLICIT SSN,




    block-cnam-dpc     [8] EXPLICIT DPC,




    block-cnam-ssn     [9] EXPLICIT SSN,




    block-wsmsc-dpc    [10] EXPLICIT DPC,




    block-wsmsc-ssn    [11] EXPLICIT SSN




    block-sv-type      [12] EXPLICIT SVType,




    block-optional-data [13] EXPLICIT OptionalData }




SubscriptionData ::= SEQUENCE {




    subscription-lrn             [1] LRN OPTIONAL,




    subscription-new-current-sp  [2] ServiceProvId OPTIONAL,




    subscription-activation-timestamp 




                                 [3] GeneralizedTime OPTIONAL,




    subscription-class-dpc       [4] EXPLICIT DPC,




    subscription-class-ssn       [5] EXPLICIT SSN,




    subscription-lidb-dpc        [6] EXPLICIT DPC,




    subscription-lidb-ssn        [7] EXPLICIT SSN,




    subscription-isvm-dpc        [8] EXPLICIT DPC,




    subscription-isvm-ssn        [9] EXPLICIT SSN,




    subscription-cnam-dpc        [10] EXPLICIT DPC,




    subscription-cnam-ssn        [11] EXPLICIT SSN,




    subscription-end-user-location-value 




                                 [12] EndUserLocationValue OPTIONAL,




    subscription-end-user-location-type 




                                 [13] EndUserLocationType OPTIONAL,




    subscription-billing-id      [14] BillingId OPTIONAL,




    subscription-lnp-type        [15] LNPType,




    subscription-download-reason [16] DownloadReason,




    subscription-wsmsc-dpc       [17] EXPLICIT DPC OPTIONAL,




    subscription-wsmsc-ssn       [18] EXPLICIT SSN OPTIONAL,




    subscription-sv-type         [19] EXPLICIT SVType OPTIONAL,




    subscription-optional-data   [20] EXPLICIT OptionalData OPTIONAL }




SubscriptionModifyData ::= SEQUENCE {




    subscription-lrn [0] LRN OPTIONAL,




    subscription-new-sp-due-date [1] GeneralizedTime OPTIONAL,




    subscription-old-sp-due-date [2] GeneralizedTime OPTIONAL,




    subscription-old-sp-authorization [3] ServiceProvAuthorization OPTIONAL,




    subscription-class-dpc [4] EXPLICIT DPC OPTIONAL,




    subscription-class-ssn [5] EXPLICIT SSN OPTIONAL,




    subscription-lidb-dpc [6] EXPLICIT DPC OPTIONAL,




    subscription-lidb-ssn [7] EXPLICIT SSN OPTIONAL,




    subscription-isvm-dpc [8] EXPLICIT DPC OPTIONAL,




    subscription-isvm-ssn [9] EXPLICIT SSN OPTIONAL,




    subscription-cnam-dpc [10] EXPLICIT DPC OPTIONAL,




    subscription-cnam-ssn [11] EXPLICIT SSN OPTIONAL,




    subscription-end-user-location-value [12] EndUserLocationValue OPTIONAL,




    subscription-end-user-location-type [13] EndUserLocationType OPTIONAL,




    subscription-billing-id [14] BillingId OPTIONAL,




    subscription-status-change-cause-code [15]




        SubscriptionStatusChangeCauseCode OPTIONAL,




    subscription-wsmsc-dpc [16] EXPLICIT DPC OPTIONAL,




    subscription-wsmsc-ssn [17] EXPLICIT SSN OPTIONAL,




    subscription-customer-disconnect-date [18] GeneralizedTime OPTIONAL,




    subscription-effective-release-date [19] GeneralizedTime OPTIONAL,




    subscription-sv-type [20]  EXPLICIT SVType OPTIONAL,




    subscription-optional-data [21] EXPLICIT OptionalData OPTIONAL }




SubscriptionModifyInvalidData ::= CHOICE {




    subscription-lrn [0] EXPLICIT LRN,




    subscription-new-sp-due-date [1] EXPLICIT GeneralizedTime,




    subscription-old-sp-due-date [2] EXPLICIT GeneralizedTime,




    subscription-old-sp-authorization [3] EXPLICIT ServiceProvAuthorization,




    subscription-class-dpc [4] EXPLICIT DPC,




    subscription-class-ssn [5] EXPLICIT SSN,




    subscription-lidb-dpc [6] EXPLICIT DPC,




    subscription-lidb-ssn [7] EXPLICIT SSN,




    subscription-isvm-dpc [8] EXPLICIT DPC,




    subscription-isvm-ssn [9] EXPLICIT SSN,




    subscription-cnam-dpc [10] EXPLICIT DPC,




    subscription-cnam-ssn [11] EXPLICIT SSN,




    subscription-end-user-location-value [12] EXPLICIT EndUserLocationValue,




    subscription-end-user-location-type [13] EXPLICIT EndUserLocationType,




    subscription-billing-id [14] EXPLICIT BillingId,




    subscription-status-change-cause-code [15]




          EXPLICIT SubscriptionStatusChangeCauseCode,




    subscription-wsmsc-dpc [16] EXPLICIT DPC,




    subscription-wsmsc-ssn [17] EXPLICIT SSN,




    subscription-customer-disconnect-date [18] EXPLICIT GeneralizedTime,




    subscription-effective-release-date [19] EXPLICIT GeneralizedTime,




    subscription-sv-type [20] EXPLICIT SVType,




    subscription-optional-data [21] EXPLICIT OptionalData}




XML:




Note – the XML shown below is the same for both NANC 399 and NANC 400.




<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>




<xs:schema targetNamespace="urn:npac:lnp:opt-data:1.0" elementFormDefault="qualified" attributeFormDefault="unqualified" xmlns:xs="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema" xmlns="urn:npac:lnp:opt-data:1.0">




   <xs:simpleType name="SPID">




      <xs:restriction base="xs:string">




         <xs:length value="4"/>




      </xs:restriction>




   </xs:simpleType>




   <xs:simpleType name="Generic-URI">




      <xs:restriction base="xs:string">




         <xs:minLength value="1"/>




         <xs:maxLength value="255"/>




      </xs:restriction>




   </xs:simpleType>




   <xs:complexType name="OptionalData">




      <xs:sequence>




        <xs:element name="ALTSPID" type="SPID" nillable="true" minOccurs="0"/>




        <xs:element name="VOICEURI" type="Generic-URI" nillable="true" minOccurs="0"/>




        <xs:element name="MMSURI" type="Generic-URI" nillable="true" minOccurs="0"/>




        <xs:element name="POCURI" type="Generic-URI" nillable="true" minOccurs="0"/>




        <xs:element name="PRESURI" type="Generic-URI" nillable="true" minOccurs="0"/>




      </xs:sequence>




   </xs:complexType>




   <xs:element name="OptionalData" type="OptionalData"/>




</xs:schema>



� The establishment of this SPID does not qualify the non facility-based service provider to become a NPAC user.




� “Reseller” includes all cases where a non facility-based service provider or a facility-based carrier acting as a reseller is involved in providing service to a TN.









� “Reseller” includes all cases where a non facility-based service provider or a facility-based carrier acting as a reseller is involved in providing service to a TN.
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NANC – LNPA Working Group
                     
Problem/Issue Identification Document








LNP Problem/Issue Identification and Description Form




Submittal Date (mm/dd/yyyy):  
02/27/2006

PIM#53 v5



Company(s) Submitting Issue:  
Verizon Wireless




Contact(s):  Name:


Sara Hooker





Contact Number:


615-372-2015 






Email Address:


sara.hooker@verizonwireless.com   




(NOTE: Submitting Company(s) is to complete this section of the form along with Sections 1, 2 and 3.)




1. Problem/Issue Statement: (Brief statement outlining the problem/issue.)




Carriers are taking back numbers that have been ported out several months or even years because their systems do not reflect a valid FOC was sent.  In many cases they have not removed the number from their number inventory and they have re-assigned the TN to another customer.                                                 




2. Problem/Issue Description: (Provide detailed description of problem/issue.)




A.   Examples & Impacts of Problem/Issue: 




TN was ported in March of 2004; our systems reflected a valid FOC was received. For almost 2 years the customer was with Verizon Wireless. In February of 2006, the OSP tried to take the number back in the NPAC.  When we called the OSP we learned that their systems did not reflect a valid FOC was ever issued for the port.  In order to be able to keep the number we had to allow the OSP to take the number back and start the port from the beginning.  We had to change the customers number to a temporary TN, the OSP had to set up a remote call forwarding account for the customer and forward the calls to the temporary number.  We then started a new port request and got another FOC. The steps taken to resolve the issue were extremely time consuming and directly impacted the customer. 




B. Frequency of Occurrence:  




We have had 3 occurrences in the last 30 days.




C. NPAC Regions Impacted:




 Canada___ Mid Atlantic ___ Midwest___ Northeast___ Southeast___ Southwest___ Western___     




 West Coast___  ALL_X_




D. Rationale why existing process is deficient:  




We feel the existing processes are deficient due to a lack of auditing.  Before a number is released back in to inventory carriers need to check to insure that the TN has not already ported.




E.   Identify action taken in other committees / forums: ________________________________________________________________________  




F.  Any other descriptive items: __________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________




3. Suggested Resolution: 








LNPA WG: (only)




Item Number: PIM 53 v5



Issue Resolution Referred to: _________________________________________________________



Why Issue Referred: __________________________________________________________________ ____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________




This PIM addresses instances where it was the intent of the end user to port to the New SP.









Providers should not arbitrarily port back numbers without attempting to




   contact and work with the New SP to resolve any disputes/issues related




   to the port.









For an activated port that is disputed by the Old SP or not recognized




in the systems of the Old SP, if it is determined that it was in fact




the intent of the end user to port his/her number to the New SP, both




providers should work together in resolving any systems true-up issues, e.g. reissuance of any necessary LSRs, when possible, without impacting the end user’s service.









In the case of a double assignment, between the two end users involved, the end user with the longer continuous service with that number shall retain the number, unless otherwise agreed to by the providers involved.









In any case of an inadvertent port, defined here as a port where it was




   not the intention of the end user to port his/her number to the New SP,




   both providers will work together to restore the end user’s service with




   the Old SP as quickly as possible, regardless of the time interval




   between activation of the inadvertent port and discovery of the




   inadvertent port.









We would recommend that the resolution be included in the Best Practices Matrix.
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1. Executive Summary




The LNPA Working Group (LNPA WG) has prepared the 3rd Report on Wireless Wireline Integration, to address the open issues that were identified in the 2nd Wireless Wireline Integration Report submitted to the FCC on June 30, 1999.  In the First Report and Order, the Commission established rules mandating number portability for both LECs and CMRS providers.  A separate timetable was established for CMRS providers, requiring them to offer Service Provider (SP) number portability to their customers and preserve nationwide roaming, by November 24, 2002.
 All regulatory considerations including operational and process of this report specifically apply to the US environment.




On May 18, 1998 the LNPA WG presented NANC with the 1st LNPA WG Report on Wireless Wireline Integration.  During the presentation, the NANC instructed the LNPA WG to continue to review systems and work processes during the remainder of 1998, in order to determine if the porting intervals could be reduced when porting from wireline to wireless carriers. The recommendations were presented in the 2nd Report on June 30, 1999, but open issues still remained.  This 3rd Report addresses those issues as outlined below.




1.1
Report Objectives




This report continues to address the integration of wireline and CMRS provider number portability issues. The following list summarizes the objectives of the LNPA WG and its subcommittees in this report.  Subsequent individual sections of this report provide a more




detailed analysis of these issues.





1. Examine the Impact to the Industry in Overall Reduction of the Current Wireline Porting Interval. The FCC and NANC have asked the LNPA Working Group to look into shortening of the overall wireline/wireline porting interval.  This report provides detailed information into the makeup of the current porting interval and the industry impacts involved in shortening this timeframe. The report provides the recommendation of the Working Group regarding the shortening of the porting interval in today’s environment.




2. Adjustment of current Wireline Porting Interval to meet Wireless Industry Business Demands. The current business model for the Wireless Industry provides for immediate activation of customer’s service at the time a wireless telephone is purchased. If when purchasing wireless service, the customer requests a port of their wireline telephone number to their wireless phone, the Wireless Industry would like to continue their model of immediate (or closer to immediate) service activation. The report addresses this process in two alternatives to normal wireline portability, which allows activation in the NPAC SMS by the wireless carrier prior to disconnect of the wireline service. This process does include issues with 9-1-1 which are further addressed by the report.





3. Address Open Issues from 2nd Report.  There were several issues unrelated to porting interval that were open in the 2nd Report.  These issues include Directory Listings, Rate Center Issues, and Billing Issues the current status of which is discussed in section 5. Also, two new issues involving 9-1-1 address location and alternate billing are included in this section.




1.2 Report Recommendations




Most wireline SPs participating in LNP find their processes and systems challenged to consistently meet even the current porting interval. With their efforts focused on achieving this objective, it is not feasible to shorten the current intervals. 




The two alternatives described in this report are the possible approaches identified by LNPA-WG for porting from a wireline to a wireless service provider, which accommodates the current wireless business model. Because of the 9-1-1 issues associated with mixed service situations, the LNPA-WG could not reach consensus to support these alternatives. Nonetheless, given that the industry is working on resolving these issues, it is possible that these concerns will be mitigated prior to the integration of the wireless industry. In this context, Service Providers may elect to support Alternative 1 or Alternative 2 based upon negotiated SP to SP business arrangements. 




To improve the billing process, accurate population of the Jurisdiction Information Parameter (JIP) is required by wireless service providers prior to InterCarrier testing.



1.3 Contents of the Report




· The Introduction in Section 2 discusses the purpose of the 3rd Report on Wireless Wireline Integration. 




· Section 3 discusses shortening of the current wireline-porting interval for simple ports. The section elaborates on the current wireline porting process and discusses industry identified areas of impact to shortening this interval. The section also provides the LNPA Working Group’s recommendation for shortening the porting interval in today’s environment.




· Section 4 discusses the two alternatives for porting from wireline to wireless in order to maintain the current wireless business model timeframe.  It also addresses the 9-1-1 issues involved with mixed service
. The section provides the LNPA Working Group’s recommendation on this issue.




· Section 5 discusses open issues from the 2nd Report not related to porting intervals as well as two new issues. The first issue is associated with 9-1-1 address/location for wireline to wireless ports, while the second relates to Alternate billing issues when porting between wireline and wireless carriers.   




· Section 6 provides definitions of industry terms.




· Appendix A contains a list of the LNPA Working Members.  




· Appendix B contains the LNPA Working Group meeting schedule.




2. Introduction




The LNPA Working Group, acting as technical consultant, to the North American Numbering Council (NANC), is providing this report to address the issue of porting intervals.  The group has looked at the porting interval from two perspectives:




1.  Overall shortening of current porting interval used by the Wireline Industry simple ports.




2. Shortening the porting interval to better meet the needs of the Wireless Industry’s current business model for simple ports.




Section 3 of the report includes an analysis of current porting intervals and processes used by the Wireline Industry.  This section also contains industry-identified areas of impact to shortening the porting interval. Section 3 concludes with the recommendation of the LNPA Working Group's as to whether or not shortening the porting interval is feasible in today’s porting environment.




Section 4 of the report provides two alternatives, which will allow the Wireless Industry to continue to provide immediate (or closer to immediate) service to its customers.  The section also addresses the 9-1-1 issues that accompany the mixed service condition. Section 4 concludes with the recommendation of the LNPA Working Group as to whether these alternatives should become a NANC standard in a port from wireline to wireless.




Section 5 of the report addresses issues not related to the porting interval from the 2nd Report on Wireless/Wireline Integration as submitted to NANC on June 30, 1999.  These open issues include:




· Rate Center Issue




· Directory Listing Issue




· Billing Issue




Section 5 provides the current status of each of these issues in addition to two new issues:




·  9-1-1 address/location in a wireline to wireless port 




· Alternate billing when porting between wireless and wireline carriers. 




Section 6 provides a glossary of industry terms used in the report.




Appendix A provides a current LNPA Working Group Member Roster




Appendix B provides the LNPA Working Group and Subcommittee Meeting Schedule




3.
Shortening the Wireline Porting Interval for Simple Ports




3.1  Simple Port 




Consideration of Shorter Porting Interval for Simple Ports



The LNPA recommendations on shortening the current 4-day porting interval in this report only apply to “simple ports”. In light of the difficulty the wireline industry is currently experiencing in meeting the existing porting intervals, the LNPA decided to look at what needs to be improved to shorten the interval on simple LNP orders. We expect most of the potential customers for porting from wireline to wireless to fall within our definition of a simple port. Currently most of the wireline to wireline ports are not classified as simple ports. 




Readers must be careful when using the term simple port because it means different things to different SPs. To ensure precision and consistency we define the term “simple port” as used in this report below: 




 Definition of Simple Ports




A “Simple Port”:




· Does not include any Unbundled Network Elements. (no UNE)




· Involves an account for a single line only.  (Porting a single line from a multi-line account is not a simple port.)




· Does not included complex switch translations, such as:




· Centrex or Plexar




· ISDN




· AIN services




· Remote call forwarding




· Multiple services on the loop (DSL etc.)




· May include CLASS features such as:




· Caller ID




· Automatic call back




· Automatic redial 




· Etc.




· Does not include a reseller. 




3.2
Current Wireline Porting Intervals




The current wireline porting intervals are documented in NANC’s “LNPA Technical & Operational Requirements Task Force Report” dated April 25, 1997.  Detailed wireline porting processes, including the intervals, are contained in Appendix B – Inter-Service Provider LNP Operations Flows of the above document.  The current minimum-porting interval consists of: 




· 24 hours for the New Service Provider (NSP) and Old Service Provider (OSP) to agree on a date to port the customer, i.e. LSR/LSC (FOC) process.




· Three business days to complete the porting process, including interactions with the NPAC SMS, systems updates, and all Central Office (CO) activities.  




Additional details of the current LNP porting process are described below.




3.2.1 New and Old Service Providers Agree to Port Customer




The ATIS sponsored Order and Billing Forum (OBF) has established the process for the NSP and OSP to exchange information and agree on a due date to port the customer.  The NSP will send, via FAX or electronically, a Local Service Request (LSR) to the OSP with the customer information, details on the port and the requested Due Date. Under the current NANC LNP Process Flows, the OSP has 24 hours to respond to the NSP with a Local Service Confirmation (LSC), e.g. FOC, containing an agreed upon due date. There are many variables in this process, including the number and type of lines being ported, arrangements for the transfer of facilities and/or use of the OSP’s Unbundled Network Elements (UNE), as well as the possible addition of resellers that which increase the complexity of the porting process. Problems arising from the predominant use of manual (FAX) processes to exchange information between the NSP and OSP, make it challenging to meet the 24 hour interval to complete the LSR/LSC (FOC) process.




Upon winning the customer, the NSP will collect appropriate information necessary for provisioning of service.  This will consist of data gathered from the customer and from the OSP’s customer service record.  The customer service information can be requested from the OSP.




The information gathered is used by the NSP to prepare a LSR that is sent to the OSP.  Upon receipt of the LSR, the OSP verifies that the information on the LSR is correct and that the due date can be met.  If all information is correct, the OSP issues an LSC (FOC) back to the NSP.  If the information is not correct, the OSP will deny the request and steps will be taken to resolve the problem.




The exchange of the LSR and the LSC (FOC) by the OSP and NSP indicates agreement that the number can be ported, and it indicates agreement on a due time and date for actually moving, or porting, the telephone number. 




3.3  Wireline Porting Process




3.3.1 LSR/LSC (FOC) Process




The process for ordering local services includes sending the appropriate Local Service Request (LSR) or Directory Service Request (DSR) forms to the designated local SP. An LSR is submitted by the NSP to the OSP. When an LSR is submitted to the OSP, the OSP will return either an error message or a LSC (FOC). SPs are required to provide a LSC/FOC within 24 hours of receiving a LSR. Once the OSP has completed all work associated with the LSR, the OSP will send a completion notification to the NSP. The NSP will then initiate their billing process. 




The LSR process for Number Portability includes the use of the following forms (data structures) currently in use by wireline carriers: 




Local Service Request (LSR), 




End User Information (EUI), 




Number Portability (NP), 




Local Service Request Confirmation (LSC, formally FOC)




All guidelines for these forms are maintained by the OBF.  For description of these forms, please refer to the 2nd Wireless Wireline Integration Report, Section 4.1.




Other OBF forms are being utilized or are under design by the wireline industry for LNP that wireless may need to consider. These forms will be used for pre-order (e.g. Customer Information Request, Service Configuration Request and Loss Alert forms), completion notification and loss alert.




The NANC inter-company provisioning flows allow 24 hours from receipt of the LSR to transmittal of the LSC (FOC), and 3 days to complete the NPAC SMS port after the LSC (FOC) is returned.  Actual experience has shown that these times are only met under ideal conditions.  If the LSR is sent electronically and the information is correct, it can reasonably be expected that the LSC (FOC) will be returned in 24 hours. If LSRs and LSC (FOC) are transmitted by fax, 48 hours is more realistic and still difficult to achieve at times.




3.3.2  Current Wireline Provisioning Process




The “LNPA Technical & Operational Requirements Task Force Report” established a minimum three-day porting interval starting with the OSP sending the LSC (FOC) to the NSP and ending with the due date.  For complex ports, the OSP and NSP may agree to a longer porting interval. During this minimum three-day porting interval, the OSP and NSP will be updating internal systems, provisioning network elements and preparing to transfer facilities.  The key steps / intervals in the NANC LNP Provisioning Process following the completion of the LSR – LSC (FOC) process are described below. 




a. Send Subscription Version (SV) Create messages to the NPAC SMS, identifying the TN(s) to be ported: After the OSP sends the LSC (FOC) to the NSP, a SV Create message is sent by the NSP to the NPAC SMS,  including the agreed upon due date, and the LNP call routing information. The OSP has the option of sending or not sending an SV Create to the NPAC SMS. The NANC LNP Provisioning Flows do not specify a time interval or a sequence for when the first SV Create message must be sent to the NPAC SMS, by either the OSP or NSP. 




b. T1 Timer Interval: The NPAC SMS starts a T1 timer upon receipt of the first Create message, for the TN being ported, from either the OSP or NSP.  The T1 timer runs until either a matching SV Create message is received from the other SP or the tunable 9-hour interval expires.  If there are matching SV Create messages from both the OSP and NSP before the T1 Timer expires, the porting process continues.  If the T1 Timer’s tunable 9-hour interval was reached, then the NPAC SMS notifies the other SP that a Port is pending and no matching SV Create message has been received from them. When matching SV Create messages are received from both the OSP and NSP, the porting process continues.  




c. T2 Timer Interval: The NPAC SMS starts its T2 Timer only after the T1 Timer has expired without matching SV Create messages from both the OSP and NSP.  The SP who received the T1 Timer expiration notice now has a tunable 9-hour interval to clear up misunderstandings, if any, with the other SP and send up a matching SV Create message to the NPAC SMS.  If the T2 Timer’s tunable 9-hour interval expires and the NPAC SMS did not receive the OSP’s SV Create, the porting process continues as this is an optional message for the OSP.  If the T2 Timer’s tunable 9-hour interval expires and the NSP’s SV Create message was not received, the NPAC SMS will cancel the pending SV Create and send notices to both the OSP and NSP.
 This stops the porting process for the applicable TN.




d. Setting the Ten-Digit Trigger: The OSP and NSP, may set a Ten-Digit Trigger (TDT) on their switches at least one day prior to the due date for each scheduled TN  port.  The setting of the TDT causes the switch to query the appropriate LNP network database for calls to the applicable TN, and eliminate some of the close co-ordination needed between the OSP and NSP during the completion of the porting process.




e. Subscription Version Activation: The NSP is in control of the porting process and on or after the due date, the NSP will first verify the customer dial tone, and then send the SV Activation message to the NPAC SMS.  The NPAC SMS will then send (download) updated LNP routing information to all LSMSs identified to receive download information for the applicable NPA-NXX. Each SP’s LSMS will then upload the LNP routing data to the applicable LNP network databases(s). The LNPA Technical & Operational Requirements Task Force Report describes a goal of updating the LNP network database within 15 minutes after the ported TN has been downloaded from NPAC SMS to the LSMS.  




f. Order Completion: Within one day after the TN has been ported, the OSP and NSP typically complete system and central office updates and, if applicable, remove the TDT.  Also within one day after the port, the industry goal, for each SP, is to update the 9-1-1 database, with the OSP sending an Unlock or Delete message (if a location change is involved) for the ported TN and the NSP sending a corresponding Migrate or Insert message.




While the above outlines the provisioning process, both SP’s must also start the internal processes that will be associated with the TN port. The NSP must provision the service in the serving switch and make arrangements for a serving facility.  The OSP must issue the service orders to disconnect service to this customer at the due time on the due date. Both the NSP's and OSP's provisioning, routing, billing, maintenance, and administrative systems must be updated to accomplish the transfer of the telephone number. Many of these systems rely on batch processing for completion of the updates.




3.3.3 Unconditional Ten-Digit LNP Trigger




An important tool for eliminating some of the close coordination between the OSP and NSP during a port is the unconditional Ten-Digit LNP Trigger.




The unconditional nature of  this trigger forces a query to the provider’s LNP database on calls originating from the OSP or NSP switch. The results of the query (for example dialed digits prior to NPAC activation or NSP’s LRN after NPAC activation) allows the TN to be resident in both the OSP and NSP switches during the porting interval while ensuring that calls complete properly. 




Prior to the port, use of the Ten-Digit Trigger enables the NSP to pre-provision the line translations for the upcoming port in their switch and still complete calls properly to the OSP’s donor switch that still serves the customer.  




When the customer has been rehomed to and is receiving dial tone from the new service provider’s switch, the new service provider immediately activates the pending port via NPAC. The new routing information for the ported number is downloaded to all subtending service provider LSMSs. Implementation of the unconditional Ten-Digit LNP Trigger by the old service provider in their donor switch enables that provider to affect the disconnect of the ported number in the donor switch at their discretion sometime after the port has taken place. This typically takes place around midnight of the due date or sometime during the next day. Use of the Ten-Digit LNP Trigger eliminates the need for donor switch disconnect to take place simultaneously with NPAC activation. The disconnect can be timed to automatically take place after a “safe period” ensuring that the customer port has taken place and there is no danger of prematurely disconnecting the customer from the old service provider’s switch.




This trigger is typically set in the OSP and NSP switches at least one day prior to the due date of the port. Upon notification of an upcoming port, the time required to set the Ten-Digit Trigger varies among service provider systems. Some systems enable near real-time setting of the trigger while others require overnight batch processing. Shortening the porting interval could have an impact on a service provider’s ability to set the Ten-Digit Trigger in a timely fashion and necessitate development in affected systems to eliminate any batch processing involved.




3.4  Industry Identified Areas of Impact to Reduce Porting Intervals




3.4.1 LSR/LSC (FOC) Process




The current LSR / LSC (FOC) process faces the following challenges:




Resource Expensive - Manually Intensive: The current LSR / LSC (FOC) process among most SPs is a manual process which involves completing the LSR Forms and faxing them to the OSP. This process can be very lengthy.




Data Integrity – Due to the manual process of recreating data from internal provisioning systems on the LSR Forms that are faxed, data is often transcribed incorrectly. This results in errors during processing which increases processing time. 




Time in Process – As a result of the manual intensive process and data integrity issues, time to process LSRs will increase, thus causing an increase in the porting interval.




Compliance with same LSOG Version – Most SPs are not using the same Local Service Order Guidelines (LSOG) Version. This impacts the manner in which the LSR forms are completed. Without LSOG uniformity across all SPs, the complexity of completing LSRs increases. 




SP specific provisioning processes – Due to SP specific internal provisioning processes, some SPs require additional information relating to their own internal process.




In order to shorten the porting interval, the industry must agree to automate and make the LSR / LSC (FOC) process uniform across all SPs. Automating the LSR / LSC (FOC) process will include:




· Compliance with the same version LSOG that eliminates the need for LEC specific provisioning processes. 




· Improvement in Data Integrity by electronically transcribing information from Customer Service Record to the LSR and LSC (FOC).




As a result of these improvements, the industry will see improvements in the overall porting process as seen today between SPs with electronic interfaces. This could also result in a possible impact on staffing requirements. 




3.4.2 Batch Processes




Many of the SPs that are participating in Local Number Portability (LNP) employ the use of large mainframe computer systems. These systems are the core processing systems that run their business operations and provide service to their customers. Most of these existing systems use a batch processing method, which means collecting data during the normal work day and then sorting, processing and distributing this data to other internal and external systems during off peak hours.




These existing systems provide functions such as, Service Order Processing from order creation through to order completion, Customer Billing, Directory Listing updates, Customer Service records generation and maintenance, 9-1-1 updates, Network systems updates for call routing/completion and Customer feature provisioning, etc. Because these systems form the core of the business operation and are inter-dependant on one another, a change to one system may have a cascading effect on the next system. It is estimated a reduction in the porting interval could impact at least 10 to 15 major existing systems within a company.  




Elimination of appropriate batch processing would facilitate the possibility of a reduced porting interval. However, to consider a change from batch processing to real time data processing would require an in-depth systems analysis of all business processes that use these systems. This analysis is required to insure that other business processes are not broken by such a change. A normal high level analysis of this type requires, in addition to the systems analysis, cost development, budget preparation and approval, software/hardware development and implementation. Accomplishment of these activities would be a very labor intensive and time consuming effort leading to increased expense.




Another aspect of system change is the effect on operations personnel and staffing levels. Current operations often minimize the staffing level during off peak hours. Changing from the batch processing method of operation could extend staffing hours, particularly on the weekends. Operational changes of this nature could require 24 hours, 7 days a week (24x7) operations, making system development, deployment and maintenance more expensive and difficult.  This would require staffing on a 24x7 basis, thus increasing expense to the companies’ operation and thus the consumer. 



3.4.3 Manual Processing Times




When the OSP receives a Local Service Request (LSR) for porting numbers, it reviews the LSR for accuracy.  If an error is found, the LSR is rejected, using the LSC (FOC) process. The LSC (FOC) in this case explains the nature of the errors found on the LSR.  However, when errors occur, the process must be interrupted and manual intervention used to correct and reissue the LSR. The time required for such manual intervention varies, depending on the nature of the LSR errors reported. The delay engendered can range from a few hours to several days.




3.4.4 UNE Coordination Issues




The actual port of the telephone number from the OSP switch to the NSP switch is not the only major activity that has to be considered. For instance, if the NSP uses their own loop facilities, they must assure that the loop is in place.  If the NSP uses an unbundled loop leased from another SP, those arrangements must be cared for.




Most ports involve several such activities that must be coordinated in order to transition the customer smoothly without service loss.  These activities often require coordination of several different orders and sometimes involve companies other than the donor and the recipient.  Shortening the porting interval could increase the likelihood of not having the orders coordinated properly. 




The NSP and OSPs’ service orders kick off the process for updating the 9-1-1 database.  Getting the proper information into the database in a timely manner is a problem today.  Decreasing the amount of time to accomplish the port at this time may adversely affect that process.




3.5
LNPA Recommendation 




Most wireline SPs participating in LNP find their processes and systems challenged to consistently meet even the current porting interval. With their efforts focused on achieving this objective, it is not feasible to shorten the current intervals. 




4.  Wireless/Wireline Porting Interval




Due to the difference of timeframes involved in the establishment of service between  wireline and wireless providers, the LNPA Working Group previously introduced three alternatives in the 2nd Report.  Due to changes in wireless processes the third alternative (porting without an FOC) has been eliminated. The two remaining “mixed service” alternatives are listed below with a discussion of the 9-1-1 concerns raised in the 2nd Report.



4.1 Alternative 1




By negotiation between individual Service Providers, the potential exists to reduce the porting interval by allowing the new Service Provider to activate the port at the NPAC SMS as soon as the 10-digit trigger has been applied by the old Service Provider, if “mixed service” from both the wireline and the wireless providers is acceptable until the disconnect process can be completed.




4.2 Alternative 2




It may be acceptable to perform the new SP NPAC SMS activation of the port immediately following the receipt of the LSC/LSC (FOC) by the new service provider and concurrence at the NPAC SMS by the old SP, if “mixed service” from both the wireline and the wireless providers is acceptable until the disconnect process can be completed.




4.3 9-1-1 Issues with Alternative 1 and 222



The 2nd Report on Wireless Wireline Integration described a condition, called “mixed service”, associated with shortening the wireline-to-wireless porting interval.  During periods of mixed service, calls can be placed from both the wireless and wireline sets during the porting interval. Both Alternatives 1 and 2, described above, will result in periods of mixed service.




Issues related to these intervals of mixed service were also described in the 2nd Report.  The issue initiating the most concern and discussion was that of callbacks from the 9-1-1 Public Safety Answering Point (PSAP) to re-establish a connection to the calling party during periods of mixed service.  Between the time when the wireless set is activated and the port is completed via NPAC, all callbacks will route to the wireline location. After the port is activated and completed via NPAC, and until the wireline service is disconnected in the wireline switch, most callbacks will route to the wireless set. This routing, both before and after activation of the port via NPAC, will take place regardless of where the 9-1-1 call originated (i.e. wireline location or wireless set location). The exact routing scenarios are detailed below:




Before the NPAC and local SMSs have been updated:




· Between the time that the wireless phone is activated and when the NPAC SMS has been updated to reflect the port, any callback will go to the wireline phone, regardless of which one was used to place the call.




After the NPAC and local SMSs have been updated, there are multiple possibilities:




· If the donor service provider has activated a Ten-Digit Trigger, and the PSAP and the wireline phone service are in the same switch, any PSAP callback will go to the wireless phone, regardless of which was used to place the call.




· If the donor service provider has not activated a Ten-Digit Trigger, and the PSAP and the wireline phone service are in the same switch, any callback will go to the wireline phone (despite the NPAC SMS activation), regardless of which was used to place the  call.




· If the PSAP and wireline phone service are in different wireline switches, any callback will go to the wireless phone, regardless of which was used to place the call.




In addition to the PSAP callback issue during mixed service, the Address Location Information (ALI) database, used by the PSAPs to identify the location of the calling party, will contain the invalid wireline location. The wireline location data, in some cases, is deleted a number of days after the port takes place.




Subsequent to issuing the 2nd Report, the LNPA Working Group was requested by NANC to investigate the requirements for shortening the current wireline porting interval.  The results of this investigation are detailed in this 3rd Report. Coincident with this investigation, the LNPA Working Group consulted with the National Emergency Number Association (NENA) to obtain their input on the mixed service issues.  NENA has provided an opinion stating that the PSAP callback issues associated with Alternatives 1 and 2 did not constitute reason enough to prevent their implementation in wireline-to-wireless porting. NENA has identified a potential issue with ALI display during mixed service.  However, NENA believes this issue will be resolved prior to any wireless portability implementation.




The original mixed service issue associated with the routing of PSAP callbacks to the proper location does not preclude the use of Alternative 1 and 2 in the opinion of NENA.  However, some service providers continue to express concern with possible liability should a PSAP not be able to re-establish connectivity with a 9-1-1 caller. On a port from wireline to wireless, regardless of the use of Alternatives 1 and 2, there will be a period of mixed service if the wireline disconnect does not take place simultaneously with NPAC activation. The use of Alternative 1 and 2 increases the duration of that mixed service and causes concerns of liability on the part of some SPs. 




The scenario that has been used to illustrate this concern is as follows:




· A wireline customer has ported their wireline number to a wireless service provider and has activated their wireless set with their ported number.




· The port has been activated in NPAC, which means most calls (see above) to the ported number will now be routed to the wireless set.




· The wireline service has not yet been disconnected in the wireline switch, so calls can still be originated from the wireline location. The ported number will be transmitted as the ANI.




· A babysitter at the customer’s home, unaware of the port and the mixed service, has an emergency and calls 9-1-1.




· The customer, unaware of the emergency at home, is several miles away in their car with their new wireless set.




· The 9-1-1 call from the babysitter at the customer’s home is disconnected.




· The PSAP attempts to call the babysitter back using the ANI transmitted on the 9-1-1 call.




· The callback routes to the wireless set and not to the location of the emergency.




The LNPA Working Group believes it does not have the legal expertise to adequately address the liability issue. 




4.4 LNPA Recommendation




The two alternatives described in this report are the possible approaches identified by LNPA-WG for porting from a wireline to a wireless service provider, which accommodates the current wireless business model. Because of the 9-1-1 issues associated with mixed service situations, the LNPA-WG could not reach consensus to support these alternatives. Nonetheless, given that the industry is working on resolving these issues, it is possible that these concerns will be mitigated prior to the integration of the wireless industry. In this context, Service Providers may elect to support Alternative 1 or Alternative 2 based upon negotiated SP to SP business arrangements. 




5.
Open Issues




5.1 Rate Center Issue




The difference in local serving areas of wireless and wireline carriers impacts the Service Provider Portability with respect to porting from a Wireless Service Provider to a Wireline Service Provider (See 1st and 2nd report for details). These differences, resulting in an impact called “disparity”, exists because the geographic scope of Service Provider number portability was limited to the wireline rate center. This issue was escalated to the NANC on February 18, 1998, and subsequently referred to the FCC. No resolution of this issue has occurred. 




5.2  Directory Listings Issue




Directory listing issues may occur when porting between wireline and wireless Service Providers (See 2nd Report for more details). For example, at the present time wireless customers do not generally list their mobile directory numbers. The new Service Provider must designate the disposition of the listing, if the telephone number to be ported is currently listed in the directory.  This issue was referred to OBF for resolution. 




5.3 Billing Issue




During the mixed service period, calls made through Inter-exchange carriers (IXC) may not be billed properly. Calls may be billed twice, rated wrong or not billed at all depending on whether the calls are originated from the old or new SP network and the billing arrangement the IXC has with the SPs.




For a TN that is ported between wireless carriers or ported between wireline and wireless carriers, ANI (MDN) alone is not adequate to identify call origination as either wireless or wireline and it is not adequate to identify call origination with either the old or new SP.




Before NPAC activation, the IXC will bill according to its Inter Carrier agreement with the old SP. After NPAC activation, the IXC will bill according to its InterCarrier agreement with the new SP.




To improve the billing process, accurate population of the Jurisdiction Information Parameter (JIP) is required by wireless service providers prior to InterCarrier testing. The JIP provides the IXC with the correct identification of the originating switch. The LNPA-WG recommends that the JIP be supported in wireless standards. 




5.4 
Alternate Billing




Wireless service providers typically block collect and third party billed calls to the subscribers.  Some operator service providers do a table look up by NPA-NXX code.  If the NXX code is a wireless code the collect or third party called is rejected. Other operator service providers do a LIDB query but may or may not go beyond the NPA NXX for collect or third party calls to wireless NXX codes.  




With wireless number portability, this type of look up will cause some ported subscribers to be treated improperly with respect to collect and third party calls.  For example, if a collect call is placed to a wireline subscriber who has ported their number from a wireless carrier, the operator may reject the call if validation is done on the NPA-NXX code.  This issue will be worked by OBF. 




6.
Acronyms/Definitions




ALI


Address Location Information




AMPS

Advanced Mobile Phone System




ANI


Automatic Number Identification




ANSI

American National Standards Institute




ATIS

Alliance for Telecommunication Industry Solutions 




CDMA
Code Division Multiple Access




CLEC

Competitive Local Exchange Carrier




CLASS(
Custom Local Area Signaling Services




CMRS

Covered Commercial Mobile Radio Service




CNAM
Calling Name Delivery




CTIA

Cellular Telecommunications Industry Association




DACC

Directory Assistance Call Completion




DID


Direct Inward Dial




E9-1-1

Enhanced 9-1-1




EDI


Electronic Data Interchange




EUI


End User Information 




FCC

Federal Communications Commission




FOC

Firm Order Confirmation




FRS


Functional Requirements Specifications




GSM

Global Standard for Mobile communication




GTA

Global Title Address




HLR

Home Location Register




IIS


Interoperable Interface Specification




ILEC

Incumbent Local Exchange Carrier




IMSI

International Mobile Station Identifier (E.212)




ISVM/MWI
Intersystem Voicemail/Message Waiting Indication




IS-41

Interim Standard 41




IXC


Interexchange Carrier




JIP


Jurisdiction Information Parameter




LNPA-T&O
Local Number Portability Administration- Technical and Operational Requirements Task Force, Former Subcommittee of the LNPA WG




LNPA-WG
Local Number Portability Administration-Working Group




LEC 

Local Exchange Carrier




LIDB

Line Information Data Base




LNP

Local Number Portability 




LSC 

Local Service Confirmation (Formerly FOC) 




LSMS

Local Service Management System




LSR


Local Service Request




LTI


Low Tech Interface




MDN

Mobile Directory Number




MIN

Mobile Identification Number




MSA

Metropolitan Statistical Area




MSC

Mobile Switching Center




MSID

Mobile Station Identifier




MSISDN
Mobile Station Integrated Service Digital Network Number (E.164)




NANC

North American Numbering Council




NP


Number Portability




NPA

Numbering Plan Area




NPAC

Number Portability Administration Center




NPAC SMS
Number Portability Administration Center/Service Management System




NPDB

Number Portability Database (contains associations between ported numbers and LRNs)




NSP


New Service Provider




NXX

4th, 5th, 6th digits of the 10-digit dialable number. N cannot equal 1 or 0.




OBF

Ordering and Billing Forum




OSP


Old Service Provider




PCS


Personal Communications Service




PSAP

Public Safety Answering Point




PSTN

Public Switched Telephone Network




Rate Center
A uniquely defined geographical location within an exchange area for which mileage measurements are determined for the application of call rating.




SCP


Service Control Point




SME

Subject Matter Expert




SMR

Specialized Mobile Radio




SMS

Service Management System 




SMS

Short Message Service





SOA

Service Order Administration




SP


Service Provider




SS7


Signaling System Seven




SV


Subscription Version 




TCIF

Telecommunications Industry Forum




TDT

Ten Digit Trigger




TDMA

Time Division Multiple Access




TN


Telephone Number




WNP

Wireless Number Portability




WSP

Wireless Service Provider




WWISC
Wireless Wireline Integration Sub Committee




WWITF
(LNP) Wireline/Wireless Integration Task Force




Appendix A
LNPA Working Group Member List




The LNPA WG is open to all parties and is representative of all segments of the telecommunications industry. The following is a current list of members: 




Aerial Communications




AG Communication Systems




Airtouch Cellular




Alcatel




Allegiance Telecom




Alltel




APCC, Inc.





Architel Systems Corp






AT&T







AT&T Wireless Services






Bell Canada




Bell Mobility




BellSouth




BellSouth Cellular




Canadian Consortium





Cincinnati Bell Telephone





Cox





CTIA





DSC




DSET




Electric Lightwave




Evolving Systems, Inc.




Florida Public Service Commission




Global Crossing




GST Telecom





Illuminet




Intermedia





Interstate FiberNet




JFS Telecom Consulting





Level 3 Communications




Lucent Technologies




MDF Associates




MetroNet Communications






Microcell




Navitar Communications, INC.




NENA




NeuStar




Nextel




Nextlink Communications




Norigen Communications, INC.




Nortel





Omnipoint Communication Services





Ohio PUC





OPASTCO




Operations Development Consortium




PCIA




Peak Software Solutions





SBC





Sprint





Sprint PCS





Tekelec





Telcom Strategies Group




Telcordia Technologies




Telecom Software Enterprises (TSE)




Telecom Technologies




Telecommunications Resellers Association




TeLogic




Telus





Time Warner





US West





USTA




Verizon




Videotron




Voicestream Wireless





Williams Communications




WinStar Communications




WorldCom




Appendix B
LNPA Working Group Meetings (as of October, 2000)




LNPA Working Group meetings (and associated integration subcommittee meetings) are scheduled generally on a monthly basis in various cities throughout the United States and Canada.




Week Of

City & State




October 9, 2000

 Banff, Alberta, Canada




November 6, 2000

 St. Petersburg Beach, FL




December 11, 2000

 Phoenix, AZ




2001 Tentative Schedule




Jan 8 – 11
Nextlink,  TBD




Feb 12 –15
Telcordia, San Diego




March 12 – 15
ESI, Denver




April 9 – 12
Verizon, Dallas




May 14 – 18
Bell South, Atlanta




June 11 – 14
Sprint, Kansas City




July 9 – 12
Canadian Consortium, Toronto




August 13 - 16
Verizon, Baltimore




September 10 - 13
AT&T, NY or Seattle





October 8 – 11
SBC, San Francisco




November 12 - 15
NeuStar, New Orleans




December 10 – 13
Qwest, Phoenix




� First Report and Order and Further Notice on Proposed Rule Making, adopted June 27, 1996, ¶ 4




� Mixed service refers to calls that can be originated from both the new wireless phone and the old wireline phone.  There are two forms of mixed service:  Before NPAC activation, when all calls terminate to the wireline phone, and after NPAC activation when most calls terminate to the wireless phone.  The mixed service period ends when the wireline phone is disconnected.




� This process is anticipated to be changed in Release 4.0.
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LNPA WG REPORT TO NANC




PIM 32 







PORTING RESELLER NUMBERS 



NANC REPORT FROM LNPA WG




PORTING RESELLER
 NUMBERS




The fact that any customer is denied the opportunity to port their number in a reasonable amount of time, or at all, goes against the nature of FCC Order
 CC Docket No. 95-116.  Direction by resellers to Old Network Service Providers (ONSPs) to provide the specific customer information where possible would greatly reduce the unsuccessful ports.  Resellers should not be allowed to withhold end user specific customer information necessary for the porting process.



BACKGROUND



PIM 32 seeks to address issues related to the process of obtaining a Customer Service Record (CSR) for wireline reseller customers.  The CSR contains information necessary to complete a Local Service Request (LSR) for porting a wireline number.  In some cases, carriers are not able to obtain an end user’s specific CSR information from some wireline network service providers when attempting to port telephone numbers (TNs) associated with reseller accounts.  For example, two of four RBOCs refuse to send the CSR information to the New Local Service Provider (NLSP) because they have been instructed by their resellers not to share the end user’s specific information which the resellers consider to be proprietary.
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This is a critical problem.  For those reseller errors where there is a workaround, many of the port requests are significantly delayed before completion.  In some cases there are no workaround solutions and end users who want to port their number cannot.  Those customers either give up on porting their number, or cannot keep their number and must change to a new number.  It is not always possible to work with the resellers to obtain the information needed to populate the LSR.   It is often difficult to find someone with the reseller that can support a port and provide the needed information.



Customers are affected by this problem.  Customers are often frustrated by the delay experienced dealing with the issue cited above, and either cancel the port request altogether or reluctantly take a new number. The fact that ANY customer is denied the 



opportunity to port their number in a reasonable amount of time, or at all, goes against the nature of FCC Order
, CC Docket No. 95-116.




Using the porting statistics provided in the FCC Numbering Resource Utilization in the United States as of June 30, 2005 Table 14, the monthly average landline to mobile ports is 50,500 or approximately 3% of ports.  Approximately twenty-five percent of those ports in 2005 were Type 1 porting migrations according to the service providers performing Type 1 migrations.  After removing the Type 1 migrations, the monthly average landline to mobile (intermodal) ports is 37,875.



Following are the statistics specific to landline to mobile (intermodal) ports gathered by the LNPA WG for the reseller issue:




40% to 50% of Intermodal ports fail due to errors – 



average 45%




35% of the rejects are due to reseller issues – 



35%




Of the rejected port requests due to reseller issues,



40% to 50% fail remedial action and do not get ported – 


average 45%




Using the percentages above, that means that 2,684 reseller customers are unable to port their numbers.  The affected customers either take a new number or give up on the attempt to port their number to the new provider.




Formula:
37,875 x .45 = 17,044

Intermodal Ports that fall out to be processed 





manually






17,044 x .35 = 5,965

Reseller fall out 






  5,965 x .45 = 2,684

Reseller that fail to port




As stated previously, the fact that any customer is denied the opportunity to port their number in a reasonable amount of time, or at all, goes against the nature of FCC Order
 CC Docket No. 95-116.  Direction by resellers to Old Network Service Providers (ONSPs) to provide the specific customer information where possible would greatly reduce the unsuccessful ports.  Resellers should not be allowed to withhold end user specific customer information necessary for the porting process.



The failure to port wireline reseller TNs can be resolved.  Resellers should not be allowed to withhold end user specific customer information necessary for the porting process.



� In the context of this report, the term “reseller” includes VoIP service providers.
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NANC – LNPA Working Group
                     
Problem/Issue Identification Document










LNP Problem/Issue Identification and Description Form





Submittal Date (mm/dd/yyyy): 02/27/2004





Company(s) Submitting Issue: TSI





Contact(s):  Name: Rob Smith 





         Contact Number: 813-273-3319   






         Email Address: rsmith@tsiconnections.com 





(NOTE: Submitting Company(s) is to complete this section of the form along with Sections 1, 2 and 3.)





1. Problem/Issue Statement: (Brief statement outlining the problem/issue.)





Wireless carriers are not receiving customer service records (CSRs) from all wire line network service providers when a reseller is the local service provider.  Wireless port requests do not collect the needed information to complete a wire line local service request (LSR).  The CSR is a primary source of information needed to complete the LSR and port the number.




2. Problem/Issue Description: (Provide detailed description of problem/issue.)





A. Examples & Impacts of Problem/Issue: 





The current NANC flows suggest that when a number is porting from a reseller, the port request should be issued to the network service provider.





Developing a local service request (LSR) from a wireless port request (WPR) requires a customer service record (CSR) provided by the old network service provider (OSP).  When the OSP is a reseller and the number is porting from an old network service provider, the CSR is not always provided by the wire line network service provider and there is not enough information to complete the LSR.  





About half of the larger wire line carriers do provide the CSR on reseller numbers and the ports occur without incident.  The others wire line carriers simply reject the CSR request because it is not their customer and the port fails and is nearly impossible to resolve.




B. Frequency of Occurrence:





These problems may occur multiple times a day.





C. NPAC Regions Impacted:





 Canada___ Mid Atlantic ___ Midwest___ Northeast___ Southeast___ Southwest___ Western___     





 West Coast___  ALL_x_





D. Rationale why existing process is deficient: 





For old network service providers that do not provide CSRs, the ports fail.





E. Identify action taken in other committees / forums: 





No other action has been taken by other groups.





F. Any other descriptive items: __





__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________





3. Suggested Resolution: 





Wire line network service providers should provide the customer service record on porting reseller numbers.  The response message to the CSR query should include a statement that the number being requested is a reseller number.





LNPA WG: (only)





Item Number: 0032v4






Issue Resolution Referred to: _________________________________________________________




Why Issue Referred: __________________________________________________________________ ____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
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Reseller Bankruptcy/Out of Business




Strategy



Background




At the request of the NANC-LNPA Working Group an industry plan was developed that addresses the actions that service providers can take when one of their resellers declares bankruptcy or goes out of business.  




LNPA Problem/Issue Description (excerpts from PIM#57 v.3-LNPA Working Group Document)



When a Reseller declares bankruptcy or goes out of business, they may or may not have notified their customers.  If the Reseller notifies the customers they are going out of business, it is not unusual for the Reseller to close their doors before their customers receive the notification or before the customer can initiate action to port their number to another carrier.




Typically, the port request will come to the Reseller’s Network Provider.  The port request will fall out for manual handling if the Reseller has already closed their door or is non-responsive.  The network provider is then in the position of trying to port a number on behalf of the consumer that is not their customer.  The Network Provider does not typically have access to the consumer’s billing records so the network provider cannot validate the port request if it comes in.




If the number is not ported prior to the account becoming deactivated, the consumer will lose their number.  Most of the time in this situation, the port is delayed for some time while the network provider debates whether or not they can port the number externally with the new provider and internally with the legal and network departments.




Recommendation



The Reseller Account Manager/Support Manager or a representative from the Network Provider Reseller Management organization will be responsible for monitoring the performance of each Reseller and prepare to implement a plan when required.



An authorization form should be executed or in place with the Reseller, or as an addendum to existing contracts, if the issue is not already covered in existing contracts (see the attached sample).  If neither the authorization form nor an addendum is in place, then contact your legal department for direction.








Authorization Form 




v1.doc








Once the Reseller has told their Network Provider they are going to either cease to do business or file bankruptcy, the LNP Operations team would be notified and a plan would be set in motion to protect the Network Provider’s liability.




Things to consider for Plan:




· Assign dedicated task force team including representatives from all affected organizations




· Assess situation and impact – bankruptcy or just closed the door




· Develop plan with Reseller and affected internal groups



· Communication of the plan to the customers and the industry



· Negotiate with Reseller to obtain the Reseller’s customer information



· MDNs




· Customer name




· Account number




· SSN/tax ID, password/PIN



· Identify last date to accept port requests and communicate to industry and customers




· Monitor progress of porting out all customers who wish to port.




· Attempt to have interim period following date of closure to allow customers who are in the progress of porting to resolve ports in progress to other service providers or to the Network Provider (3-5 day period)




· Work with other carriers to get the ports in progress completed by sending communications and spreadsheet of all pending port requests




· Identify final date for deactivation of customers who do not port out to allow the Network Provider time to get all the customers either deactivated in billing or ported out to either the Network Provider or another service provider.
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LNP REQUESTS




[Reseller] hereby grants [Network Service Provider] the authority to process LNP port requests on behalf of [Reseller] for up to 45 days after termination of the Reseller Agreement.





[RESELLER]





By: 





Name: 





Date: 
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NANC – LNPA Working Group
                     
Problem/Issue Identification Document








LNP Problem/Issue Identification and Description Form




Submittal Date (mm/dd/yyyy):   07/5/2007




PIM 62 v2



Company(s) Submitting Issue:  Verizon Wireless



Contact(s):  Name Deborah Tucker




         Contact Number 615.372.2256




         Email Address   Deborah.Tucker@verizonwireless.com



(NOTE: Submitting Company(s) is to complete this section of the form along with Sections 1, 2 and 3.)




1. Problem/Issue Statement: (Brief statement outlining the problem/issue.)




Planned maintenance activities are a necessary part of doing business, however the length of outages impacting the ability of Service Providers to port numbers through their systems needs to be limited to a maximum of 60 consecutive hours.  Outages taking longer than 60 consecutive hours cause confusion for customers and result in complaints for both the old and new providers.  Additionally, Trading Partners should provide 30 days notice of planned porting outages.  If 30 days is not possible, a minimum of 14 days notice should be provided.



2. Problem/Issue Description: (Provide detailed description of problem/issue.)




A.   Examples & Impacts of Problem/Issue: 




Service Provider A plans a billing conversion that will require them to block porting activity for a period of time.  This provider determines that they will block porting activity for 5 days and provides 2 days notice of this activity.  This length of time is unacceptable downtime for the other providers doing business with this provider and the short notice hinders providers from making necessary resource/system adjustments in time for the outage.  



B.   Frequency of Occurrence: Periodic______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________




C. NPAC Regions Impacted:




 Canada___ Mid Atlantic ___ Midwest___ Northeast___ Southeast___ Southwest___ Western___     




 West Coast___  ALL X



D.  Rationale why existing process is deficient: N/A______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________




E.   Identify action taken in other committees / forums: N/A______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________




F.   Any other descriptive items: __________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________




3. Suggested Resolution: 




An Industry Best Practice should be agreed upon to limit the length of time for planned service provider downtime to a maximum of 60 consecutive hours as it relates to Local Number Portability outages.  Additionally, Trading Partners should provide 30 days notice of planned porting outages.  If 30 days is not possible, a minimum of 14 days notice should be provided.



It is recognized that there may be emergency situations that could require outages within the proposed minimum 14 day planned outage notification window.  The Suggested Resolution of PIM 62 is not meant to prevent any required outages under these extreme emergency conditions.



LNPA WG: (only)




Item Number: PIM 62
 v2



Issue Resolution Referred to: _________________________________________________________



Why Issue Referred: __________________________________________________________________ ____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________




1



2
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NANC – LNPA Working Group
                     
Problem/Issue Identification Document








LNP Problem/Issue Identification and Description Form




Submittal Date (mm/dd/yyyy):  
11/09/2006                  PIM 59



Company(s) Submitting Issue:
NeuStar Inc. 



Contact(s):  Name 


Syed Mubeen Saifullah




         Contact Number 
925-833-1793/510-295-5167 




         Email Address   
syed.mubeen@neustar.biz 



(NOTE: Submitting Company(s) is to complete this section of the form along with Sections 1, 2 and 3.)




1. Problem/Issue Statement: (Brief statement outlining the problem/issue.)




Process for unlocking the 911 record – there is a problem in identifying a solidified process for unlocking the 911 record for VoIP carriers.  




2. Problem/Issue Description: (Provide detailed description of problem/issue.)




A.   Examples & Impacts of Problem/Issue:  



From what has been described by many VoIP carriers, there are still problems associated with disconnects and porting to VoIP carriers. 




Call backs and responses to 911 calls are returned to incorrect locations.



3. Suggested Resolution: 




It is important for both wireline, wireless and VoIP carriers to work together to resolve this issue. Perhaps the engagement of Mr. Rick Jones or the creation of a task force which can be charged with documenting a process for this issue.  




It is important for all types of participants to be part of this effort as VoIP carriers will have a tremendous amount to gain from the experience from wireless and wireline carriers which have been dealing with this issue for years.



LNPA WG: (only)




Item Number: PIM 59



Issue Resolution Referred to: _________________________________________________________



Why Issue Referred: __________________________________________________________________ ____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________




1



1
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I. INTRODUCTION 




1. In this order, we provide guidance to the industry on local number portability (LNP) issues 
relating to porting between wireless and wireline carriers (intermodal porting).  First, in response to a 
Petition for Declaratory Ruling filed on January 23, 2003, by the Cellular Telecommunications and 
Internet Association (CTIA), we clarify that nothing in the Commission’s rules limits porting between 
wireline and wireless carriers to require the wireless carrier to have a physical point of interconnection1 or 
numbering resources in the rate center where the number is assigned.  We find that porting from a 
wireline carrier to a wireless carrier is required where the requesting wireless carrier’s “coverage area” 
overlaps the geographic location in which the customer’s wireline number is provisioned, provided that 
the porting-in carrier maintains the number’s original rate center designation following the port.  The 
wireless “coverage area” is the area in which wireless service can be received from the wireless carrier.  
In addition, in response to a subsequent CTIA petition, we clarify that wireline carriers may not require 
wireless carriers to enter into interconnection agreements as a precondition to porting between the 
carriers.  We also decline to adopt a mandatory porting interval for wireline-to-wireless ports at the 
present time, but we seek comment on the issue as noted below.      




2. In the accompanying Further Notice of Proposed Rulemaking (Further Notice), we seek 
comment on how to facilitate wireless-to-wireline porting if the rate center associated with the wireless 
number is different from the rate center in which the wireline carrier seeks to serve the customer.  In 
addition, we seek comment on whether we should require carriers to reduce the length of the porting 
interval for ports between wireless and wireline carriers.   




II. BACKGROUND 




A. Statutory and Regulatory Background 




3. Section 251(b) of the Communications Act of 1934, as amended (the Act) requires local 
exchange carriers (LECs) to provide local number portability, to the extent technically feasible, in 
accordance with requirements prescribed by the Commission.2  Under the Act and the Commission’s 
                                                      
1 Referred to hereinafter as “point of interconnection.” 




2 47 U.S.C. § 251(b)(2). 
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rules, local number portability is defined as “the ability of users of telecommunications services to retain, 
at the same location, existing telecommunications numbers without impairment of quality, reliability, or 
convenience when switching from one telecommunications carrier to another.”3   




4. The Commission released the Local Number Portability First Report and Order in 1996, 
which promulgated rules and deployment schedules for the implementation of number portability.4  The 
Commission highlighted the critical policy goals underlying the LNP requirement, indicating that “the 
ability of end users to retain their telephone numbers when changing service providers gives customers 
flexibility in the quality, price, and variety of telecommunications services they can choose to purchase.”5  
The Commission found that “number portability promotes competition between telecommunications 
service providers by, among other things, allowing customers to respond to price and service changes 
without changing their telephone numbers.”6   




5. The Commission adopted broad porting requirements, noting that “as a practical matter, [the 
porting obligation] requires LECs to provide number portability to other telecommunications carriers 
providing local exchange or exchange access service within the same MSA.”7  In addition, the 
Commission noted the section 251(b) requires LECs to port numbers to wireless carriers.  The 
Commission stated that “section 251(b) requires local exchange carriers to provide number portability to 
all telecommunications carriers, and thus to Commercial Mobile Radio Service (CMRS) providers as well 
as wireline service providers.”8   




6. The Commission adopted rules implementing the LNP requirements.  Section 52.21(k) of the 
rules defines number portability to mean “the ability of users of telecommunications services to retain, at 
the same location, existing telecommunications numbers without impairment of quality, reliability, or 
convenience when switching from one telecommunications carrier to another.”9  Section 52.23(b)(1) 
provides that “all local exchange carriers (LECs) must provide a long-term database method for number 
portability in the 100 largest Metropolitan Statistical Areas (MSAs) by December 31, 1998 … in switches 
for which another carrier has made a specific request for the provision of number portability …”10  
Finally, Section 52.23(b)(2)(i) of the Commission rules provides that “any wireline carrier that is certified 
… to provide local exchange service, or any licensed CMRS provider, must be permitted to make a 
request for the provision of number portability.”11   




7. In 1997, in the Local Number Portability Second Report and Order, the Commission adopted 
recommendations from the North American Numbering Council (NANC) for the implementation of 




                                                      
3 47 U.S.C. § 153(30); 47 C.F.R. §52.21(k). 




4 Telephone Number Portability, CC Docket No. 95-116, First Report and Order and Further Notice of Proposed 
Rulemaking, 11 FCC Rcd 8352 (1996) (First Report and Order). 




5 Id. at 8368, para. 30. 




6 Id.  




7 Id. at 8393, para. 77. 




8 Id. at 8431, para. 152.   




9 47 C.F.R. § 52.21(k). 




10 47 C.F.R. § 52.23(b)(1). 




11 47 C.F.R. § 52.23(b)(2)(i). 
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wireline-to-wireline number portability. 12  Under the guidelines developed by the NANC, porting 
between LECs was limited to carriers with facilities or numbering resources in the same rate center to 
accommodate technical limitations associated with the proper rating of wireline calls.13  The NANC 
guidelines made no recommendations regarding limitations on intermodal porting.   




8. Although the Act excludes CMRS providers from the definition of local exchange carrier, 
and therefore from the section 251(b) obligation to provide number portability, the Commission has 
extended number portability requirements to CMRS providers.14  In the Local Number Portability First 
Report and Order, the Commission indicated that it had independent authority under sections 1, 2, 4(i), 
and 332 of the Communications Act of 1934, as amended, to require CMRS carriers to provide number 
portability.15  The Commission noted that “sections 2 and 332(c)(1) of the Act give the Commission 
authority to regulate commercial mobile radio service operators as common carriers …”16 Noting that 
section 1 of the Act requires the Commission to make available to people of the United States, a rapid, 
efficient, nation-wide and world-wide wire and radio communication service, the Commission stated that 
its interest in number portability “is bolstered by the potential deployment of different number portability 
solutions across the country, which would significantly impact the provision of interstate 
telecommunications services.17  Section 4(i) of the Act grants the Commission authority to “perform any 
and all acts, make such rules and regulations, and issue such orders, not inconsistent with [the 
Communications Act of 1934, as amended] as may be necessary in the execution of its functions.18  The 
Commission concluded that “the public interest is served by requiring the provision of number portability 
by CMRS providers because number portability will promote competition between providers of local 
telephone services and thereby promote competition between providers of interstate access services.”19 




9. The Commission determined that implementation of wireless LNP, which would enable 
wireless subscribers to keep their phone numbers when changing carriers, would enhance competition 
between wireless carriers as well as promote competition between wireless and wireline carriers.20  The 
                                                      
12 Telephone Number Portability, CC Docket No. 95-116, Second Report and Order, 12 FCC Rcd 12,281 (1997) 
(Second Report and Order).  The requirement that LECs port numbers to wireless carriers has not been applied 
previously due to extensions of the deadline for wireless carriers’ implementation of LNP.  See Telephone Number 
Portability, Cellular Telecommunications & Industry Association’s Petition for Extension of Implementation 
Deadlines, CC Docket No. 95-116, Memorandum Opinion and Order, 13 FCC Rcd 16315 (1998); Telephone 
Number Portability, Cellular Telecommunications & Industry Association’s Petition for Forbearance from 
Commercial Mobile Radio Services Number Portability Obligations, WT Docket No. 98-229, Memorandum 
Opinion and Order, 14 FCC Rcd 3092 (1999); and Verizon Wireless Petition for Partial Forbearance from the 
Commercial Mobile Radio Services Number Portability Obligation, WT Docket No. 01-184 and CC Docket No. 95-
116, Memorandum Opinion and Order, 17 FCC Rcd 14972 (2002). 




13 North American Numbering Council Local Number Portability Selection Working Group Final report and 
Recommendation to the FCC, Appendix D at 6 (rel. April 25, 1997).  This report is available at 
http://www.fcc.gov/wcb/tapd/nanc/lnpastuf.html. 




14 First Report and Order at 8431, paras 152-53. 




15 Id. at para. 153. See 47 U.S.C. §§ 1, 2, 4(i), and 332. 




16 Id.  




17 Id. at 8432, para. 153. 




18 47 U.S.C. § 154(i). 




19 First Report and Order at 8432, para. 153. 




20 Id. at 8434-36, paras. 157-160. 
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Commission noted that “service provider portability will encourage CMRS-wireline competition, creating 
incentives for carriers to reduce prices for telecommunications services and to invest in innovative 
technologies, and enhancing flexibility for users of telecommunications services.”21  Commission rules 
reflecting the wireless LNP requirement provide that, by the implementation deadline, “all covered 
CMRS providers must provide a long-term database method for number portability … in switches for 
which another carrier has made a request for the provision of LNP.”22 




10. In the Local Number Portability Second Report and Order, after adopting NANC guidelines 
applicable to wireline-to-wireline porting, the Commission directed the NANC to develop standards and 
procedures necessary to provide for wireless carriers’ participation in local number portability.23  The 
Commission indicated its expectation that changes to LNP processes would need to be made to 
accommodate porting to wireless carriers.  The Commission noted that “the industry, under the auspices 
of NANC, will probably need to make modifications to local number portability standards and processes 
as it gains experience in implementing number portability and obtains additional information about 
incorporating CMRS providers into a long-term number portability solution and interconnecting CMRS 
providers with wireline carriers already implementing their number portability obligations.”24  In addition, 
the Commission noted that the NANC would have to consider issues of particular concern to wireless 
carriers, including how to account for differences between service area boundaries for wireline versus 
wireless services.25   




11. In 1998, the NANC submitted a report on the integration of wireless and wireline number 
portability from its Local Number Portability Administration (LNPA) Working Group to the Common 
Carrier Bureau (now known as the Wireline Competition Bureau).26  The report discussed technical issues 
associated with wireless-to-wireline porting.  The report noted that differences between the local serving 
areas of wireless and wireline carriers affected the porting capabilities of each type of carrier, making it 
infeasible for some wireline carriers to port-in numbers from wireless subscribers.  The report explained 
that because wireline service is fixed to a specific location the subscriber’s telephone number is limited to 
use within the rate center within which it is assigned.27  By contrast, the report noted, because wireless 
service is mobile and not fixed to a specific location, while the wireless subscriber’s number is associated 
with a specific geographic rate center, the wireless service is not limited to use within that rate center.28  
As a result of these differences, the report indicated that, if a wireless subscriber seeks to port his or her 
number to a wireline carrier, but the subscriber’s NPA-NXX is outside of the wireline rate center where 
the subscriber is located, the wireline carrier may not be able to receive the ported number.29  The NANC 
did not reach consensus on a solution to this issue, and reported that this lack of symmetry, referred to as 
                                                      
21 Id. at 8437, para. 160. 




22 47 C.F.R. § 52.31(a). 




23 Second Report and Order at 12333, para. 90. 




24 Id. 




25 Id. at 12334, para. 91. 




26North American Numbering Council Local Number Portability Administration Working Group Report on 
Wireless Wireline Integration, May 8, 1998, CC Docket No. 95-116 (filed May 18, 1998) (First Report on 
Wireless Wireline Integration). 




27 Id. at 7. 




28 Id.  




29 Id.  
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“rate center disparity,” raises questions by some carriers about competitive neutrality.30  The Common 
Carrier Bureau sought comment on the NANC report.31  




12. The NANC submitted a second report on the integration of wireless and wireline number 
portability to the Commission in 1999,32 and a third report in 2000,33 both focusing on porting interval 
issues.  The second report provided an analysis of the wireline porting interval and considered alternatives 
to reduce the porting interval for ports between wireless and wireline carriers.34  The report recommended 
that each potential alternative be thoroughly developed and investigated.35  The third report again 
analyzed the elements of the wireline porting interval and examined whether the length of the porting 
interval for both intermodal ports and wireline-to-wireline ports could be reduced.36  The NANC 
determined that the wireline porting interval should not be reduced, but it was unable to reach a consensus 
on an intermodal porting interval.37  Accordingly, we seek comment on the appropriate interval for 
intermodal porting.38 




B. Outstanding Petitions for Declaratory Ruling 




13. On January 23, 2003, CTIA filed a petition requesting that the Commission issue a 
declaratory ruling that wireline carriers have an obligation to port their customers’ telephone numbers to 
wireless carriers whose service areas overlap the wireline rate center that is associated with the number.39  
In its petition, CTIA claims that some LECs have narrowly construed their LNP obligations with regard 
to wireless carriers, taking the position that portability is only required where the wireless carrier 
receiving the number already has a point of presence or numbering resources in the wireline rate center.40  
CTIA urges the Commission to confirm that wireline carriers have an obligation to port to wireless 
carriers when their respective service areas overlap.  CTIA notes that, in several of its decisions, the 
Commission has found that LNP is necessary to promote competition between the wireless and wireline 
                                                      
30 Letter from Alan C. Hasselwander, Chairman, NANC to A. Richard Metzger, Jr., Chief. Common Carrier 
Bureau (filed Apr. 14, 1998).   




31 Common Carrier Bureau Seeks Comment on North American Numbering Council Recommendation 
Concerning Local Number Portability Administration Wireline and Wireless Integration, CC Docket No. 95-116, 
Public Notice, 13 FCC Rcd 17342 (1998).  




32 North American Numbering Council Local Number Portability Administration Working Group Second Report 
on Wireless Wireline Integration, June 30, 1999, CC Docket No. 95-116 (filed Nov. 4, 1999) (Second Report on 
Wireless Wireline Integration). 




33 North American Numbering Council Local Number Portability Administration Working Group Third Report on 
Wireless Wireline Integration, Sept. 30, 2000, CC Docket no. 95-116 (filed Nov. 29, 2000) (Third Report on 
Wireless Wireline Integration). 




34 Second Report on Wireless Wireline Integration at section 3. 




35 Id. at section 1.1. 




36 Third Report on Wireless Wireline Integration at section 3. 




37 Letter from John R. Hoffman, NANC Chair to Dorothy Attwood, Chief, Common Carrier Bureau, (filed Nov. 
29, 2000). 




38 See paras. 45-51, infra.  




39 CTIA Petition for Declaratory Ruling, CC Docket No. 95-116 (filed Jan. 23, 2003) (January 23rd Petition). 




40 Id. at 3.   
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industries.  CTIA argues that, without Commission action to resolve the deadlock over the rate center 
disparity issue, the reality of wireline-to-wireless porting will be at risk because many wireline 
subscribers will be unable to port their numbers to wireless carriers that serve their areas.41  




14. CTIA also requests that the Commission confirm that a wireline carrier’s obligation to port 
numbers to a wireless carrier can be based on a service-level porting agreement between the carriers, and 
does not require an interconnection agreement.  According to CTIA, number portability requires only that 
a carrier release a customer’s number to another carrier and assign the number to the new carrier in the 
Number Portability Administration Center (NPAC) database, which is queried solely to identify the 
carrier that can terminate calls to the customer.42    




15. The majority of wireless carriers submitting comments support CTIA’s request for 
declaratory ruling.  They agree with CTIA that, without Commission action to resolve the rate center 
issue, the majority of wireline customers will be prevented from porting their number to a wireless 
carrier.43  They call for the Commission to reject any proposal that would restrict porting to rate centers 
where a wireless carrier has already obtained numbers, contending that such a limitation would be 
inconsistent with the competitive objectives of intermodal LNP and would waste numbering resources.44   




16. Wireline carriers generally oppose CTIA’s petition.45  Some argue that requiring LECs to port 
to carriers who do not have a point of interconnection or numbering resources in the same rate center in 
which the number is assigned would give wireless carriers an unfair competitive advantage over wireline 
carriers.46  LECs argue that, in contrast to wireless carriers who have flexibility in establishing their 
service areas and rates, wireline carriers are governed by state regulations.  Under the state regulatory 
regime, they rate and route local and toll calls based on wireline rate centers.  Consequently, LECs 
contend, wireline service providers do not have the same opportunity that wireless carriers have to offer 
number portability where the rate center in which the number is assigned does not match the rate center in 
which the LEC seeks to serve the customer.47   Others argue that CTIA’s petition would amount to a 
system of location portability rather than service provider portability, causing customer confusion over 




                                                      
41 Id. at 19.  




42 Id. at 3. 




43 AT&T Wireless, Midwest Wireless, Nextel, Sprint, T-Mobile, and US Cellular all filed comments supporting 
CTIA’s January 23rd petition.  Comments and Reply Comments filed in response to the CTIA’s January 23rd and 
May 13th petitions are listed in Appendix A.  




44 See, e.g., Sprint Reply Comments on CTIA’s January 23rd Petition at 9; T-Mobile Comments on CTIA’s 
January 23rd Petition at 14-15; and Virgin Mobile Reply Comments on CTIA’s January 23rd Petition at 4. 




45 Centurytel, Fred Williams & Associates, the Independent Alliance, the Michigan Exchange Carriers 
Association, NECA and NTCA, the Nebraska Rural Independent Companies, OPASTCO, SBC, TCA, USTA, and 
Valor Communications all filed comments opposing CTIA’s January 23rd petition. 




46 See, e.g., Centurytel Comments on CTIA’s January 23rd Petition at 5-6; Fred Williams & Associates Comments 
on CTIA’s January 23rd Petition at 8; SBC Comments on CTIA’s January 23rd Petition at 1; Letter from Cronan 
O’Connell, Vice President-Federal Regulatory, Qwest to Marlene H. Dortch, Secretary, FCC, CC Docket No. 95-
116 (filed Oct. 9, 2003) (Qwest Oct. 9th Ex Parte); and Letter from Kathleen B. Levitz, Vice President-Federal 
Regulatory, BellSouth to Marlene H. Dortch, Secretary, FCC, CC Docket No. 95-116 (filed Sept. 9, 2003) 
(BellSouth Sept. 9th  Ex Parte). 




47 See, e.g., Letter from James C. Smith, Senior Vice President, SBC Telecommunications, Inc. to Michael K. 
Powell, Chairman, FCC, CC Docket No. 95-116 (filed Aug. 29, 2003) (SBC Aug. 29th  Ex Parte); and BellSouth 
Sept. 9th  Ex Parte.  
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the rating of calls.48   Several LECs also argue that the Commission may not permit intermodal porting 
outside of wireline rate center boundaries without first issuing a Notice of Proposed Rulemaking.49  
Several rural LECs argue that requiring porting between wireline and wireless carriers where the wireless 
carriers do not have a point of interconnection in the same rate center as the ported number would raise 
intercarrier compensation issues, as wireline carriers would be required to transport calls to ported 
numbers through points of interconnection outside of rural LEC serving areas.50      




17. On May 13, 2003, CTIA filed a second Petition for Declaratory Ruling.  In its petition, CTIA 
argues that, in addition to the rate center issue that was the subject of its January petition, there are 
additional LNP implementation issues that have not been resolved by industry consensus and therefore 
must be addressed by the Commission.51  Specifically, CTIA requests that the Commission rule on the 
appropriate length of the porting interval, the necessity of interconnection agreements, a dispute between 
BellSouth and Sprint concerning the ability of carriers to designate different routing and rating points, 
definition of the largest 100 Metropolitan Statistical Areas (MSAs), the bona fide request requirement, 
and whether carriers must support nationwide roaming for customers with ported numbers.   




18. On October 7, 2003, we released a Memorandum Opinion and Order addressing carrier 
requests for clarification of wireless-wireless porting issues. 52   In response to CTIA’s May 13th petition 
as well as a Petition for Declaratory Ruling/Application for Review, we concluded that wireless carriers 
may not impose “business rules” on their customers that purport to restrict carriers’ obligations to port 
numbers upon receipt of a valid request to do so.  In addition, we clarified that wireless-to-wireless 
porting does not require the wireless carrier receiving the number to be directly interconnected with the 
wireless carrier that gives up the number or to have numbering resources in the rate center associated with 
the ported number.  We clarified that, although wireless carriers may voluntarily negotiate 
interconnection agreements with one another, such agreements are not required for wireless-to-wireless 
porting.  We confirmed also that, in cases where wireless carriers are unable to reach agreement regarding 
the terms and conditions of porting, all such carriers must port numbers upon receipt of a valid request 
from another carrier, with no conditions.  




19.  We encouraged wireless carriers to complete “simple” ports within the industry-established 
two and one half hour porting interval and found that no action was necessary regarding the porting of 
numbers served by Type 1 interconnection because carriers are migrating these numbers to switches 
served by Type 2 interconnection or are otherwise developing solutions.53  Finally, we reiterated the 
requirement that wireless carriers support roaming nationwide for customers with pooled and ported 
                                                      
48 See Centurytel Comments on CTIA’s January 23rd Petition at 4-5. 




49 See, e.g., Letter from Gary Lytle, Qwest to Marlene H. Dortch, Secretary, FCC (filed Oct, 17, 2003) (Qwest Oct. 
17th Ex Parte); and SBC Aug. 29th  Ex Parte.   




50 NECA and NTCA Comments on CTIA’s January 23rd Petition at 6. See, In the Matter of Sprint Petition for 
Declaratory Ruling, Obligation of Incumbent LECs to Load Numbering Resources Lawfully Acquired and to 
Honor Routing and Rating Points Designated by Interconnecting Carriers, Sprint Petition for Declaratory Ruling, 
CC Docket No. 01-92 (filed July 18, 2002) (Sprint Petition for Declaratory Ruling).  




51 CTIA Petition for Declaratory Ruling, CC Docket No. 95-116 (filed May 13, 2003) (May 13th Petition). 




52 Telephone Number Portability, CC Docket No. 95-116, Memorandum Opinion and Order, FCC 03-237, rel. 
Oct. 7, 2003. 




53 Type 1 numbers reside in an end office of a LEC and are assigned to a Type 1 interconnection group, which 
connects the wireless carrier’s switch and the LEC’s end office switch.  Type 2 numbers reside in a wireless 
carrier’s switch and are assigned to a Type 2 interconnection group, which connects the wireless carrier’s switch 
and a LEC access tandem switch or end office switch. 
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numbers, and we addressed outstanding petitions for waiver of the roaming requirement.   We indicated 
our intention to address issues related to intermodal porting in a separate order. 54  




III. ORDER 




A. Wireline-to-Wireless Porting  




20. Background.  In its January 23rd Petition, CTIA requests that the Commission clarify that the 
LNP rules require wireline carriers to port numbers to any wireless carrier whose service area overlaps the 
wireline carrier’s rate center that is associated with the ported number.55  CTIA claims that, absent such a 
clarification, a majority of wireline customers will not be able to port their phone number to the wireless 
carrier of their choice because wireless carriers typically have a point of interconnection or numbering 
resources in only a fraction of the wireline rate centers in their service areas.56  Citing prior Commission 
decisions, CTIA notes that the Commission has cited intermodal competition as a basis for imposing LNP 
requirements on wireless carriers.57  CTIA argues that the Commission’s objectives with respect to 
intermodal competition cannot be realized without prompt action.   




21. Discussion.  The Act and the Commission’s rules impose broad porting obligations on LECs.  
Section 251(b) of the Act provides that all local exchange carriers “have the duty to provide, to the extent 
technically feasible, number portability in accordance with requirements prescribed by the 
Commission.”58   The Act defines number portability as “the ability of users of telecommunications 
services to retain, at the same location, existing telecommunications numbers without impairment of 
quality, reliability, or convenience when switching from one telecommunications carrier to another.”59   In 
implementing these requirements in the Local Number Portability First Report and Order, the 
Commission determined that LECs were required to provide portability to all other telecommunications 
carriers, including CMRS service providers, providing local exchange or exchange access service within 
the same MSA.60    The Commission’s rules reflect these requirements, requiring LECs to offer number 
portability in switches for which another carrier made a request for number portability and providing that 
all carriers, including CMRS service providers must be permitted to make requests for number 
portability.61  




                                                      
54 Remaining issues from CTIA’s January 23rd and May 13th petitions pertaining to intermodal porting are 
addressed in this order.  Additional issues from CTIA’s May 13th petition, including the implication of the porting 
interval for E911, the definition of the 100 largest MSAs, and the bona fide request requirement have been 
addressed separately.  See Letter from John B. Muleta, Chief, Wireless telecommunications Bureau, to John T. 
Scott, III, Vice President and Deputy General Counsel, Verizon Wireless and Michael F. Altschul, Senior Vice 
President, General Counsel, CTIA, CC Docket No. 95-116, DA 03-2190, dated July 3, 2003.   See also, 
Numbering Resource Optimization, Fourth Report and Order and Fourth Further Notice of Proposed 
Rulemaking, CC Docket Nos. 99-200 and 95-116 (rel. June 18, 2003). 




55 January 23rd Petition at 3. 




56 Id. at 18. 




57 Id. at 12-16. 




58 47 U.S.C. § 251(b). 




59 47 U.S.C. § 153(30). 




60 First Report and Order at 8393, 8431, paras. 77 and 152. 




61 47 C.F.R. § 52.23(b)(1), (b)(2)(i). 
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22. We conclude that, as of November 24, 2003, LECs must port numbers to wireless carriers 
where the requesting wireless carrier’s “coverage area” overlaps the geographic location of the rate center 
in which the customer’s wireline number is provisioned, provided that the porting-in carrier maintains the 
number’s original rate center designation following the port.62  Permitting intermodal porting in this 
manner is consistent with the requirement that carriers support their customers’ ability to port numbers 
while remaining at the same location. For purposes of this discussion, the wireless “coverage area” is the 
area in which wireless service can be received from the wireless carrier.  Permitting wireline-to-wireless 
porting under these conditions will provide customers the option of porting their wireline number to any 
wireless carrier that offers service at the same location.  We also reaffirm that wireless carriers must port 
numbers to wireline carriers within the number’s originating rate center.   With respect to wireless-to-
wireline porting, however, because of the limitations on wireline carriers’ networks ability to port-in 
numbers from distant rate centers, we will hold neither the wireline nor the wireless carriers liable for 
failing to port under these conditions.  Rather, we seek comment on this issue in the Further Notice 
below.   




23. We make our determinations based on several factors.  First, as stated above, under the Act 
and the Commission’s rules, wireline carriers must port numbers to other telecommunications carriers, to 
the extent that it is technically feasible to do so, in accordance with regulations prescribed by the 
Commission.63  There is no persuasive evidence in the record indicating that there are significant 
technical difficulties that would prevent a wireline carrier from porting a number to a wireless carrier that 
does not have a point of interconnection or numbering resources in the same rate center as the ported 
number. Accordingly, the plain text of the Act and the Commission’s rules, requiring LECs to provide 
number portability applies.   In fact, several LECs acknowledge that there is no technical obstacle to 
porting wireline numbers to wireless carriers whose point of interconnection is outside of the rate center 
of the ported numbers.64  Moreover, at least two LECs, Verizon and Sprint, have already established 
agreements with their wireless affiliates that specifically provide for intermodal porting.65  In addition, 
BellSouth indicates in its comments that it has no intention of preventing customers from porting their 
telephone numbers to wireless carriers upon the customers’ requests – regardless of whether or not the 




                                                      
62 We anticipate that a minimal amount of identifying information will be transmitted from the wireless carrier to 
the LEC when a customer seeks to port. For example, carriers may choose to verify the zip code of the porting-out 
wireline customer in their validation procedures. 




63 47 U.S.C. § 251(b)(2), 47 C.F.R. § 52.23. 




64 See BellSouth Comments on CTIA’s January 23rd Petition at 3; and USTA Comments on CTIA’s January 23rd 
Petition  at 7-8.  




Several interexchange carriers (IXCs) have brought to the Commission’s attention a problem IXCs face in 
identifying whether a customer has switched carriers.  This problem can result in customers receiving erroneous 
bills from IXCs after they have switched local or interexchange carriers, and could also be a problem when 
customers port from a wireline carrier to a wireless carrier.  While we do not address this issue in the instant order, 
we have sought comment on carrier petitions regarding this matter.  See Pleading Cycle Established for Comments 
on Petition for Declaratory Ruling and/or Rulemaking, filed by Americatel Corporation, and for Comments on 
Joint Petition for Rulemaking to Implement Mandatory Minimum Customer Account Record Exchange 
Obligations on All Local and Interexchange Carriers, filed by AT&T Corp., Sprint Corp., and WorldCom, Inc., 
CG Docket No. 02-386, Public Notice, 17 FCC Rcd 25535 (2002). 




65 “Verizon and Verizon Wireless Reach Barrier-Free Porting Agreement in Advance of November 24 Deadline,” 
Press Release from Verizon Wireless dated Sept. 22, 2003, available at 
http://news.vzw.com/news/2003/09/pr2003-09-22.html; and “Sprint Wireless Local Number Portability Plans on 
Track, on Schedule for November Deadline,” Press Release from Sprint dated Oct. 1, 2003, available at 
Sprint.com. 
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carriers’ service areas overlap.66  Accordingly, BellSouth states, number portability can still occur despite 
the “rate center disparity” issue.  We note that, to the extent that LECs assert an inability to port numbers 
to wireless carriers under the circumstances described herein, they bear the burden of demonstrating with 
specific evidence that porting to a wireless carrier without a point of interconnection or numbering 
resources in the same rate center to which the ported number is assigned is not technically feasible 
pursuant to our rules.  




24. Second, neither the Commission’s LNP rules nor any of the LNP orders have required 
wireless carriers to have points of interconnection or numbering resources in the same rate center as the 
assigned number for wireline-to-wireless porting.  In the Local Number Portability Second Report and 
Order, the Commission adopted NANC recommendations regarding several specific aspects of number 
portability implementation, including technical and operational standards for the provision of number 
portability by wireline carriers.67  In this context, the Commission adopted the NANC recommendations 
concerning the boundaries applicable to wireline-to-wireline porting.  Specifically, the Commission 
adopted NANC recommendations limiting the scope of ports to wireline carriers based on wireline 
carriers’ inability to receive numbers from foreign rate centers.68  




25.  In this order, we address a different issue, wireline-to-wireless porting.  The NANC 
recommendations that were the subject of the Second Report and Order included a boundary for wireline-
to-wireline porting, but were silent regarding wireline-to-wireless porting issues.  In adopting the NANC 
recommendations, the Commission specifically recognized that the NANC had not included 
recommendations regarding wireless carriers’ participation in number portability and that modifications 
to existing standards and procedures would probably need to be made as the industry obtained additional 
information about incorporating CMRS service providers into a long-term number portability solution 
and interconnecting CMRS carriers with wireline carriers already implementing number portability.69   
However, while the Commission noted that NANC should consider intermodal porting issues of concern 
to wireless carriers, it did not impose limits on wireline-to-wireless porting while NANC considered these 
issues, nor did it give up its inherent authority to interpret the statute and rules with respect to the 
obligation of wireline carriers to port numbers to wireless carriers.  Accordingly, we find that in light of 
the fact that the Commission has never adopted any limits regarding wireline-to-wireless number 
portability, as of November 24, 2003, LECs must port numbers to wireless carriers where the requesting 
wireless carrier’s coverage area overlaps the geographic location of the rate center to which the number is 
assigned.70  




                                                      
66 See BellSouth Comments on CTIA’s January 23rd Petition at 3.  In recent ex parte filings, BellSouth argues that 
the Commission cannot proceed to require intermodal porting until it addresses the issues arising from the 
differences in network architecture, operational support systems, and regulatory requirements that distinguish 
wireline carriers from wireless carriers.  See, e.g., BellSouth Sept. 9th  Ex Parte. 




67 See Second Report and Order.  Subsequent NANC reports address technical issues associated with wireless-to-
wireline porting.  In the Further Notice, we seek comment on these technical feasibility issues. 




68 North American Numbering Council Local Number Portability Selection Working Group Final Report and 
Recommendation to the FCC, Appendix D at 6 (rel. April 25, 1997).  This report is available at 
www.fc.gov/wcb/tapd/nanc/lnpastuf.html. 




69 Second Report and Order 12 FCC Rcd at 12333-34. 




70 Similarly, wireless-to-wireline porting is required, as of November 24, 2003, where the requesting carrier’s 
coverage area overlaps the geographic location of the rate center to which the number is assigned 
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26. We reject the argument advanced by certain wireline carriers,71 that requiring LECs to port to 
a wireless carrier that does not have a point of interconnection or numbering resources in the same rate 
center as the ported number would constitute a new obligation imposed without proper notice.  In fact, the 
requirement that LECs port numbers to wireless carriers is not a new rule.  Citing the D.C. Circuit’s 
decision in the Sprint case specifying the distinction between clarifications of existing rules and new 
rulemakings subject to APA procedures, Qwest, for example, argues that the permitting wireline-to-
wireless porting in the manner outlined above would change LECs’ existing porting obligations.72  As 
described earlier, however, section 251(b) of the Act and the Commission’s Local Number Portability 
First Report and Order impose broad porting obligations on wireline carriers.  Specifically, these 
authorities require wireline carriers to provide portability to all other telecommunications carriers, 
including wireless service providers.  While the Commission decision in the Local Number Portability 
Second Report and Order limited the scope of wireline carriers’ porting obligation with respect to the 
boundary for wireline-to-wireline porting, the Commission, as noted above, has never established limits 
with respect to wireline carriers’ obligation to port to wireless carriers.  The clarifications we make in this 
order interpret wireline carriers’ existing obligation to port numbers to wireless carriers.  Therefore, these 
clarifications comply with the requirements of the Administrative Procedure Act as well as the D.C. 
Circuit’s decision in the Sprint case. 




27. We also reject the argument made by some LECs that the scope of wireline-to-wireless 
porting should be limited because wireline carriers may not be able to offer portability to certain wireless 
subscribers.73   As discussed above, under the Act and the Commission’s rules, wireline carriers must port 
numbers to other telecommunications carriers, to the extent technically feasible.   The fact that there may 
be technical obstacles that could prevent some other types of porting does not justify denying wireline 
consumers the benefit of being able to port their wireline numbers to wireless carriers.  Each type of 
service offers its own advantages and disadvantages (e.g., wireless service offers mobility and larger 
calling areas, but also the potential for dropped calls) and wireline customers will consider these attributes 
in determining whether or not to port their number.  In our view, it would not be appropriate to prevent 
wireline customers from taking advantage of the mobility or the larger local calling areas associated with 
wireless service simply because wireline carriers cannot currently accommodate all potential requests 
from customers with wireless service to port their numbers to a wireline service provider.   Evidence from 
the record shows that limiting wireline-to-wireless porting to rate centers where a wireless carrier has a 
point of interconnection or numbering resources would deprive the majority of wireline consumers of the 
ability to port their number to a wireless carrier.74  With such limited intermodal porting, the competitive 
benefits we seek to promote through the porting requirements may not be fully achieved.  The focus of 
the porting rules is on promoting competition, rather than protecting individual competitors.  To the 
extent that wireline carriers may have fewer opportunities to win customers through porting, this disparity 
results from the wireline network architecture and state regulatory requirements, rather than Commission 
rules. 




28. We conclude that porting from a wireline to a wireless carrier that does not have a point of 
interconnection or numbering resources in the same rate center as the ported number does not, in and of 
itself, constitute location portability, because the rating of calls to the ported number stays the same.  As 
stated above, a wireless carrier porting-in a wireline number is required to maintain the number’s original 
rate center designation following the port.  As a result, calls to the ported number will continue to be rated 
                                                      
71 See, e.g., Letter from Gary Lytle, Qwest to Marlene H. Dortch, Secretary, FCC (filed Oct, 17, 2003) (Qwest Oct. 
17th Ex Parte); and SBC Aug. 29 Ex Parte.  




72 Qwest Oct. 17th Ex Parte at 11. See Sprint Corp. v. FCC, 315 F. 3d 369 (D.C. Cir. 2003). 




73 See, e.g., SBC Aug. 29th  Ex Parte and BellSouth Sept. 9th  Ex Parte.  




74 January 23rd Petition at 6. 
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in the same fashion as they were prior to the port.  As to the routing of calls to ported numbers, it should 
be no different than if the wireless carrier had assigned the customer a new number rated to that rate 
center.75   




29. Some wireline carriers contend that they lack the technical capability to support wireline-to-
wireless porting in the manner outlined above, and that they need time to make technical modifications to 
their systems.  We emphasize that our holding in this order requires wireline carriers to support wireline-
to-wireless porting in accordance with this order by November 24, 2003, unless they can provide specific 
evidence demonstrating that doing so is not technically feasible pursuant to our rules.76   We expect 
carriers that need to make technical modifications to do so forthwith, as the record indicates that major 
system modifications are not required and that several wireline carriers have already announced their 
technical readiness to port numbers to wireless carriers without regard to rate centers.77  We recognize, 
however, that many wireline carriers outside the top 100 MSAs may require some additional time to 
prepare for implementation of intermodal portability.  In addition we note that wireless carriers outside 
the top 100 MSAs are not required to provide LNP prior to May 24, 2004, and accordingly are unlikely to 
seek to port numbers from wireline carriers prior to that date.  Therefore for wireline carriers operating in 
areas outside of the 100 largest MSAs, we hereby waive, until May 24, 2004, the requirement that these 
carriers port numbers to wireless carriers that do not have a point of interconnection or numbering 
resources in the rate center where the customer’s wireline number is provisioned.   We find that this 
transition period will help ensure a smooth transition for carriers operating outside of the 100 largest 
MSAs and provide them with sufficient time to make necessary modifications to their systems.  




30. Carriers inside the 100 largest MSAs (or outside the 100 largest MSAs, after the transition 
period) may file petitions for waiver of their obligation to port numbers to wireless carriers, if they can 
provide substantial, credible evidence that there are special circumstances that warrant departure from 
existing rules.78  We note that several wireline carriers have already filed requests for waiver.79  We will 




                                                      
75 As noted in paras. 39-40 below, there is a dispute as to which carrier is responsible for transport costs when the 
routing point for the wireless carrier’s switch is located outside the wireline local calling area in which the number 
is rated.  See Sprint Petition for Declaratory Ruling.  The existence of this dispute over transport costs does not, 
however, provide a reason to delay or limit the availability of porting from wireline to wireless carriers.  




We recognize that the Act limits wireline carriers’ ability to route calls outside of Local Access Transport Area 
(LATA) boundaries.  See 47 U.S.C. § 272.  See also,  Application by SBC  Communications, Inc.,  Southwestern 
Bell Telephone, and Southwestern Bell Communications, Inc. d/b/a Southwestern Bell Long Distance Pursuant to 
Section 271 of the Telecommunications Act of 1996 to Provide In-Region, InterLATA Services in Texas,  
Memorandum Opinion and Order, 15 FCC Rcd 18354 (2000).  Accordingly, we clarify that our ruling is limited to 
porting within the LATA where the wireless carrier’s point of interconnection is located, and does not require or 
contemplate porting outside of LATA boundaries. 




76 47 U.S.C. § 251(b). We anticipate that, as a general matter, enforcement issues regarding both wireless-wireless 
and wireless-wireline local number portability at this time are likely to be better addressed in the context of 
Section 208 formal compliant proceedings or related mediations as opposed to FCC-initiated forfeiture 
proceedings.  In this connection, we note that a violation of our number portability rules would constitute an unjust 
and unreasonable practice under section 201(b) of the Act.                                                                                                                           




77 We note that Verizon has already announced its intention to port numbers without regard to rate centers.  See 
“Verizon and Verizon Wireless Reach Barrier-Free Porting Agreement in Advance of November 24 Deadline,” 
Press Release from Verizon Wireless dated Sept. 22, 2003, available at 
http://news.vzw.com/news/2003/09/pr2003-09-22.html. 




78 47 C.F.R. § 1.3, 52.25(e).  See also WAIT Radio v. FCC, 418 F.2d 1153, 1158 (D.C. Cir. 1969), cert. denied, 
409 U.S. 1027 (1972). 
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consider these requests separately, and our decision in this order is without prejudice to any potential 
disposition of these requests. 




B.  Interconnection Agreements 




31. Background.  In its January 23rd petition, CTIA requests that the Commission confirm that a 
wireline carrier’s obligation to port numbers to a wireless carrier requires only that a carrier release a 
customer’s number to another carrier and assign the number to the new carrier in the Number Portability 
Administration Center (NPAC) database, which is queried solely to identify the carrier that can terminate 
calls to the customer.  From a practical perspective, CTIA contends, such porting can be based on a 
service-level porting agreement between carriers, and does not require direct interconnection or an 
interconnection agreement.  Moreover, CTIA argues, because the Commission imposed number 
portability requirements on wireless carriers pursuant to its authority under sections 1, 2, 4(i), and 332 of 
the Act, and outside the scope of sections 251 and 252, number portability between wireline and wireless 
carriers is governed by a different regime than number portability between wireline carriers and is subject 
to the Commission’s unique jurisdiction over wireless carriers.80 




32. A number of wireless carriers agree with CTIA, arguing that requiring wireless carriers to 
establish interconnection agreements with wireline carriers from whom they sought to port numbers 
would delay LNP implementation.81  Several wireline carriers, however, assert that interconnection 
agreements for porting are necessary.82  SBC, for example, argues that under sections 251 and 252 of the 
Act, LECs must establish interconnection agreements for porting.83  SBC contends that interconnection 
agreements guarantee parties their right to negotiate, provide a means of resolving disputes, and allow 
public scrutiny of agreements.84  In addition, some LECs argue that, without interconnection agreements, 
they have no means to ensure that they will receive adequate compensation for transporting and 
terminating traffic to wireless carriers.   




33. Other LECs, on the other hand, disagree that interconnection agreements are a necessary 
precondition to intermodal porting.  Verizon contends that intermodal porting is not a Section 251 
requirement and is therefore not necessary to incorporate wireless-wireline porting into Section 251 
agreements.85  AT&T questions whether either service level agreements or interconnection agreements 
are necessary, contending that because such little information needs to be exchanged between carriers for 
porting, less formal arrangements may be sufficient.86  Sprint argues that interconnection agreements are 




                                                                                                                                                                           
79 See e.g., Franklin Telephone Company, Inc. Petition for Waiver, CC Docket Nos. 95-116 (filed Sept. 24, 2003); 
Intercommunity Telephone Company, LLC Petition for Waiver, CC Docket No. 95-116 (filed Sept. 24, 2003); and 
North Central Telephone Cooperative, Inc. Petition for Waiver, CC Docket No. 95-116 (filed Sept. 24, 2003). 




80 May 13th  Petition at 17-18. 




81See Sprint Comments on CTIA’s May 13th Petition at 16; T-Mobile Comments on CTIA’s May 13th Petition at 8; 
and Virgin Mobile Comments on CTIA’s May 13th Petition at 4-5. 




82See Missouri Independent Telephone Company Group Comments on CTIA’s May 13th Petition; National 
Telecommunications Cooperative Association Comments on CTIA’s May 13th Petition; and SBC Comments on 
CTIA’s May 13th Petition. 




83 SBC Comments on CTIA’s May 13th Petition at 8. 




84 Id.  




85 Sprint Comments on CTIA’s May 13th Petition at 18; Verizon Comments on CTIA’s May 13th Petition at 10. 




86 AT&T Reply Comments on CTIA’s May 13th Petition at 7-8. 
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not required for LNP because whether or not a customer ports a number from one carrier to another has 
nothing to do with the interconnection arrangements two carriers use for the exchange of traffic.87  
Several LECs urge the Commission to let carriers determine on their own what type of agreement to use 
to facilitate porting.88  




34. Discussion.  We find that wireless carriers need not enter into section 251 interconnection 
agreements with wireline carriers solely for the purpose of porting numbers.  We note that the intermodal 
porting obligation is also based on the Commission’s authority under sections 1, 2, 4(i) and 332 of the 
Act.  Sprint argues that interconnection agreements are not required to implement every section 251 
obligation.89   Sprint also claims that because porting involves a limited exchange of data (e.g., carriers 
need only share basic contact and technical information sufficient to allow porting functionality and 
customer verification to be established), interconnection agreements should not be required here.90  We 
agree with Sprint that wireline carriers should be required to port numbers to wireless carriers without 
necessarily entering into an interconnection agreement because this obligation can be discharged with a 
minimal exchange of information.  We thus find that wireline carriers may not unilaterally require 
interconnection agreements prior to intermodal porting.  Moreover, to avoid any confusion about the 
applicability of section 252 to any arrangement between wireline and wireless carriers solely for the 
purpose of porting numbers, we forbear from these requirements as set forth below. 




35. To the extent that the Qwest Declaratory Ruling Order could be interpreted to require any 
agreement pertaining solely to wireline-to-wireless porting to be filed as an interconnection agreement 
with a state commission pursuant to sections 251 and 252 of the Act, we forbear from those requirements.  
First, we conclude that interconnection agreements are not necessary to prevent unjust or unreasonable 
charges or practices by wireless carriers with respect to porting.  The wireless industry is characterized by 
a high level of competition between carriers.  Although states do not regulate the prices that wireless 
carriers charge, the prices for wireless service have declined steadily over the last several years.91  No 
evidence suggests that requiring interconnection agreements for intermodal porting is necessary for this 
trend to continue.   




36. For similar reasons, we find that interconnection agreements for intermodal porting are not 
necessary for the protection of consumers.92  The intermodal LNP requirement is intended to benefit 




                                                      
87 Letter from Luisa L. Lancetti, Vice President, PCS Regulatory Affairs, Sprint to John Rogovin, General 
Counsel, FCC (filed Sept. 22, 2003). 




88 See Association for Local Telecommunications Services Reply Comments on CTIA’s May 13th Petition at 3, 
BellSouth Comments on CTIA’s May 13th Petition at 9; and USTA Reply Comments on CTIA’s  May 13th 
Petition at 6. 




89 See note 87.  




90 Sprint’s profile information exchange process is an example of the type of contact and technical information that 
would trigger an obligation to port.  See, Letter from Luisa L. Lancetti, Vice President PCS Regulatory Affairs, 
Sprint Corp. to John B. Muleta, Chief, Wireless Telecommunications Bureau (filed Sept. 23, 2003); and Letter 
from Luisa L. Lancetti, Vice President, PCS Regulatory Affairs, Sprint Corp. to John B. Muleta, Chief, Wireless 
Telecommunications Bureau and William Maher, Chief, Wireline Competition Bureau (filed August 8, 2003). 




91 Implementation of Section 6002(b) of the Omnibus Reconciliation Act of 1993, Annual Report and Analysis of 
Competitive Market Conditions with Respect to Commercial Mobile Services, Eighth Report, FCC 03-150, at 45 
(rel. July 14, 2003).  




92 Certain LECs have expressed concern that without interconnection agreements between LECs and CMRS 
carriers, calls to ported numbers may be dropped, because NPAC queries may not be performed for customers who 
have ported their numbers from a LEC to a CMRS carrier.  See Letter from Mary J. Sisak, Counsel for Centurytel, 
Inc. to Marlene H. Dortch, Secretary, FCC (filed Oct. 23, 2003).  We do not find these concerns to be justified, 
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consumers by promoting competition between the wireless and wireline industries and creating incentives 
for carriers to provide new service offerings, reduced prices, and higher quality services.  Requiring 
interconnection agreements for the purpose of intermodal porting could undermine the benefits of LNP to 
consumers by preventing or delaying implementation of intermodal porting.  We also do not believe that 
the state regulatory oversight mechanism provided by Section 251 is necessary to protect consumers in 
this limited instance. 




37. Finally, we conclude that forbearance is consistent with the public interest.  Number 
portability, by itself, does not create new obligations with regard to exchange of traffic between the 
carriers involved in the port.  Instead, porting involves a limited exchange of data between carriers to 
carry out the port.  Sprint, for example, notes that to accomplish porting, carriers need only exchange 
basic contact information and connectivity details, after which the port can be rapidly accomplished.93  
Given the limited data exchange and the short time period required to port, we conclude that 
interconnection agreements approved under section 251 are unnecessary.  In view of these factors, we 
conclude that it is appropriate to forbear from requiring interconnection agreements for intermodal 
porting.   




C. The Porting Interval 




38.  CTIA requests that the Commission require wireline carriers to reduce the length of the 
porting interval, or the amount of time it takes two carriers to complete the process of porting a number, 
for ports from wireline to wireless carriers. 94  Currently, the wireline-to-wireline porting interval is four 
business days.95  The wireline porting interval was adopted by the NANC in its Architecture and 
Administrative Plan for Local Number Portability, which was approved by the Commission.96  Upon 
subsequent review of the porting interval, the NANC agreed that the four business day porting interval for 
wireline-to-wireline porting should not be reduced; it did not specify a porting interval for intermodal 
porting.97  The current porting interval for wireless-to-wireless ports is two and one half hours.98  We 
decline to require wireline carriers to follow a shorter porting interval for intermodal ports at this time. 
Instead, we will seek comment on this issue in the Further Notice.  We note that, while we seek comment 
on whether to reduce the length of the wireline porting interval, the current four business day porting 




                                                                                                                                                                           
however, because the Commission’s rules require carriers to correctly route calls to ported numbers.  See 
Telephone Number Portability, CC Docket No. 95-116, First Memorandum Opinion and Order on 
Reconsideration, 12 FCC Rcd 7236, 7307-08, paras. 125-126. 




93 Sprint Comments on CTIA’s May 13th Petition at 13-14. 




94 May 13th Petition at 7.   




95 Wireline carriers are required to complete the LSR/FOC exchange within 24 hours and complete the port within 
three business days thereafter.  See North American Numbering Council Local Number Portability Selection 
Working Group Final Report and Recommendation to the FCC, Appendix E (rel. April 25, 1997).    




96 Second Report and Order, 12 FCC Rcd 12281 (1997 




97 Letter from John R. Hoffman, NANC Chair to Dorothy Attwood, Chief, Common Carrier Bureau, (filed Nov. 
29, 2000). 




98See North American Numbering Council Local Number Portability Administration Working Group Report on 
Wireless Wireline Integration, May 8, 1998, CC Docket No. 95-116 (filed May 18, 1998) (First Report on 
Wireless Wireline Integration); North American Numbering Council Wireless Number Portability Subcommittee 
Report on Wireless Number Portability Technical, Operational, and Implementation Requirements Phase II, CC 
Docket No. 95-116 (filed Sept. 26, 2000); ATIS Operations and Billing Forum, Wireless Intercarrier 
Communications: Interface Specification for Local Number Portability, Version 2, at § 2 p. 6 (Jan. 2003).   
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interval represents the outer limit of what we would consider to be a reasonable amount of time in which 
wireline carriers may complete ports.  We note also that whatever porting interval affiliated wireline and 
wireless service providers offer within their corporate family must also be made available to unaffiliated 
service providers.99 




D. Impact of Designating Different Routing and Rating Points on LNP 




39. CTIA asks the Commission to resolve the intercarrier dispute between BellSouth and Sprint 
as it affects the rating and routing of calls to ported numbers.100  CTIA contends that, although the dispute 
largely concerns matters of intercarrier compensation, to the extent LECs argue that they need not 
differentiate between rating and routing points for local calls, intermodal porting may not be available to 
consumers.101  To ensure that permitting porting beyond wireline rate center boundaries does not cause 
customer confusion with respect to charges for calls, we clarify that ported numbers must remain rated to 
their original rate center.  We note, however, that the routing will change when a number is ported. 
Indeed, several wireline carriers have expressed concern about the transport costs associated with routing 
calls to ported numbers.  The National Exchange Carrier Association (NECA) and National 
Telecommunications Cooperative Association (NTCA), for example, argue in their joint comments, that 
when wireless carriers establish a point of interconnection outside of a rural LEC’s serving area, a 
disproportionate burden is placed on rural LECs to transport originating calls to the interconnection 
points.102  They argue that requiring wireline carriers to port telephone numbers to out-of-service area 
points of interconnection could create an even bigger burden.  Other carriers point out, however, that 
issues associated with the rating and routing of calls to ported numbers are the same as issues associated 
with rating and routing of calls to all wireless numbers.103 




40. We recognize the concerns of these carriers, but find that they are outside the scope of this 
order.  As noted above, our declaratory ruling with respect to wireline-to-wireless porting is limited to 
ported numbers that remain rated in their original rate centers.  We make no determination, however, with 
respect to the routing of ported numbers, because the requirements of our LNP rules do not vary 
depending on how calls to the number will be routed after the port occurs.  Moreover, as CTIA notes, the 
rating and routing issues raised by the rural wireline carriers have been raised in the context of non-ported 
numbers and are before the Commission in other proceedings.104  Therefore, without prejudging the 
outcome of any other proceeding, we decline to address these issues at this time as they relate to 
intermodal LNP.    




IV.   FURTHER NOTICE OF PROPOSED RULEMAKING 




A. Wireless-to-Wireline Porting  




41. Background.  As noted above, some LECs argue that allowing wireless carriers to port 
numbers wherever their coverage area overlaps the rate center in which the number is assigned would 
                                                      
99 47 U.S.C. §§ 201(b) and 202(a). 




100 May 13th  Petition at 25-26. 




101 Id.  




102 NECA and NTCA Comments on CTIA’s January 23rd Petition at 6. 




103 BellSouth Comments on CTIA’s May 13th Petition at 11-12. 




104 See, e.g. In the Matter of Sprint Petition for Declaratory Ruling, Obligation of Incumbent LECs to Load 
Numbering Resources Lawfully Acquired and to Honor Routing and Rating Points Designated by Interconnecting 
Carriers, Sprint Petition for Declaratory Ruling, CC Docket No. 01-92 (filed July 18, 2002).  
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give wireless service providers an unfair competitive advantage over wireline carriers.105  They contend 
that while this may facilitate widespread wireline-to-wireless porting, wireless-to-wireline porting can 
only occur in cases where the wireless customer is physically located in the wireline rate center associated 
with the phone number.106  If the customer’s physical location is outside the rate center associated with 
the number, porting the number to a wireline telephone at the customer’s location could result in calls to 
and from that number being rated as toll calls.  As a result, the LECs assert, they are effectively precluded 
from offering wireless-to-wireline porting to those wireless subscribers who are not located in the 
wireline rate center associated with their wireless numbers.107  Furthermore, the LECs contend that for 
them to offer wireless-to-wireline porting in this context would require significant and costly operational 
changes.108  Qwest, for example, argues that if the Commission were to make the Local Access Transport 
Area (LATA) or Numbering Plan Area (NPA) the relevant geographic area for porting, LECs would be 
required to upgrade switches, increase trunking, and rework billing and provisioning systems.109   




42. Discussion.  We seek comment on how to facilitate wireless-to-wireline porting where there 
is a mismatch between the rate center associated with the wireless number and the rate center in which the 
wireline carrier seeks to serve the customer.  Some wireline commenters contend that requiring porting 
between wireline and wireless carriers where the wireless carrier does not have a point of interconnection 
or numbering resources in the rate center creates a competitive disparity because wireline carriers would 
not have the same flexibility to offer porting to wireless customers whose numbers are not associated with 
the wireline rate center.  We seek comment on the technical impediments associated with requiring 
wireless-to-wireline LNP when the location of the wireline facilities serving the customer requesting the 
port is not in the rate center where the wireless number is assigned.  We seek comment on whether 
technical impediments exist to such an extent as to make wireless-to-wireline porting under such 
circumstances technically infeasible. Commenters that contend there are technical implications should 
specifically describe them, including any upgrades to switches, network facilities, or operational support 
systems that would be necessary.  Commenters should also provide detailed information on the magnitude 
of the cost of such upgrades along with documentation of the estimated costs.  We also seek comment on 
whether the benefits associated with offering wireless-to-wireline porting would outweigh the costs 
associated with making any necessary upgrades.  We seek comment on the expected demand for wireless-
to-wireline porting.  We note that wireline customers who decide to port their numbers to wireless carriers 
are able to port their numbers back to wireline carriers if they choose, because the numbers remain 
associated with their original rate centers. 




43. In addition to technical factors, we seek comment on whether there are regulatory 
requirements that prevent wireline carriers from porting wireless numbers when the rate center associated 
with the number and the customer’s physical location do not match.  Commenters that suggest such 
obstacles exist and result in a competitive disadvantage should submit proposals to address these 
impediments, as well as consider the collateral effect on other regulatory objectives as a result of these 
proposals.  We note that wireline carriers are not able to port a number to another wireline carrier if the 
rate center associated with the number does not match the rate center associated with the customer’s 




                                                      
105 See, e.g., Centurytel Comments on CTIA’s January 23rd Petition at 5-6; Fred Williams & Associates Comments 
on CTIA’s January 23rd Petition at 8; and SBC Comments on CTIA’s January 23rd Petition at 1. 




106 See, e.g., Qwest Oct. 9th Ex Parte; and Letter from Herschel L. Abbott, Jr., Vice President-Government Affairs, 
BellSouth to Michael K, Powell, Chairman, FCC (filed Oct. 14, 2003). 




107 Id. 




108 See Letter from Cronan O’Connell, Vice President-Federal Regulatory, Qwest to Marlene H. Dortch, Secretary, 
FCC (filed July 24, 2003) at 4-5 (Qwest July 24th Ex Parte); and SBC Aug. 29th  Ex Parte. 




109 See Qwest July 24th  Ex Parte at 4-5. 
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physical location.  We seek comment on whether wireless and wireline numbers should be treated 
differently in this regard.  We also seek comment on whether there are any potential adverse impacts to 
consumers resulting from wireless-to-wireline porting where the rate center associated with the wireless 
number is different from the rate center in which the wireline carrier seeks to serve the customer. 




44. In addition, we seek comment on whether there are other competitive issues that could affect 
our LNP requirements.  For example, to the extent that wireless-to-wireline porting may raise issues 
regarding the rating of calls to and from the ported number when the rate center of the ported number and 
the physical location of the customer do not match, we seek comment on the extent to which wireline 
carriers should absorb the cost of allowing the customer with a number ported from a wireless carrier to 
maintain the same local calling area that the customer had with the wireless service provider.  
Alternatively, we seek comment on the extent to which wireline carriers can serve customers with 
numbers ported from wireless carriers on a Foreign Exchange (FX) or virtual FX basis.110  A third option 
is for wireline carriers to seek rate design and rate center changes at the state level to establish larger 
wireline local calling areas.  We seek comment on the procedural, technical, financial, and regulatory 
implications of each of these approaches.   We also seek comment on the viability of each of these 
approaches and whether there are any alternative approaches to consider. 




B. Porting Interval 




45. Background.  Over the past several years, the NANC has studied the wireline porting interval 
and reviewed options for reducing the length of the interval for simple ports.111  In the Third Report on 
Wireless/Wireline Integration, the Local Number Portability Administration Working Group analyzed the 
elements of the wireline porting interval and investigated how reducing the length of the interval for 
simple ports would affect carriers’ operations.112  The report noted that reducing the porting interval 
would require wireline carriers to make significant changes to their operations.  First, reducing the porting 
interval would require wireline carriers to automate and make uniform the Local Service Request 
(LSR)/Local Service Request Confirmation (LSC) Firm Order Confirmation (FOC) process.113  In 
addition, the report indicated that wireline carriers would likely have to eliminate or adjust their batch 
processing operations.  The report noted that a change from batch processing to real time data processing 
would require in-depth system analysis of all business processes that use batch processing systems.114  
Based on its analysis of these and other challenges, the working group concluded that because most 
wireline carriers already found their processes and systems challenged to meet the current porting interval 
it was not feasible to reduce the length of the wireline porting interval for simple ports.115   




46. Because of the number and complexity of changes that would be required in the porting 
process for wireline carriers, the NANC was not able to reach consensus on reducing the porting interval 




                                                      
110 T-Mobile Comments on CTIA’s January 23rd Petition at 11. 




111 See Second Report on Wireless Wireline Integration; Third Report on Wireless Wireline Integration.   




112 See Third Report on Wireless Wireline Integration.  Simple ports are defined as those ports that: do not involve 
unbundled network elements, involve an account for a single line (porting a single line from a multi-line account is 
not a simple port), do not include complex switch translations (e.g., Centrex or Plexar, ISDN, AIN services, 
remote call forwarding, multiple services on the loop), may include CLASS features such as Caller ID, and do not 
include a reseller.  All other ports are considered “complex” ports. Id. at 6. 




113 Id. at 13. 




114 Id. at 13-14. 




115 Id. at 14. 
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to accommodate intermodal porting.116  The wireless industry expressed concern that the wireline four 
business day porting interval does not fit within its business model.117  In order to accommodate the 
wireless business model, the NANC attempted to shorten the porting interval for wireline-to-wireless 
ports by developing a process that will allow the wireless carrier to activate the port before the wireline 
carrier activates the disconnect in the Number Portability Administration Center (NPAC). This process 
results in a situation referred to as a “mixed service” condition, whereby the customer can make calls on 
both the wireline and wireless phones before the port is completed.  The NANC reported that this mixed 
service condition can result in misdirected callbacks in an emergency situation.118  That is, for example, if 
the emergency operator attempts to callback a person that made a call from the wireless phone, the call 
may be routed to the wireline phone.  The NANC consulted with the National Emergency Number 
Association and concluded that, while the mixed service condition is not desirable, the incidence of such 
is low and would not impede intermodal porting119 




47. LECs contend that their current porting interval cannot be reduced readily for intermodal 
porting, because it is necessary to support the complex systems and procedures of wireline carriers.120   
SBC, for example, explains that the current porting interval not only ensures that the porting out carrier 
correctly ports a number to the porting in carrier, but also that these carriers accurately update other 
systems, including E911, billing, and maintenance.121  Qwest notes that wireline carriers have longer 
porting intervals due to differences in network and system configurations.122  Qwest indicates that 
wireline carriers are often constrained by the provisioning of physical facilities (e.g., loops) to serve 
customers.123  Moreover, LECs contend, reducing the length of the current wireline porting interval would 
require them to make changes to many of their systems and would involve significant expense.124   




48. Wireless carriers argue that a reduced intermodal porting interval would encourage more 
consumers to use porting by eliminating confusion about the porting process.125  They argue that a 
reduced porting interval is technically achievable and that wireline carriers should be required to make the 




                                                      
116 Letter from John R. Hoffman, NANC Chair to Dorothy Attwood, Chief, Common Carrier Bureau (filed Nov. 
29, 2000). 




117 Wireline carriers are required to complete the LSR/FOC exchange within 24 hours and complete the port 
within three business days thereafter.  See North American Numbering Council Local Number Portability 
Selection Working Group Final Report and Recommendation to the FCC, Appendix E (rel. April 25, 1997).   See 
also Letter from John R. Hoffman, NANC Chair to Dorothy Attwood, Chief, Common Carrier Bureau (filed Nov. 
29, 2000). 




118 See Second Report on Wireless Wireline Integration. 




119 See Letter from John R. Hoffman, Chair, NANC to Dorothy Attwood, Chief, Common Carrier Bureau, FCC, 
dated Nov. 29, 2000. 




120 See letter from Kathleen Levitz, Vice President-Federal Regulatory, BellSouth to Marlene H. Dortch, 
Secretary, FCC, dated Oct. 15, 2003. 




121 SBC Aug. 29th  Ex Parte.  




122 Qwest Comments on CTIA’s May 13th Petition at 7. 




123 Id.  




124 Id. at 5. 




125 See, e.g.,  AT&T Wireless Comments on CTIA’s May 13th Petition at 3-6; Sprint Comments on CTIA’s May 
13th Petition at 6-12; and T-Mobile Comments on CTIA’s May 13th Petition at 7-9. 
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necessary changes to their systems.  At least one wireless carrier recognizes, however, that significant 
changes to LEC systems may be required to achieve reduced porting intervals.126  




49. Discussion.   Reducing the porting interval could benefit consumers by making it quicker for 
consumers to port their numbers.  To that end, wireless carriers intend to complete intramodal wireless 
ports within two and one-half hours.127  There, however, may be technical or practical impediments to 
requiring wireline carriers to achieve shorter porting intervals for intermodal porting.  We seek comment 
on whether we should reduce the current wireline four business day porting interval for intermodal 
porting.  If so, what porting interval should we adopt?  Commenters proposing a shorter porting interval 
should specify what adjustments should be made to the LNP process flows developed by the NANC.128  
For example, the wireline NANC LNP Process Flows establish that the FOC must be finalized within 24 
hours of receiving the port request.129   Specific time periods are also established for other steps within the 
porting process that may require adjustment in the event that a shorter porting interval is adopted.   




50. We also seek comment on whether adjustments to the NPAC processes, including interfaces 
and porting triggers, would be required.130  In addition, we seek comment on the risks, if any, associated 
with reducing the porting interval for intermodal porting.  We seek comment on an appropriate transition 
period in the event a shorter porting interval is adopted, during which time carriers can modify and test 
their systems and procedures.    




51. We seek input from the NANC on reducing the interval for intermodal porting.  The NANC 
recommendation should include corresponding updates to the NANC LNP process flows and any 
recommendations on an appropriate transition period.  The NANC should provide its recommendations 
promptly as we intend to review the record and address this issue expeditiously.   




V. PROCEDURAL MATTERS 




A. Initial Regulatory Flexibility Analysis 




52. As required by the Regulatory Flexibility Act, see 5 U.S.C. § 603, the Commission has 
prepared an Initial Regulatory Flexibility Analysis (“IRFA”) of the possible significant economic impact 
on small entities of the proposals suggested in the Further Notice.  The IRFA is set forth in Appendix B.  
Written public comments are requested on the IRFA.  These comments must be filed in accordance with 
the same filing deadlines as comments filed in response to the Further Notice, and must have a separate 
and distinct heading designating them as responses to the IRFA. 




                                                      
126 See Sprint Comments on CTIA’s May 13th Petition. 




127 See First Report on Wireless Wireline Integration; North American Numbering Council Wireless Number 
Portability Subcommittee Report on Wireless Number Portability Technical, Operational, and Implementation 
Requirements Phase II, CC Docket No. 95-116 (filed Sept. 26, 2000); and ATIS Operations and Billing Forum, 
Wireless Intercarrier Communications: Interface Specification for Local Number Portability, Version 2, at § 2 p. 6 
(Jan. 2003). 




128 See Local Number Portability Selection Working Group Final Report and Recommendation to the FCC (rel. 
April 25, 1997). 




129 FOC, or Firm Order Confirmation refers to the response the old service provider sends to the new service 
provider upon receiving the new service provider’s request to port a number, setting a due time and date for the 
port. See Local Number Portability Selection Working Group Final Report and Recommendation to the FCC (rel. 
April 25, 1997). 




130 The NPAC, administered by NeuStar, operates and maintains the centralized databases associated with LNP.  
Interaction with the NPAC is required for all porting transactions.  
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B. Paperwork Reduction Analysis 




53. This Further Notice contains no new or revised information collections.   




C. Ex Parte Presentations 




54. This is a permit-but-disclose notice and comment rule making proceeding.  Members of the 
public are advised that ex parte presentations are permitted, provided they are disclosed under the 
Commission's Rules.131 




D. Comment Dates 




55. Pursuant to Sections 1.415 and 1.419 of the Commission's Rules, 47 C.F.R. §§ 1.415 and 
1.419, interested parties may file comments on or before twenty (20) days from the date of publication of 
this Further Notice in the Federal Register and reply comments thirty (30) days from the date of 
publication of this Further Notice in the Federal Register.  Comments may be filed using the 
Commission's Electronic Comment Filing System (ECFS) or by filing paper copies. 




56. Comments filed through the ECFS can be sent as an electronic file via the Internet to 
http://www.fcc.gov/e-file/ecfs.html.  Generally, only one copy of an electronic submission must be filed. 
If multiple docket or rulemaking numbers appear in the caption of this proceeding, however, commenters 
must transmit one electronic copy of the comments to each docket or rule making number referenced in 
the caption.  In completing the transmittal screen, commenters should include their full name, U.S. Postal 
Service mailing address, and the applicable docket or rulemaking number.  Parties may also submit an 
electronic comment by Internet e-mail.  To get filing instructions for e-mail comments, commenters 
should send an E-mail to ecfs@fcc.gov, and should including the following words in the body of the 
message, "get form <your e-mail address>."  A sample form and directions will be sent in reply. 




57. Parties who choose to file by paper must file an original and four copies of each filing.  If 
more than one docket or rule making number appear in the caption of this proceeding, commenters must 
submit two additional copies for each additional docket or rule making number.  Filings can be sent by 
hand or messenger delivery, by commercial overnight courier, or by first-class or overnight U.S. Postal 
Service mail (although we continue to experience delays in receiving U.S. Postal Service mail).  The 
Commission’s contractor, Natek, Inc., will receive hand-delivered or messenger-delivered paper filings 
for the Commission’s Secretary at 236 Massachusetts Avenue, N.E., Suite 110, Washington, DC  20002.  
The filing hours at this location are 8:00 a.m. to 7:00 p.m.  All hand deliveries must be held together with 
rubber bands or fasteners.  Any envelopes must be disposed of before entering the building. Commercial 
overnight mail (other than U.S. Postal Service Express Mail and Priority Mail) must be sent to 9300 East 
Hampton Drive, Capitol Heights, MD  20743.  U.S. Postal Service first-class mail, Express Mail, and 
Priority Mail should be addressed to 445 12th Street, SW, Washington, DC  20554.  All filings must be 
addressed to the Commission’s Secretary, Office of the Secretary, Federal Communications Commission.  
Comments and reply comments will be available for public inspection during regular business hours in 
the FCC Reference Center of the Federal Communications Commission, Room TW-A306, 445 12th 
Street, S.W., Washington, D.C.  20554. 




58. Parties who choose to file by paper should also submit their comments on diskette.  These 
diskettes should be submitted to the Commission's Secretary, Marlene H. Dortch, Office of the Secretary, 
Federal Communications Commission.  The Commission’s contractor, Natek, Inc., will receive hand-
delivered or messenger-delivered diskette filings for the Commission’s Secretary at 236 Massachusetts 
Avenue, N.E., Suite 110, Washington, DC  20002.  The filing hours at this location are 8:00 a.m. to 7:00 
p.m.  All hand deliveries must be held together with rubber bands or fasteners.  Any envelopes must be 
                                                      
131 See generally 47 C.F.R. §§ 1.1202, 1.1203, 1.1206(a). 
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disposed of before entering the building. Commercial overnight mail (other than U.S. Postal Service 
Express Mail and Priority Mail) must be sent to 9300 East Hampton Drive, Capitol Heights, MD  20743.  
U.S. Postal Service first-class mail, Express Mail, and Priority Mail should be addressed to:  445 12th 
Street, SW, Washington, DC  20554.  All filings must be addressed to the Commission’s Secretary, 
Office of the Secretary, Federal Communications Commission.  Such a submission should be on a 3.5-
inch diskette formatted in an IBM compatible format using Word for Windows or compatible software.  
The diskette should be accompanied by a cover letter and should be submitted in "read only" mode.  The 
diskette should be clearly labeled with the commenter's name, the docket number of this proceeding, type 
of pleading (comment or reply comment), date of submission, and the name of the electronic file on the 
diskette.  The label should also include the following phrase "Disk Copy - Not an Original."  Each 
diskette should contain only one party's pleading, preferably in a single electronic file.  In addition, 
commenters must send diskette copies to the Commission's copy contractor, Qualex International, Portals 
II, 445 12th Street, S.W., Room CY-B402, Washington, D.C.  20554. 




59. Accessible formats (computer diskettes, large print, audio recording and Braille) are available 
to persons with disabilities by contacting Brian Millin, of the Consumer & Governmental Affairs Bureau, 
at (202)418-7426, TTY (202) 418-7365, or at bmillin@fcc.gov.  This Further Notice can be downloaded 
in ASCII Text format at:  http://www.fcc.gov/wtb. 




E. Further Information 




60. For further information concerning this Further Notice of Proposed Rulemaking, contact: 
Jennifer Salhus, Attorney Advisor, Policy Division, Wireless Telecommunications Bureau, at (202) 418-
1310 (voice) or (202) 418-1169 (TTY) or Pam Slipakoff, Attorney Advisor, Telecommunications Access 
Policy Division, Wireline Competition Bureau at (202) 418-1500 (voice) or (202) 418-0484 (TTY). 




VI. ORDERING CLAUSES 




61. Accordingly, IT IS ORDERED THAT, pursuant to sections 4(i) and 10 of the 
Communications Act of 1934, as amended, 47 U.S.C. sections 154(i) and 160, the Petitions for 
Declaratory Ruling filed by CTIA on January 23, 2003, and May 13, 2003, are GRANTED to the extent 
stated herein. 




62. IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that the Commission’s Consumer and Governmental Affairs 
Bureau, Reference Information Center, SHALL SEND a copy of this Notice, including the Initial 
Regulatory Flexibility Analysis, to the Chief Counsel for Advocacy of the Small Business 
Administration. 




    FEDERAL COMMUNICATIONS COMMISSION 
 
 
 
 
    Marlene H. Dortch 




Secretary
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APPENDIX A 
 




List of Parties 
 
 




A. January 23rd Petition 
 
Comments 




 
ALLTEL 
AT&T 
AT&T Wireless 
BellSouth 
California Public Utilities Commission (CA PUC) 
CenturyTel, Inc. 
Fred Williamson & Associates 
Illinois Citizens Utility Board 
Independent Alliance  
Michigan Exchange Carriers Association 
Midwest Wireless 
National Exchange Carrier Association and National Telephone Cooperative Association (NECA & 
NTCA) 
Nebraska Rural Independent Companies 
New York State Department of Public Service (NY DPS) 
Nextel 
Ohio Public Utilities Commission (Ohio PUC) 
Organization for the Promotion and Advancement of Small Telecommunications Companies 
(OPASTCO) 
Rural Telecommunications Group (RTG) 
SBC 
TCA, Inc 
Texas 911 Agencies 
T-Mobile 
United States Telecom Association (USTA) 
United States Cellular (US Cellular) 
WorldCom 
 
Reply Comments 
 
AT&T 
AT&T Wireless 
BellSouth 
CA PUC 
Cingular Wireless 
CTIA 
Fred Williamson & Associates 
McLeod USA Telecommunications Services 
Mid-Missouri Cellular 
Bernie Moskal 
South Dakota Telecommunications Association 
Sprint 
T-Mobile 
USTA 
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Valor Telecommunications Enterprises 
Virgin Mobile 
 
B. May 13th Petition 
 
Comments 
 
ALLTEL 
AT&T  
AT&T Wireless 
BellSouth 
CA PUC 
Cincinnati Bell Wireless 
Cingular Wireless 
City of New York 
First Cellular of Southern Illinois 
Illinois Citizens Utility Board 
Independent Alliance 
Missouri Independent Telephone Group 
Nebraska Public Service Commission 
NENA 
Nextel 
Ohio PUC 
OPASTCO 
Qwest 
Rural Cellular Association 
Rural Iowa Independent Telephone Association 
RTG 
SBC 
Sprint  
T-Mobile 
Triton PCS 
USTA 
Verizon 
Verizon Wireless 
Virgin Mobile 
Western Wireless 
Wireless Consumers Alliance 
 
Reply Comments 
 
ALLTEL 
ALTS 
AT&T 
AT&T Wireless 
Cellular Mobile Systems of St. Cloud, LLC 
Cingular Wireless 
CTIA 
ENMR-Plateau 
Illinois Citizens Utility Board 
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Missouri Independent Telephone Group 
NTCA 
NTELOS Inc. 
T-Mobile 
South Dakota Telecommunications Association 
Sprint 
US Cellular 
USTA 
Verizon 
Verizon Wireless 
XIT Cellular 
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APPENDIX B 
 




Initial Regulatory Flexibility Analysis 
Further Notice of Proposed Rulemaking 




CC Docket No. 95-116 
 




1. As required by the Regulatory Flexibility Act, as amended (RFA),132 the Commission has 
prepared this Initial Regulatory Flexibility Analysis (IRFA) of the possible significant economic impact 
on a substantial number of small entities by the policies and rules proposed in this Further Notice of 
Proposed Rulemaking (Further Notice), CC Docket No. 95-116.  Written public comments are requested 
on this IRFA.  Comments must be identified as responses to the IRFA and must be filed by the deadlines 
for comments on the Further Notice.  The Commission will send a copy of the Further Notice, including 
this IRFA, to the Chief Counsel for Advocacy of the Small Business Administration.  See 5 U.S.C. § 
603(a).  In addition, the Further Notice and IRFA (or summaries thereof) will be published in the Federal 
Register.133 




A. Need for, and Objectives of, the Proposed Rules 




2. The Further Notice seeks comment on how to facilitate wireless-to-wireline porting where the 
rate center associated with the wireless number and the rate center in which the wireline carrier seeks to 
serve the customer do not match.  The Further Notice also seeks comment on whether the Commission 
should reduce the current four-business day porting interval for intermodal porting.   




B. Legal Basis for Proposed Rules 
 




3. The proposed action is authorized under Section 52.23 of the Commission’s rules, 47 C.F.R. 
§ 52.23, and in Sections 1, 3, 4(i), 201, 202, 251 of the Communications Act of 1934, as amended, 47 
U.S.C. §§ 151, 153, 154(i), 201-202, and 251. 




C.    Description and Estimate of the Number of Small Entities To Which the Proposed Rules 
Will Apply 




4. The RFA directs agencies to provide a description of and, where feasible, an estimate of the 
number of small entities that may be affected by the proposed rules, if adopted.134  The RFA generally 
defines the term “small entity” as having the same meaning as the terms “small business,” “small 
organization,” and “small governmental jurisdiction.”135  In addition, the term “small business” has the 
same meaning as the term “small business concern” under Section 3 of the Small Business Act.136  
Under the Small business Act, a “small business concern” is one that:  (1) is independently owned and 
operated; (2) is not dominant in its field of operation; and (3) satisfies any additional criteria established 
                                                      
132 See 5 U.S.C. § 603.  The RFA, see 5 U.S.C. §§ 601-612., has been amended by the Small Business Regulatory 
Enforcement Fairness Act of 1996 (SBREFA), Pub. L. No. 104-121, Title II, 110 Stat. 857 (1996).  




133  See 5 U.S.C. § 603(a) 




134  See 5 U.S.C. § 603(b)(3). 




135 5 U.S.C. § 601(6). 




136 5 U.S.C. § 601(3) (incorporating by reference the definition of “small business concern” in the Small Business 
Act, 15 U.S.C. § 632).  Pursuant to 5 U.S.C. § 601(3), the statutory definition of a small business applies “unless 
an agency, after consultation with the Office of Advocacy of the Small Business Administration and after 
opportunity for public comment , establishes one or more definitions of such term which are appropriate to the 
activities of the agency and publishes such definitions(s) in the Federal Register.” 
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by the Small Business Administration (SBA).137  A small organization is generally “any not-for-profit 
enterprise which is independently owned and operated and is not dominant in its field.”138  Nationwide, as 
of 1992, there were approximately 275,801 small organizations.139 




5. Incumbent Local Exchange Carriers.  We have included small incumbent local exchange 
carriers LECs in this RFA analysis.  As noted above, a "small business" under the RFA is one that, inter 
alia, meets the pertinent small business size standard (e.g., a telephone communications business having 
1,500 or fewer employees), and "is not dominant in its field of operation."140  The SBA's Office of 
Advocacy contends that, for RFA purposes, small incumbent LECs are not dominant in their field of 
operation because any such dominance is not "national" in scope.141  We have therefore included small 
incumbent LECs in this RFA analysis, although we emphasize that this RFA action has no effect on the 
Commission's analyses and determinations in other, non-RFA contexts.   According to the FCC’s Telephone 
Trends Report data, 1,337 incumbent local exchange carriers reported that they were engaged in the 
provision of local exchange services.142  Of these 1,337 carriers, an estimated 1,032 have 1,500 or fewer 
employees and 305 have more than 1,500 employees.143   




6. Competitive Local Exchange Carriers.  Neither the Commission nor the SBA has 
developed a specific small business size standard for providers of competitive local exchange services.  
The closest applicable size standard under the SBA rules is for Wired Telecommunications Carriers.  
Under that standard, such a business is small if it has 1,500 or fewer employees. 144   According to the FCC's 
Telephone Trends Report data, 609 companies reported that they were engaged in the provision of either 
competitive access provider services or competitive local exchange carrier services.145  Of these 609 
companies, an estimated 458 have 1,500 or fewer employees and 151 have more than 1,500 employees.146  




7. Wireless Service Providers.  The SBA has developed a size standard for small businesses 
within the two separate categories of Cellular and Other Wireless Telecommunications or Paging.  Under 




                                                      
137 15 U.S.C. § 632. 




138 Id. § 601(4). 




139 Department of Commerce, U.S. Bureau of the Census, 1992 Economic Census, Table 6 (special tabulation of 
data under contract to Office of Advocacy of the U.S. Small Business Administration). 




140  5 U.S.C. § 601(3). 




141  See Letter from Jere W. Glover, Chief Counsel for Advocacy, SBA, to Chairman William E. Kennard, FCC 
(May 27, 1999).  The Small Business Act contains a definition of "small business concern," which the RFA 
incorporates into its own definition of "small business."  See 5 U.S.C. § 632(a) (Small Business Act); 5 U.S.C. 
601(3) (RFA).  SBA regulations interpret "small business concern" to include the concept of dominance on a 
national basis.  13 C.F.R. § 121.102(b).    




142  FCC, Wireline Competition Bureau, Industry Analysis and Technology Division, Trends in Telephone Service, 
at Table 5.3, p 5-5 (Aug. 2003) (Telephone Trends Report). 




143  Id. 




144  13 C.F.R. § 121.201, NAICS code 513310.   




145  Telephone Trends Report, Table 5.3. 




146  Id. 
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that standard, such a business is small if it has 1,500 or fewer employees.147  According to the FCC's 
Telephone Trends Report data, 719 companies reported that they were engaged in the provision of 
wireless telephony.148  Of these 719 companies, an estimated 294 have 1,500 or fewer employees and 425 
have more than 1,500 employees.  




D. Description of Projected Reporting, Recordkeeping, and Other Compliance Requirements 
for Small Entities. 
 




8. To address concerns regarding wireline carriers’ ability to compete for wireless customers 
through porting, future rules may change wireline porting guidelines.  In addition, future rules may 
require wireline carriers to reduce the length of the current wireline porting interval for ports to wireless 
carriers.   These potential changes may impose new obligations and costs on carriers.149  Commenters 
should discuss whether such changes would pose an unreasonable burden on any group of carriers, 
including small entity carriers.   




E. Steps Taken to Minimize Significant Economic Impact on Small Entities, and Significant 
Alternatives Considered 
 




9. The RFA requires an agency to describe any significant alternatives that it has considered in 
reaching its proposed approach, which may include the following four alternatives (among others):  (1) 
the establishment of differing compliance or reporting requirements or timetables that take into account 
the resources available to small entities; (2) the clarification, consolidation, or simplification of 
compliance or reporting requirements under the rule for small entities; (3) the use of performance, rather 
than design, standards; and (4) an exemption from coverage of the rule, or any part thereof, for small 
entities.150 




10. The Further Notice reflects the Commission’s concern about the implications of its regulatory 
requirements on small entities.  Particularly, the Further Notice seeks comment on the concern that 
wireline carriers, including small wireline carriers, have expressed that permitting wireless carriers to port 
numbers wherever their rate center overlaps the rate center in which the number is assigned would give 
wireless carriers an unfair competitive advantage over wireline carriers.   Wireline carriers contend that 
while permitting porting outside of wireline rate center boundaries may facilitate widespread wireline-to-
wireless porting, wireless-to-wireline porting can only occur in cases where the wireless customer is 
physically located in the wireline rate center associated with the phone number.  If the customer’s 
physical location is outside the rate center associated with the number, porting the number to a wireline 
telephone at the customer’s location could result in calls to and from that number being rated as toll calls.  
As a result, LECs assert, they are effectively precluded from offering wireless-to-wireline porting to those 
wireless subscribers who are not located in the wireline rate center associated with their wireless numbers. 




11.   The Further Notice seeks comment on how to facilitate wireless-to-wireline porting when 
the location of the wireline facilities serving the customer requesting the port is not in the rate center 
where the wireless number is assigned.  The Further Notice seeks comment on whether there are technical 
or regulatory obstacles that prevent wireline carriers from porting-in wireless numbers when the rate 
center associated with the number and the customer’s physical location do not match.  The Further Notice 
                                                      
147  13 C.F.R. § 121.201, NAICS code 513322. 




148  Telephone Trends Report, Table 5.3. 




149 See e.g., Further Notice, paras. 41, 48-49. 




150 See 5 U.S.C. § 603. 
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asks commenters that contend that such obstacles exist and result in a competitive disadvantage to submit 
proposals to mitigate these obstacles.   




12. In addition, the Further Notice seeks comment on alternative methods to facilitate wireless-
to-wireline porting.  To the extent that wireless-to-wireline porting may raise issues regarding the rating 
of calls to and from the ported number when the rate center of the ported number and the physical 
location of the customer do not match, the Further Notice seeks comment on the extent to which wireline 
carriers should absorb the cost of allowing the customers with a number ported from a wireless carrier to 
maintain the same local calling area that the customer had with the wireless service provider.  
Alternatively, the Further Notice seeks comment about whether wireline carriers may serve customers 
with numbers ported from wireless carriers on a Foreign Exchange (FX) or Virtual FX basis. The Further 
Notice seeks comment on the procedural, technical, and regulatory implications of each of these 
approaches.  These questions provide an excellent opportunity for small entity commenters and others 
concerned with small entity issues to describe their concerns and propose alternative approaches.   




13. The Further Notice also seeks comment about whether the Commission should require 
wireline carriers to reduce the length of the current wireline porting interval for ports to wireless carriers.  
The Further Notice analyzes the current wireline porting interval and seeks comment about whether there 
are technical or practical impediments to requiring wireline carriers to achieve shorter porting intervals 
for intermodal porting.  The Further Notice recognizes that, if a reduced porting interval was adopted, 
carriers may need additional time to modify and test their systems and procedures.  Accordingly, the 
Further Notice seeks comment on an appropriate transition period in the event a shorter porting interval is 
adopted. 




14. Throughout the Further Notice, the Commission emphasizes in its request for comment, the 
individual impacts on carriers as well as the critical competition goals at the core of this proceeding.  The 
Commission will consider all of the alternatives contained not only in the Further Notice, but also in the 
resultant comments, particularly those relating to minimizing the effect on small businesses.   




F. Federal Rules that Overlap, Duplicate, or Conflict with the Proposed Rules 
 




15. None.
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SEPARATE STATEMENT OF 
CHAIRMAN MICHAEL K. POWELL 




 
Re:  In re Telephone Number Portability; CTIA Petitions for Declaratory Ruling on Wireline-




Wireless Porting Issues; CC Docket No. 95-116 
 
 After today it’s easier than ever to cut the cord.   By firmly endorsing a customer’s right 
to untether themselves from the wireline network – and take their telephone number with them – 
we act to eliminate impediments to competition between wireless and wireline services.  
Seamless wireline-to-wireless porting is another landmark on the path to full fledged facilities-
based competition.   
 
 Our action promises significant consumer benefits for wireline and wireless customers.  I 
have heard the concerns expressed by some wireline providers that wireline network architectures 
and state-imposed rate centers complicate number portability.  This proceeding has undoubtedly 
focused the Commission’s attention on these issues.  State regulators have long been champions 
of local number portability and I appreciate their support.  I look forward, however, to working 
with my colleagues in the states to remove additional barriers to inter-modal local number 
portability such as the difficulty of some providers to consolidate rate centers to more accurately 
match wireless carrier service areas.  
 
 In the end, the consumer benefits associated with inter-modal LNP convince me that the 
time for Commission action is now.  No doubt there will be some bumps in the road to 
implementation, but I trust that carriers will use their best efforts to ensure consumers have the 
highest quality experience possible.  I look forward to the Commission’s November 24th trigger 
for this obligation and to working with my colleagues to ensure that full wireline to wireless 
portability is a reality for all consumers everywhere.  
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SEPARATE STATEMENT OF  
COMMISSIONER KATHLEEN Q. ABERNATHY 




 
Re:  Telephone Number Portability – CTIA Petitions for Declaratory Ruling on Wireline-
Wireless Porting Issues, CC Docket No. 95-116  




 
 This Order removes the final roadblocks to implementing wireline-to-wireless number 
portability, which is an important step in facilitating intermodal competition.  The Commission 
mandated local number portability (LNP) within and across the wireline and wireless platforms, 
where technically feasible, with the goal of maximizing consumer choice.  As of November 24, 
2003, this goal will become a reality:  Most consumers who seek to switch wireless providers or 
to move from a local exchange carrier to a wireless carrier will be able to retain their existing 
telephone numbers.  While I expressed sympathy in the past to arguments that the November 24 
deadline was premature, our present focus must be on implementation, and the foregoing Order 
provides much-needed clarity regarding the parties’ obligations. 
 
 I recognize that wireline network architecture and state rating requirements will prevent 
many (if not most) consumers from porting wireless numbers to wireline carriers.  Although, in 
the short term, wireline carriers will have more limited opportunities to benefit from intermodal 
LNP than wireless carriers will, I was simply not willing to block consumers from taking 
advantage of the porting opportunities that are technologically feasible today.  I am hopeful that 
existing obstacles to wireless-to-wireline porting will be addressed as expeditiously as possible 
through technological upgrades and, where necessary, state regulatory changes. 
 
 Finally, I am pleased that the Commission is stepping up its consumer outreach efforts on 
the issues of wireless and intermodal LNP.  To this end, I commend the recent proactive efforts of 
the Wireless Telecommunications Bureau and the Consumer and Government Bureau to educate 
the public about our LNP rules.  I am also pleased with the recent efforts of industry to reach out 
to consumers so that they understand what number-porting opportunities are available to them.  
For consumers to benefit from our expanded LNP regime, it is imperative for them to have 
sufficient information to make the most appropriate choices for themselves.
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SEPARATE STATEMENT OF 
COMMISSIONER MICHAEL J. COPPS 




 
Re: Telephone Number Portability CTIA Petitions for Declaratory Ruling 
 on Wireline-Wireless Porting Issues (CC Docket No. 95-116) 




 
With today’s action, consumers are assured that intermodal telephone number portability 




will begin, at last, to become a reality later this month.  After numerous delays, consumers are on 
the verge of enjoying the significant new ability to take their current telephone numbers with 
them when they switch between carriers and technologies.  This gives consumers much sought-
after flexibility and it provides further competitive stimulus to telephone industry competition.  
This makes it a win-win situation for consumers and businesses alike. 
 




It was some seven years ago, in the 1996 Act, when Congress recognized that the ability 
of consumers to retain their phone numbers when switching providers would facilitate the 
development of competition.  Congress instructed us to get this job done and to use “technical 
feasibility” as our guide in making sure the vision became reality.  This we have labored mightily 
to do.  As a result, American consumers will be able to take their digits with them, unimpeded by 
the hassle, loss of identity and attendant expenses that until now have accompanied switching 
between service providers and technologies.   
 




The bulk of the problems accompanying the challenge of porting numbers are behind us 
now.  A very limited few remain and these are the subject of the Further Notice of Proposed 
Rulemaking also approved today.  I am confident that these can be handled expeditiously if all 
interested parties work together.  Similarly, any minor implementation problems that develop 
should be amenable to swift and cooperative corrective actions.  It has taken considerable 
cooperation to bring us to this important point, and I believe consumer support for porting will 
encourage all parties to reach quick resolution of the few remaining challenges.   




 
Finally, it is difficult to see how we are ever going to have true intermodal competition in 




the telephone industry apart from initiatives like the one we embark on today.  Intermodal 
competition always receives strong rhetorical support.  Today it gets some action, too.
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SEPARATE STATEMENT OF  
COMMISSIONER KEVIN J . MARTIN 




 
 
Re: Telephone Number Portability, CTIA Petitions for Declaratory Ruling on Wireline-




Wireless Porting Issues, Memorandum Opinion and Order and Further Notice of 
Proposed Rulemaking, CC Docket No. 95-116 




 
 I am pleased to support this item because it provides important consumer benefits by 
promoting competition in the wireline telephone market.  One of the primary reasons I supported 
wireless local number portability is the additional competition it is likely to encourage in the 
wireline market.  See Press Statement of Commissioner Kevin J. Martin on the Commission’s 
Decision on Verizon’s Petition for Permanent Forbearance from Wireless Local Number 
Portability Rules (July 16, 2002).  As I stated last year, the ability to transfer a wireline phone 
number to a wireless phone is an important part of ensuring that competition with wireline phones 
continues to grow.  I am glad that today the full Commission agrees. 
 
 I am disappointed, however, that the Commission was not able to provide this guidance 
until weeks before the LNP requirement is scheduled to take effect.  The Commission has an 
obligation to minimize the burdens our regulations place on carriers, and I wish we had provided 
the guidance in this Order considerably sooner.  
 
 Finally, I recognize that LNP – although very important for consumers – places real 
burdens on the carriers, particularly the small and rural carriers.  Accordingly, I support the 
decision to waive our full porting requirements until May 24, 2004, for wireline carriers operating 
in areas outside of the largest 100 MSAs.  I am also pleased that we emphasize that those wireline 
carriers may file waiver requests if they need additional time.  
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SEPARATE STATEMENT OF 
COMMISSIONER JONATHAN S. ADELSTEIN 




 
Re:  In re Telephone Number Portability; CTIA Petitions for Declaratory Ruling on Wireline-




Wireless Porting Issues; CC Docket No. 95-116 
 
I am pleased to support this Order because it clarifies that our rules and policies provide for 
enhanced number portability opportunities for American consumers.  Specifically, we enable 
consumers to port their wireline telephone numbers to local wireless service providers.  We also 
affirm that wireless carriers are required to port telephone numbers to wireline carriers but 
recognize that wireline carriers are only able to receive those numbers from wireless carriers on a 
limited basis.  Finally, we rightly seek comment on how to deal with these limitations and further 
facilitate wireless-to-wireline porting. 
 
I believe that our decision is consistent with Section 251(b) of the Communications Act, which 
requires local exchange carriers (LECs) to provide local number portability to the extent 
technically feasible.  However, I do recognize that there may be certain limitations on the ability 
of the nations’ smallest LECs to technically provide local number portability.  In this regard, I am 
extremely pleased we made the decision to waive until May 24, 2004, the requirement of LECs 
operating in areas outside of the largest 100 MSAs to port numbers to wireless carriers that do not 
have a point of interconnection or numbering resource in the rate center where the LEC 
customer’s wireline number is provisioned. 
 
I recognize that there may be other compelling circumstances that make it disproportionately 
difficult for these same LECs to provide full number portability.  Consequently, I am pleased we 
agreed to the language in the item recognizing that those wireline carriers may need to file 
additional waivers of our LNP requirement. 
 
I remain concerned, however, that today’s clarification of our LNP rules and obligations will 
exacerbate the so-called “rating and routing” problem for wireless calls that are rated local, but 
are in fact carried outside of wireline rate centers.  While I appreciate the language in the Order 
that clarifies that ported numbers must remain rated to the original rate center, the rating and 
routing issue continues to remain unresolved for rural wireline carriers as well as neighboring 
LECs and the wireless carriers whose calls are being carried.  I believe that we must redouble our 
efforts to resolve this critical intercarrier compensation issue as quickly and comprehensively as 
possible. 
 
Finally, I take very seriously the concerns of those wireline carriers that have argued wireline-to-
wireless number portability should be limited pending the resolution of issues associated with full 
wireless-to-wireline porting.  While I do not believe that these concerns outweigh the very 
significant benefits to American consumers that our clarification provides today, I do want to 
highlight my keen interest in working both with industry and the Chairman and my fellow 
Commissioners on solutions to address this inequity.  The Commission should constantly strive to 
level the proverbial playing field, and the situation presented by our LNP rules and policies 
should not be any different. 
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LNP Problem/Issue Identification and Description Form




Submittal Date (mm/dd/yyyy):  10/30/2006




PIM 58 v3



Company(s) Submitting Issue:     BellSouth and Verizon



Contact(s):  Name                       Ron Steen           /      Gary Sacra




         Contact Number    205-988-6615     /     410-736-7756




         Email Address   ron.steen@bellsouth.com  /  gary.m.sacra@verizon.com 



(NOTE: Submitting Company(s) is to complete this section of the form along with Sections 1, 2 and 3.)




1. Problem/Issue Statement: (Brief statement outlining the problem/issue.)




Some end users are unable to port their telephone numbers because the NXX code is not opened for portability in the NPAC SMS.  Usually, this can be resolved by communication between the two service providers.  However, in some cases the old service provider (OSP) contacts are not available, or the OSP refuses to make the code portable.  



2. Problem/Issue Description: (Provide detailed description of problem/issue.)




A.   Examples & Impacts of Problem/Issue: 



In a situation encountered recently, a new service provider (NSP) attempted to port a telephone number but found that the NXX code was not opened for portability in the NPAC SMS.  The NSP had sent an LSR and received an FOC, but when they attempted to create a pending SV at the NPAC SMS it was rejected because the code had not been opened.  The NXX was shown as portable in the LERG, the owner had ported in telephone numbers, and in fact the NXX in question was being used as an LRN.  Attempts to contact the NXX owner by both the NSP and NPAC Administrator were futile.  The issue was resolved after about 2 months by contacting the state PUC.  The PUC ordered the old carrier to make the NXX portable in the NPAC SMS.



B.   Frequency of Occurrence: __________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________




C. NPAC Regions Impacted:




 Canada___ Mid Atlantic ___ Midwest___ Northeast___ Southeast___ Southwest___ Western___     




 West Coast___  ALL_X_



D.  Rationale why existing process is deficient: 




An NXX code can only be made portable by the owner.  This is correct and appropriate when service providers adhere to LNP rules and procedure.  But when a service provider is uncooperative (for whatever reason), the subscriber ends up in a situation where they cannot port their telephone number.




E.   Identify action taken in other committees / forums: __________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________




F.   Any other descriptive items: __________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________




3. Suggested Resolution: 




Develop a procedure, with appropriate checks and balances, to allow the NPAC Administrator to make an NXX portable when a service provider is unavailable or non-cooperative.  



Individual circumstances may vary depending on the situation.  In some cases, the NXX may have been opened for portability in the LERG but not in the NPAC SMS.  In other cases, the NXX may not have been opened for portability in the LERG or the NPAC SMS.  It may be that if the NSP or the NPAC Administrator contacts the OSP, the situation will be resolved.  But in those situations where the OSP can’t be contacted or refuses to cooperate, the following procedure should be followed:



1.  The NSP should document attempts to contact the OSP to request that the NXX be opened in the NPAC SMS.  



2.  If the NSP attempts to make contact are unsuccessful, the NSP should contact the NPAC Administrator.  The NPAC Administrator should attempt to contact the OSP to request that the code be opened in the NPAC SMS.  Attempts should be documented.



3.  If neither the NSP nor the NPAC Administrator can make contact with the OSP or if the OSP refuses to cooperate, the NSP should contact the appropriate regulatory authorities for assistance.  The NSP should provide details to the regulatory authority including the Service Provider Identification (SPID) of the OSP who should have opened the code.



4.  The regulatory authority may convince the OSP to open the code, or may authorize the NPAC Administrator to open the code to portability in the NPAC SMS.  Any such authorization directed to the NPAC Administrator shall include the NSP-provided SPID of the code holder under which the code shall be opened in the NPAC.  Upon receipt of such regulatory authorization, the NPAC Administrator shall proceed with opening the code in the NPAC SMS.




5.  The OSP should have the LERG updated to show the code as portable if it does not already do so.




LNPA WG: (only)




Item Number: PIM 58 v3



Issue Resolution Referred to: _________________________________________________________



Why Issue Referred: __________________________________________________________________ ____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
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LNP Problem/Issue Identification and Description Form




Submittal Date (mm/dd/yyyy):  _03___ /__07___/ _2007___                       PIM 60



Company(s) Submitting Issue:_Socket Telecom, LLC_______________________




Contact(s):  Name ____Matt Kohly__________________________





         Contact Number 573_/_777_/_1991, ext. 551___ ___





         Email Address   rmkohly@sockettlecom.com______________________




(NOTE: Submitting Company(s) is to complete this section of the form along with Sections 1, 2 and 3.)




1. Problem/Issue Statement: (Brief statement outlining the problem/issue.)




Socket Telecom (“Socket”) is attempting to port numbers away from a LEC to serve a customer that wishes to change its local service provider.  Socket will be replacing the customer’s current local exchange service with a tariffed Out of Calling Scope Service (either Remote Call Forward or Foreign Exchange Service) in conjunction with Socket’s local exchange service.  The LEC that is currently serving the customer is refusing to port the number on the grounds that the definition of number portability as defined in Section 147 U.S.C. 151 (30) is specifically defined as excluding attempts to change the serving location of the customer.   The LEC is calling this “location portability” and is taking the position that it has no obligation to port a number if the customer’s service location will change as a result of the number port.




2. Problem/Issue Description: (Provide detailed description of problem/issue.)




A.   Examples & Impacts of Problem/Issue: ____




Socket is currently attempting to serve an Internet Service Provider that is trying to switch service providers in the Willow Springs exchange in Missouri.  The customer wants to retain its current phone number as part of the change in service providers.  




To meet the customer’s request, Socket placed an order to port that customer’s phone number using a coordinated hot cut
.   The customer’s current LEC placed the order in “Unworkable Status” and is refusing to port the Customer’s number.  When asked why they are not required to port the number, the response given is that it believes this port involves Location Portability as described above; it is not required to port this number.  The LEC is basing its opinion that location portability is involved on the fact that the customer’s service location will change as a result of the port.




Socket and LEC currently have an Interconnection Agreement that provides for the exchange of traffic, including the points of interconnection, and the rating and routing of traffic.    As the traffic rating and routing does not change as a result of the port, it is Socket’s view that this port does not involve geographic or location portability.  




It is true that the service location of the customer will change as a result of the port as Socket will replace the customer’s current local service with a tariffed Foreign Exchange component as part of the local exchange service it provides
.   Socket does not believe that service location is relevant to the issue of location portability or a carrier’s obligations related to number portability.  The customer’s current phone number will retain the same call rating properties as it has prior to the port.  In other words, the customer will retain the same local calling scope.  As such, calls currently placed to the customer that are rated as local prior to the port will continue to be rated as local after the port.  Call routing will change as a result of the number port due to the fact that the LEC serving the customer has changed.  However, the new call routing will be same whether Socket provides loop facilities to the physical location of the customer or replaces the customer’s service with a service that has a Foreign Exchange component.   In addition, traffic to the customer will route in the same manner regardless of whether Socket is able to port the customer’s current phone number or issues the customer a new number from Socket’s existing numbering resources assigned to the Willow Springs exchange.   In all instances, traffic will be exchanged between the LEC and Socket through the points of interconnection as required by the two companies’ interconnection agreement.  The location of the point of interconnection is the same regardless of whether the number is ported or Socket issues a new number to the customer. 




As the customer’s calling scope as well as traffic rating and routing does not change as a result of the port; it is Socket’s view that this port does not involve geographic or location portability.  




 ________________________________________________________________________________________




B.   Frequency of Occurrence: ____Each time Socket Telecom attempts to port a number that this LEC believes will result in Location Portability.   This has happened several times in the past and is expected to be an ongoing issue until it can be resolved.




____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________




C. NPAC Regions Impacted:




 Canada___ Mid Atlantic ___ Midwest_X_ Northeast___ Southeast___ Southwest___ Western___     




 West Coast___  ALL___




D.  Rationale why existing process is deficient: _____n/a__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________




E.   Identify action taken in other committees / forums: ______none________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________




F.   Any other descriptive items: 




__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________




3. Suggested Resolution: 




Socket is not seeking to have this particular dispute resolved by the LNPA working group.  Instead, Socket would like a recommendation from the LNPA working group as to whether the port described above constitutes geographic or location portability and whether, in the its opinion, a LEC is required to port the number in the situation described above. ______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________




LNPA WG: (only)




Item Number:  PIM 60



Issue Resolution Referred to: _________________________________________________________



Why Issue Referred: __________________________________________________________________ ____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________




� Socket previously placed an order to port the number using the automated Ten Digit Trigger (TDT) method.  Socket received a Firm Order Commitment within 24  hours.   The LEC did not challenge the port in NPAC.  On the due date of the port, Socket was contacted and informed that the ILEC would not port the number because it lacked sufficient facilities to transport calls to that number to the POI.  At the time, Socket had already completed the port at NPAC.   When companies met subsequently to address the facility issue, the LEC stated that a TDT could not be used for this port.  Additionally, Socket was informed that the LEC believed this port involved Location Portability and that it had no obligation, under Applicable Law, to port that number.   To date, this port remains completed at NPAC but the LEC is not routing non-queried calls to Socket for delivery to the customer. 




� While it may be generally presumed that a customer’s rate center designation will correspond with the customer’s physical location, Section 2.14 of Central Office Code Assignment Guideline published by ATIS recognizes that services such as Foreign Exchange Service are exceptions to this general premise
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March 8, 2007



TOPIC:




LNPA WG Position on Service Providers Not Returning Firm Order Confirmation (FOC) Within 24 Hours for Simple Port Requests 



Issue:



It has been brought to the attention of the Local Number Portability Administration Working Group (LNPA WG) that a number of Service Providers participating in local number portability are failing to comply with the requirement that all simple wireline and intermodal port requests shall be confirmed by the Old Service Provider (OSP) within 24 hours, excluding weekends and holidays.



Background/History:



The Firm Order Confirmation (FOC) process is defined by the Alliance for Telecommunications Industry Solutions (ATIS) Ordering and Billing Forum (OBF).  The timing requirements for return of the FOC are cited in a number of industry and regulatory documents, including the North American Numbering Council Local Number Portability Administration Working Group’s 3rd Report on Wireless Wireline Integration, dated September 30, 2000, which states, “An LSR is submitted by the NSP (New Service Provider) to the OSP (Old Service Provider).  When an LSR is submitted to the OSP, the OSP will return either an error message or a LSC (FOC).  SPs are required to provide a LSC/FOC within 24 hours of receiving a LSR.”  In addition, in Paragraph 49 of its Memorandum Opinion and Order and Further Notice of Proposed Rulemaking (FCC 03-284A1), adopted November 7, 2003, the FCC stated, “the wireline NANC LNP Process Flows establish that the FOC must be finalized within 24 hours of receiving the port request.”



Decisions/Recommendations




It is the LNPA WG’s position that the return of either the Firm Order Confirmation (FOC) in response to a valid Local Service Request (LSR), or an appropriate error message in response to an invalid LSR, by the Old Service Provider for a simple port request shall not exceed 24 hours, excluding weekends and holidays.




In submitting this Position Paper, the LNPA WG wishes to bring this issue to the attention of the NANC and the FCC.  The LNPA WG will place this issue and its position in its Number Portability Best Practices document.
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Change Order #41 Summary Report October 2006 




 
 
By the acceptance of Change Order #41, the FCC directed the national Pooling 
Administrator (PA) to perform a one-time scrub of the entire PAS database to reduce the 
likelihood that carriers will receive over-contaminated blocks, or incorrectly identified 
contaminated blocks in lieu of pristine blocks. Upon approval of that change order, the 
PA developed a project plan and timeline and began the process, which ultimately took 
over five months to complete.   
 
At the beginning of the project, there were 189,552 thousand-blocks available in PAS.   
As a first step, the PA queried the Pooling Administration System asking for information 
for all currently available or pending blocks, including NPA, NXX-X, and contamination 
status. 
 
The PA provided the list of those blocks to the NPAC in order to determine the 
contamination level for each block.  Once the NPAC provided the PA with the results, 
the PA compared the NPAC data against the block contamination status in PAS.  Out of 
the 189,552 available blocks, 10,758 (5.68%) resulted in a discrepancy, which meant that 
either PAS was incorrect or the NPAC was incorrect.  Also, out of the 10,758 available 
blocks, there were 506 blocks that appeared to be over 10% contaminated.  
 
Overall, 787 distinct OCNs were affected.  The PA spent several months contacting each 
carrier to determine if the data in PAS or in the NPAC needed to be updated, researching 
the legal viability of carriers that did not respond, negotiating between carriers for the 
disposition of over-contaminated blocks.  In cases where the PA received no responses 
from a carrier, the PA contacted the state regulators for assistance. 
 
Ultimately, the blocks were updated in either PAS or the NPAC.  Out of the 10,252 
available blocks, 89% of those blocks had an incorrect contamination status in PAS, 
which the PA updated on the carriers behalf; and the remaining 11% of those blocks were 
incorrect in the NPAC, which the carrier updated.  Out of the 506 blocks that appeared to 
be over 10% contaminated, roughly half of those blocks were removed from the pool, 
while the remaining blocks were updated with the correct contamination status in PAS. 
 
Also, the PA received several explanations from carriers for why there was a discrepancy 
between PAS and the NPAC.  These included:   




• Lack of communication between the carriers’ departments; 
• The SPs did not realize they needed to do intra-SP ports prior to donating blocks;  
• The SPs did not have a process in place to notify the PA when the contamination 




status of a previously donated block goes from contaminated to non-
contaminated;  




• Some SPs mistakenly believed that updating NRUF automatically updated the 
NPAC; and  















   
• Some SPs thought they could donate the block even though it was over 10% 




contaminated, if the numbers were ported to another carrier. 
 
In conclusion, this project took approximately five months to complete, and required 
several PA personnel to contact carriers and work with them on correcting the 
discrepancies in PAS and in the NPAC.   
 
PA Change Order #41 includes a recommendation that, “[o]ne year after the 
reconciliation has been completed; the NOWG and the PA will seek input from the 
industry as to any increase or decrease in the frequency in which SPs are encountering 
erroneous block contamination.”  We will work with the NOWG on this matter, and this 
information will be used to determine if the PA needs to conduct another PAS and NPAC 
reconciliation. 
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NANC – LNPA Working Group
                     
Problem/Issue Identification Document








LNP Problem/Issue Identification and Description Form




Submittal Date (mm/dd/yyyy): 01/17/2005




Company(s) Submitting Issue: Syniverse




Contact(s):  Name: Rob Smith





         Contact Number: 813.273.3319 




         Email Address: Robert.smith@syniverse.com




(NOTE: Submitting Company(s) is to complete this section of the form along with Sections 1, 2 and 3.)




1. Problem/Issue Statement: (Brief statement outlining the problem/issue.)




A large number of wire line to wireless ports fail the automated process because they are from large accounts where the customer service record (CSR) is too large to return on a CSR query.  The CSR is needed to complete an LSR.




2. Problem/Issue Description: (Provide detailed description of problem/issue.)




A. Examples & Impacts of Problem/Issue: The automated process for porting from wire line to wireless is dependent on obtaining the customer service record (CSR) that provides additional information needed to complete an LSR.  “CSR too large” is one of the more frequent causes of fall-out for intermodal ports.  It occurs when a number is being ported from a large account such as a hospital, school or large business.  There is a limit to the size of the CSR file that can be returned.  The current systems of wireline providers will return the entire CSR when only a small amount of data is relvant and needed.  Typically a file cannot exceed  1 MB.  Consequently these ports for numbers within large accounts fail and must be worked manually. 




B. Frequency of Occurrence: Between 100 and 200 ports each month




.



C. NPAC Regions Impacted:




 Canada___ Mid Atlantic ___ Midwest___ Northeast___ Southeast___ Southwest___ Western___     




 West Coast___  ALL_x_




D. Rationale why existing process is deficient: These ports must be manually processed and require a lot of time and effort to process.



E. Identify action taken in other committees / forums: 




No other yet.




F. Any other descriptive items: __



__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________




3. Suggested Resolution: 




Porting systems could be designed within the ILECs so that only information relevant to the particular number being ported is returned in response to a CSR query.  



LNPA WG: (only)




Item Number: 0050




Issue Resolution Referred to: __________



Why Issue Referred:



____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________




______________________________________________________________________________________
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PIM 53 SERVICE PROVIDER CONTACT NUMBERS/SITES



NOTE:  These contact numbers/sites are to be used by other providers to contact the applicable service provider to address PIM 53-related issues.




				SERVICE PROVIDER



				CONTACT NUMBER/SITE



				







				BellSouth



				888-285-6123 for wireless providers



800-773-4967 for wireline providers




http://www.interconnection.bellsouth.com/wholesale_markets/index.html 








				







				Embarq



				866-835-8648 if wireless port



800-578-8169 option 6 if wireline port



				







				Qwest



				800-223-7881



				







				Sprint Nextel



				legacy Sprint   866-625-6692  



legacy Nextel  877-229-3300



				







				Telcove



				http://www.TelCove.com/contact.asp



or




866-TelCove (835-2683)



				







				T-Mobile



				877-789-3106




or




KOticketlogging@startek.com



				







				Verizon



				617-743-0298



or




617-342-0201



				







				Verizon Wireless



				PortCenterICR@verizonwireless.com 




or



Sara.Hooker@verizonwireless.com
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NANC – LNPA Working Group
                     
Problem/Issue Identification Document








LNP Problem/Issue Identification and Description Form




Submittal Date (mm/dd/yyyy):  
08/14/06_                  PIM  57 v3



Company(s) Submitting Issue:
Cingular/Sprint Nextel



Contact(s):  Name 


Adele Johnson, Renee Dillon / Sue Tiffany




         Contact Number 
(601) 914-8320, (425) 288-6053 / (913) 315-6923




         Email Address   
adele.johnson@cingular.com  

 
Renee.Dillon@cingular.com  Sue.T.Tiffany@sprint.com 



(NOTE: Submitting Company(s) is to complete this section of the form along with Sections 1, 2 and 3.)




1. Problem/Issue Statement: (Brief statement outlining the problem/issue.)




Attempting to port a consumer when a Reseller abruptly discontinues business and/or declares bankruptcy. 




Most of the time in this situation, the port is delayed for some time while the Old Network Service Provider (ONSP) debates whether or not they can port the number externally with the New Local Service Provider (NLSP) and internally with the legal and network departments.  In all cases that we are aware of, the consumer is eventually allowed to port their number, but it takes weeks to work through the various legal and network issues to complete the port.




2. Problem/Issue Description: (Provide detailed description of problem/issue.)




A.   Examples & Impacts of Problem/Issue:  



When a Reseller declares bankruptcy or goes out of business, they may or may not have notified their customers.  If the Reseller notifies the customers they are going out of business, it is not unusual for the Reseller to close their doors before their customers receive the notification or before the customer can initiate action to port their number.  



The port request will come to the Reseller’s facilities/network provider (ONSP).  The ONSP will attempt to process the port request using normal processes, but if the Reseller has closed their door and is non-responsive, the port request will fall-out for manual handling.  The ONSP is then in the position of having a request to port a number on behalf of the consumer that is not their customer, but the consumer’s carrier is no longer in business.  If the number is not ported, the consumer will lose the number as it eventually will come back to the ONSP for reassignment.  




One of the problems encountered with this port request is the ONSP may not have access to the consumers billing records.  How does the network provider validate the port request, how do they ensure it is not fraud?



Most of the time in this situation, the port is delayed for some time while the network provider debates whether or not they can port the number externally with the NLSP and internally with the legal and network departments.  In all cases that we are aware, the consumer is eventually allowed to port their number, but it takes more than a week to work through the legal and network issues.



3. Suggested Resolution: 




The ONSP should incorporate a “Port Authorization” form into their procedures when faced with a reseller that is ceasing business operation and will no longer provide service to their customers.  This form, when signed by the reseller, would authorize the ONSP to complete ports to other service providers on behalf of the Old Local Service Provider (OLSP) or reseller for a specified period of time, in the event the reseller ceases business operation and the reseller contract will be terminated with the ONSP.  



This would be a legal form approved by the ONSPs legal department and would give the ONSP the legal right to act on behalf of the OLSP in these cases.  The ONSP should incorporate this signed form into the existing reseller contracts and should include it in the negotiation phase of any new contracts with resellers. 



While the Reseller is still in business and responding to port requests, the port will process as a normal Reseller port.  The form mentioned above will become effective when the Reseller’s contract expires, i.e., they have terminated their Reseller obligations or have not paid their bill and have gone to collections.




The Reseller should notify their customers, the end users/consumer that they, the Reseller, are going out of business and if their customers wish to keep their phone number; they should port to another carrier in a specified period of time.




The above form will allow the ONSP to port the Reseller’s customers after the contract has ‘expired’ and before the numbers go back into the ONSPs pool of assignable numbers.  (After the contract expires, the ONSP may terminate the account in their system and start the number aging process.)



If a customer attempts to port their number after the Reseller’s contract has ‘expired’, a port request will identify the number as ‘Number Not Active’ and if they attempt to port the consumer before the contact has expired they may get a ‘Number Not Found’.   During that time period when the form is in effect, the port request should be processed according to the ONSPs procedures.    




After the number has gone through the aging process, the number will be put in the ONSPs pool of numbers that can be assigned.




There are three phases with possible different responses to a consumer porting their number from a non-responsive Reseller:




1. Reseller’s contract has not expired, but the Reseller is not responding.




· Cingular and Sprint Nextel are working on the suggested Best Practice for this phase 




2. Reseller’s contract has expired and numbers are in the aging process.




· The Port Authorization tool previously mentioned allows the ONSP to manually port the customer after first attempting to verify customer’s identity.




3. Reseller’s contract has expired and number has been retuned to the number assignment pool.



· If the consumer wishes to keep their number, they must contact the ONSP requesting the number as a ‘Vanity’ number and become the ONSP’s customer.  The consumer may be able to keep their number if it has not already been assigned to another customer.



LNPA WG: (only)




Item Number: PIM 57v3  



Issue Resolution Referred to: _________________________________________________________



Why Issue Referred: __________________________________________________________________ ____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
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NANC – LNPA Working Group
                     
Problem/Issue Identification Document








LNP Problem/Issue Identification and Description Form




Submittal Date (mm/dd/yyyy):  
5/3/2006

PIM# 56 v2



Company(s) Submitting Issue:  
Sprint Nextel



Contact(s):  Name:


Lavinia Rotaru, Sue Tiffany





Contact Number:


703-707-5202, 913-315-6923 






Email Address:


Lavnia.Rotaru@sprint.com, Sue.T.Tiffany@sprint.com    




(NOTE: Submitting Company(s) is to complete this section of the form along with Sections 1, 2 and 3.)




1. Problem/Issue Statement: Incorrectly provisioned LNP databases.



While all carriers receive updates in their LSMS when porting customers, some carriers are not provisioning their LNP databases correctly.  When this scenario occurs, customers are not able to terminate or receive calls from those carrier’s networks that did not provision their LNP databases. That is, when the ported customer makes a call, the callED Party’s Caller ID service may not work properly.  This would occur if the callED party’s network’s LNP data was not correct, since the callED party’s network might be unable to find the CNAM record for the calling party.  In a worst-case scenario, the callED party would automatically reject the unidentified call.  



2. Problem/Issue Description: (Provide detailed description of problem/issue.)




A.   Examples & Impacts of Problem/Issue: 




This type of problem typically impacts the ability of a customer to make or complete some of their calls.  Following are some examples:  



1) A number of customers were ported by Sprint Nextel, and after the port, Sprint Netxel found that the customers were unable to receive or complete calls to or from some of their friends and relatives.  The root cause of the problem turned out to be that one of the ILEC’s pair of Service Control Points (SCPs) was not updated.  The pair of SCPs alternated handling calls, and each time the SCP that had not been updated attempted to route the call, the call failed.  In these cases, it took more than a week after the customer reported the problem for the problem to be discovered and resolved.  



2) In another example, a customer ported from an ILEC to a wireless carrier and found that they could not complete calls that terminated in a third LECs territory.  The third LEC was able to prove that they were using the correct LRN for routing so the wireless carrier had to go to the first LEC to make sure that all their LNP databases had been updated correctly.  This activity took a couple of weeks before the customer was eventually able to complete their calls just as they had before porting their number.  



It is typical for this type of problem to take a week or more to resolve.



B. Frequency of Occurrence:  




We have had 3 occurrences in the last 60 days.




C. NPAC Regions Impacted:




 Canada___ Mid Atlantic ___ Midwest___ Northeast___ Southeast_X__ Southwest___ Western___     




 West Coast___  ALL_X_




D. Rationale why existing process is deficient:  




We believe the existing process of receiving a response from a carriers’ LSMS acknowledging receipt of the port is deficient due to the fact that it does not indicate the network was provisioned correctly.  The customer that cannot make or receive calls as they had before they ported their number is unhappy and more than likely will have problems making their calls for a week or more while the carriers involved discover that they have not updated all their LNP databases. 



E.   Identify action taken in other committees / forums: ________________________________________________________________________  




F.  Any other descriptive items: __________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________




3. Suggested Resolution: 




Similar to the LSMS partial failures we get today, identify a mechanism to receive a notification from carriers’ LNP databases that the switch provisioning failed or was successful.  A carrier’s SCP should respond to the LSMS when the update is completed and the carrier’s LSMS should return the SCP concurrence back to the NPAC.








Alternatively, identify a step by step procedure for carriers to follow when attempting to resolve this type of problem expeditiously after it has occurred.




Another suggestion would be to make test calls to validate the completion of calls originating from major local networks and through major IXCs to newly ported numbers. At a minimum, perform an analysis of possible LNP troubles.  The idea would be to institute a test call barrage in response to a trouble report, rather than with every port’s completion on routine basis.  But if a particular port involved a sensitive customer, then test calling could be initiated even absent a trouble report a few minutes after the port competed.








LNPA WG: (only)




Item Number: PIM 56 v2




Issue Resolution Referred to: _________________________________________________________



Why Issue Referred: __________________________________________________________________ ____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________









Incorporate a industry update for LSMS to respond to the industry when the SCP’s have been updated.
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WIRELESS NUMBER PORTABILITY OPERATIONS TEAM (WNPO)




CONTRIBUTION FORM




Issue Number _4-11_____ (assigned by co-chair) 




CONTRIBUTION TITLE:  Wireless Porting Best Practices Guidelines




If this contribution relates to an existing open issue or PIM, FORT, OBF issue please identify that issue or PIM number: _______




SOURCE:

Name

:  Deborah Stephens







Company
:  Verizon Wireless




Address
:  300 River Rock Blvd






   Murfreesboro, TN  37128







Phone number
:  615-372-2256







e-mail address
:  deborah.stephens@verizonwireless.com




Co-Contributor(s):  
Wendy Wheeler, Alltel




CONTACT:

Name

: same as above







Company
: 




Address
:







Phone number
: 







e-mail address
: 



DATE:


3/16/2004




ABSTRACT:
Carriers participating in wireless number portability since November 24, 2003 experienced significant fallout using numerous alphanumeric validation fields.  As a result, many wireless carriers participated on weekly calls to come to consensus on how to continue to do proper validation to reduce the fallout by using numeric validation fields only (on simple ports).  This contribution documents industry validation guidelines agreed upon during the weekly calls for wireless to wireless porting.




CONTRIBUTION: 





Detailed description of the issue, alternative solutions, and recommended solution.




I    Introduction:



When wireless number porting began on November 24, 2003, alphanumeric validation fields quickly became recognized as the top contributor to porting fallout.  Many wireless carriers participated on weekly WNP steering committee calls to come to consensus on how to continue to do proper validation but still enable a significant amount of fallout reduction.  The result of these calls was that most of the carriers involved agreed to use numeric validation fields only (on simple ports).  In doing so, fallout was significantly reduced.




II   Discussion & Alternative Solutions:




These carriers believe that the additional alphanumeric validation fields, such as name and address, resulted in:




1. Increased fallout




2. Increased costs to the carriers




3. Increased head counts in the port support centers




4. Longer porting times.




Longer porting times resulted in:




1. Customer dissatisfaction with both carriers




2. Longer “partial service” time periods




3. Longer periods where the E-911 call back number is an issue




4. Overlapping billing periods.




.  




III Recommendation:




Customer ports should be verified by the following validation fields:




1. MDN




2. Social Security Number OR Account Number OR Tax ID number (for business accounts)




3. 5 Digit Zip Code*



4. Password or pin (where applicable)




Furthermore, these elements should:




1. Not be punctuation sensitive




2.   Not be case sensitive




3.   General rules around social security or account number should be:




· If only one is provided, validate if the one provided is correct and do not require both.




· If both are provided, validate on only one even if the other is incorrect.




These recommendations  were found to be “best practices”  for carriers already participating in wireless number portability.  




*Update 4/27/2004




Additional calls were held in April, 2004 with the top carriers agreeing to remove the validation of zip codes.  Please note that these “best practices” do not in any way change the WICIS process of obtaining customer information and fully populating the WPR (Wireless Port Request).



Notice: This contribution includes information that has been prepared to assist the WNPO.  This document is submitted as a




basis for discussion and is not a binding proposal on the Source or the Contact.  The aforementioned carrier(s) specifically




reserve the right to add to, amend, or withdraw its contents.
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NANC – LNPA Working Group
                     
Problem/Issue Identification Document








LNP Problem/Issue Identification and Description Form




Submittal Date (mm/dd/yyyy): 07/21/2004




Company(s) Submitting Issue: T-Mobile, Sprint, Verizon Wireless, Nextel, Cingular, US Cellular




Contact(s):  Name: Paula Jordan, Sue Tiffany, Deborah Stephens, Rosemary Emmer, Elton Allan, Chris Toomey





         Contact Number: 925-325-3325; 913-762-8024; 615-372-2256; 301-399-4332; 404-236-6447; 773-845-9070





         Email Address: Paula.Jordan@T-Mobile.com; Sue.T.Tiffany@mail.sprint.com; Deborah.Stephens@verizonwireless.com; rosemary.emmer@nextel.com; elton.allen@cingular.com



(NOTE: Submitting Company(s) is to complete this section of the form along with Sections 1, 2 and 3.)




1. Problem/Issue Statement: (Brief statement outlining the problem/issue.)




When there are errors in local service requests to port a number some service providers only respond identifying a single error.  Additional LSRs and responses are required until all errors are finally cleared.  This can result in a need to create many LSRs in order to clear all errors and complete a port.




2. Problem/Issue Description: (Provide detailed description of problem/issue.)




A. Examples & Impacts of Problem/Issue: 




LR’s or responses to an LSR will typically identify only the first error encountered when there are often many errors on a port request. An error is being defined as a failure to meet carriers business rule requirements.  Identifying only one error at a time results in a prolonged iterative process of sending messages back and forth to clear all errors on an LSR - one at a time.




B. Frequency of Occurrence:




This problem affects every wire line port with errors.   10 to 100 daily




C. NPAC Regions Impacted:




 Canada___ Mid Atlantic ___ Midwest___ Northeast___ Southeast___ Southwest___ Western___     




 West Coast___  ALL_x_




D. Rationale why existing process is deficient: 




The current process is more costly, and requires more work and time to complete a port.



E. Identify action taken in other committees / forums: 




No other yet.




F. Any other descriptive items: __



__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________




3. Suggested Resolution: 




Systems should be enhanced so that the first response (LR) will identify all errors that need to be corrected on an LSR. 



LNPA WG: (only)




Item Number: 0045





Issue Resolution Referred to: OBF LSOP with recommendation to go to the ITF committee




Why Issue Referred: __________________________________________________________________ ____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
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WIRELINE, INTERMODAL, WIRELESS




NPA SPLIT – LNP MANAGEMENT




Intercarrier Communication Process







Section 1 – Wireline Service Providers - Wireline & Intermodal Port



				Provider



				Region



				What NPA is required for LSR's issued during the Permissive Dialing period? The new NPA or the existing?








				If we require the New NPA and the existing is sent, will we reject it?








				Or will we change the existing NPA to the New NPA without erroring the LSR?








				What NPA is required if an LSR is issued during Permissive Dialing but is due to complete after Mandatory?












				Qwest



				



				The NPA should be the new one since the actual conversion has already occurred.








				Yes



				No, the LSR will be rejected.








				The new NPA is required since the conversion has actually already occurred.












				Sprint



				



				Sprint requests the new NPA, if the old NPA falls out to manual. Sprint would flash-cut at the beginning of the PDP.



				If the provider does not receive the new NPA, the system would automatically update the tables, otherwise the old NPA would be invalid and the CLEC would receive an error message.



				After updating the tables, the GUI will change any existing pending orders to the new NPA. If the old NPA is sent in after that, an error message will be sent.



				If an order is pending, the system is updated with the new NPA. The system should go through and update it.







				SBC



				



				SBC requires the old NPA, until the NPA split, then would require the new NPA.



				



				



				







				AT&T



				



				AT&T prefers the new NPA, but could handle either.



				If they receive the old NPA, they will accept it and convert it to the new NPA.



				



				







				BellSouth



				



				BellSouth requires the old NPA until the PDP begins, then would require the new NPA.



				



				



				







				Frontier



				



				Frontier expects the old NPA until a certain date. They then send out a follow-up notification giving their carriers 60 days notice of the change.



				LSRs were rejected if the provider doesn’t receive the NPA in the LSR that was expected.



				



				LSRs were rejected if the provider doesn’t receive the NPA in the LSR that was expected.







				Verizon



				



				Verizon expects the new NPA.



				If they do not receive the new NPA, the LSR would be rejected because they would not recognize the telephone number.



				A pending order file is updated with the new NPA, but the incoming LSR is not automatically updated with the GUI.



				











Section 2 – Wireless Service Providers – Wireless Port



				Provider



				Region



				What NPA is required for WPR's issued during the Permissive Dialing period? The new NPA or the existing?








				If we require the New NPA and the existing is sent, will we reject it?








				Or will we change the existing NPA to the New NPA without erroring the WPR?








				What NPA is required if an WPR is issued during Permissive Dialing but is due to complete after Mandatory?












				Wireless



				All



				It is the recommendation of the OBF Wireless Committee (Issue 2570) that beginning at the start of permissive dialing the new service provider would initiate the port request using the new NPA/NXX.  The old service provider must do the translation to the old NPA/NXX in their OSS if needed.  Note: it is the responsibility of both providers, old and new, to manage the numbers during PDP ensuring that the TN is not reassigned in their systems during permissive dialing.



				 No



				Although the new NPA is expected, if the old NPA is received the old service provider will accept the request and manage the number as needed. 



				By following the OBF recommendation (Issue 2607) this is not an issue.  The recommendation states that the new NPA is used at the beginning of permissive dialing.











March 9, 2004
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LNPA Working Group
Status Report to NANC
February 22, 2008

Open Problem Identification & Management (PIM) Status Report

PIM No.
Date 
Opened
Description
Referred to/
Date
Status
Date 
Closed
0042
07/07/04
Review of Data Field requirements on Wireline Local Service Request (LSR):
This PIM, submitted by Syniverse, seeks to review wireline requirements for certain fields on the LSR in order to facilitate mapping of the Wireless Port Request (WPR) to the Wireline LSR.
OBF
07/04
Tracking:  Issue remains open and tracking, awaiting implementation of FCC Order 07-188.

0044
07/21/04
Varying rules for populating Wireline Local Service Request (LSR):  This PIM, submitted by T-Mobile, Sprint, Verizon Wireless, Nextel, Cingular, and US Cellular, seeks to address varying rules among wireline carriers for validating a Local Service Request (LSR) in order to port a number.
OBF
07/04
Tracking:  Issue remains open and tracking, awaiting implementation of FCC Order 07-188.

0051
03/07/05
Codes Opened in NPAC by Wrong Provider:  This PIM, submitted by Nextel, seeks the prevention of NXX codes being opened to portability in NPAC by the incorrect provider.
N/A
Tracking:  NeuStar developed Change Order 414 proposing an automated process to prevent the wrong service provider from opening up a code in NPAC.  PIM 51 is now tracking NANC 414 for the automated solution.  

Regarding the manual process for the PIM 51 cleanup in NPAC, the NAPM LLC approved the LNPA WG’s recommendation to request a Statement of Work (SOW) from NeuStar at their September 2007 meeting.  The SOW for manual cleanup is under development by NeuStar.

0054
04/28/06
Intermodal and Wireline-Wireline Porting Intervals:  This PIM, submitted by Comcast, seeks to study the feasibility of shortening the intermodal and wireline-wireline porting intervals.
N/A
Accepted:  This PIM was accepted at the July 2006 LNPA WG meeting.  At the September 2006 LNPA WG meeting, the group agreed to form a Pre-Port Subcommittee to review and address issues and requirements related to the pre-port inter-carrier communications (Local Service Request (LSR)/Firm Order Confirmation (FOC) process.  In light of the release of FCC Order 07-188, the Pre-Port Subcommittee will determine if it will sunset.  Further discussion of PIM 54 will be placed on the March 2008 LNPA WG meeting agenda.

0055
05/08/06
Jeopardies Submitted After Firm Order Confirmation (FOC):  This PIM, submitted by NeuStar Clearinghouse, seeks to address the issue of Provider Initiated Activity (PIA), including jeopardies, which are at times transmitted from wireline providers to wireless providers after the Firm Order Confirmation (FOC) is received by the wireless provider.  Wireless providers currently have no automated way to support this activity.
OBF Wireless Committee
11/06
Tracking:  This PIM was accepted on the June 2006 LNPA WG conference call.  At the September 2006 LNPA WG meeting, it was determined that wireless automated support of jeopardies should be addressed in the OBF Wireless Committee for possible implementation in a WICIS release after Release 4.0.  The NeuStar Clearinghouse vendor will submit a contribution.  PIM 55 is now tracking the next WICIS Release beyond 4.0, which will likely be sometime in 2009.

0061
05/25/07
VPN Access to NPAC for LTI Users:  This PIM, submitted by South Central Rural Telephone Coop. Corp. Inc., Duo County Telephone Cooperative Corp., Inc, North Central Rural Telephone Coop., and PNG Telecommunications, seeks to have implemented a Virtual Private Network (VPN) access solution for Low Tech Interface (LTI) users.
N/A
Tracking:  At their September 2007 meeting, the NAPM LLC approved the LNPA WG’s recommendation to request an SOW from NeuStar for a VPN access solution for LTI users.  The request for an SOW was subsequently submitted and NeuStar has provided the requested SOW.  The SOW for VPN access was reviewed and approved at the NAPM LLC’s November 2007 meeting.  PIM 61 is now in a Tracking state.

0063
08/09/07
Refusal to Port Out Until 30 Days of Service Elapses:  This PIM, submitted by T-Mobile and Verizon Wireless, seeks to address instances where some carriers are requiring that the customer have service for 30 days before they will approve a port out request.  
N/A
Closed:  This PIM was accepted at the September 2007 LNPA WG meeting.  An NP Best Practice addressing this issue was reviewed and approved on the February 5th LNPA WG conference call.
February 2008
0064
08/24/07
SPIDs that Have Both Mechanized SOA and LTI Connectivity and Usage:  This PIM, submitted by VeriSign, proposes a new tunable
parameter in NPAC to allow the suppression of LTI-initiated transactions to the mechanized SOAs. 
N/A
Tracking:  This PIM was accepted at the September 2007 LNPA WG meeting.  VeriSign submitted NANC Change Order 423 to address the issue identified in PIM 64.  PIM 64 is now in a Tracking state.

0065
08/28/07
Priority of Notifications Due to Disconnection of Pooled Blocks:  This PIM, submitted by VeriSign, proposes a priority scheme in NPAC for the notifications generated by the disconnection of pooled thousands blocks.
N/A
Tracking:  This PIM was accepted at the September 2007 LNPA WG meeting.  VeriSign submitted NANC Change Order 424 to address the issue identified in PIM 65.  PIM 65 is now in a Tracking state.

0066
08/24/07
Data Received From Mass Updates:  This PIM, submitted by VeriSign, seeks to address the data that is received when Mass Updates are performed.  
N/A
Tracking:  :  This PIM was accepted at the October 2007 LNPA WG meeting.  VeriSign submitted NANC Change Order 426 to address the issue identified in PIM 66.  PIM 66 is now in a Tracking state.


==== End of Report ===

